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SAMENVATTING

In het RACE (R&D in Advanced Communications·teclmologies in Europe)
progranuna wordt in het RI036 project een passief optisch ster netwerk ontwikkeld,
gebruik mak:end van 'Wavelength and Time Division Multiplexing' technieken (het
WTDM CPNetwerk). Dit netwerk is bruikbaar voor een groot aantal toepassingen in
industrie, handel, onderwijs en openbare diensten.

In het WTDM CPNetwerk worden de gebruikersverbindingen aangelegd door het
selecteren van het juiste golflengte en tijdslot aan de ontvangst zijde. Voor het
uitvoeren van de selectie moet informatie over de verbinding uitgewisseld worden
tussen de netwerk knooppunten (welke ieder aan een aantal gebruikers service
verlenen). De uitwisseling van deze informatie is de taak: van het gedeelde 'equal peer'
besturingssysteem, dat ontworpen is op het PTr RNL.

Het besturingssysteem is gebasseerd op het DSS 1 (ISDN) protocol (buiten-band
signaleringskanaaI). Om het besturingskanaal van een knooppunt te ontvangen,
moeten de andere knooppunten het juisre golflengte en tijdslot selecteren. Het
besturingssysteem van de knooppunten is echter niet voldoende toegerust om de
besturingskanalen van aIle knooppunten in het netwerk direct te ontvangen. Om er
toch voor te zorgen dat ieder knooppunt bereikbaar is voor aIle knooppunten in het
besturingsnetwerk, wordt er gebruik gemaak:t van een relaying mechanism.

Een van de doelstellingen van het besturingssysteem is het handhaven van de
mogelijkheid om besturingsinformatie tussen de knooppunten van het netwerk uit te
wisselen. Voor dit doel is een onderzoek gedaan naar een dynamisch configuratie
protocol dat toegepast kan worden op het WTDM CPNetwerk. Dit verslag bevat de
resultaten van dit onderzoek waarbij de volgende aspecten uitvoerig zijn bestudeerd:

- Gedistribueerde Routeringstechnieken: Een strategie is ontworpen waarin de
knooppunten hun eigen routes bepalen en vastleggen door het aanpassen van
de routeringstabellen van de andere knooppunten.

- strategieen voor het verzorgen van de Fysieke Bereikbaarheid in het
(besturings)netwerk: Het Fysieke Bereikbaarheids-probleem vereist de
aanwezigheid van een tenninal-vrije ontvanger per knooppunt. Zonder deze
vereenvoudiging is het niet mogelijk de Fysieke Bereikbaarheid te herstellen.

- strategleen voor het omlasten van overbelaste knooppunten: De
verkeersbelasting van een overbelast knooppunt kan venninderd worden door
de routes zodanig aan te passen dat het overbelaste knooppunten ornzeild
wordt. Om de aankomst van verzonden configuratieboodschappen te
garanderen in geval van overbelasting, wordt een speciale fase gedefmieerd
waarin het configuratie protocol het netwerk geheel tot zijn beschikking heeft.

- strategieen voor het uitwisselen van Configuratie lnformatie tussen de
knooppumen onderling: Twee technieken zijn worden bestudeerd.

Vande verschillende technieken en strategieen is bekeken welke het meest geschikt
zijn voor toepassing in het passief optisch ster netwerk. In de studie naar de
verschillende mogelijkheden is het gedeelde 'equal peer' karakter van het
besturingssysteem een belangrijke randvoorwaarde. Naast de strategieen voor het
passief optisch ster netwerk, worden de details uitgewerkt voor het configuration
protocol van het WTDM CPNetwerk.
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ABSTRACT

Within the framework of the RACE (R&D in Advanced Communications
technologies in Europe) programme, project R1036 is concerned with the designing
and realisation of a passive optical star network based on Wavelength and Time
Division Multiplexing techniques (the WTDM CPNetwork). This network is suitable
for a wide range of applications in industry, commerce, education, and public.
services.

In the WTDM CPNetwork the user connections are established by selecting the
required wavelength and timeslot (at the receiving side). To perfonn this selection,
infonnation about the connection has to be exchanged between the network nodes
(each serving several tenninals). The exchange of connection data for the user
network is the task of the distributed equal peer control system developed at the P1T
RNL.

The control system is based on the DSS 1 (ISDN) protocol (outband signalling). To
receive the control channel of a node, the other nodes have to select the correct
wavelength and timeslot. However, the control systems of the nodes are not fully
equipped to receive the control channels of all nodes in the network directly. To
maintain connectivity between the nodes of the control network a relaying mechanism
is used.

One of the requirements of the control system is that it should be able to reconfigure
itself and provide the means to exchange control data at all times. For this purpose a
study has been made for a dynamic configuration protocol for a passive optical star
network in general and for the WTDM CPNetwork in particular. This report contains
the results of this study i.e.:

- Distributed Routing Algorithms: A strategy has been developed in which each
node detennines and establishes it own routes by adapting the routing tables of
the other nodes.

- strategies to provide Full Connectivity in the (control) network: The full
connectivity problem requires the presence of one tenninal-free receiver per
node. Without this simplification it is not possible to restore full connectivity.

- strategies to reduce the traffic load of Congested Nodes: The traffic load of a
congested node will be reduced by adapting the routes so the congested node
will be by-passed. To guarantee the arrival of configuration messages when
congestion occurs in the network, a special phase will be invoked in which the
configuration protocol has an empty network at its disposal.

- strategies to exchange the Configuration Information between the nodes: Two
possible strategies have been elaborated.

The possible techniques and strategies are studied for their applicability to the passive
optical star network. In this study the distributed equal peer characteristics of the
control system are a major boundary condition. Beside the strategies for the global
passive optical star network, details for the implementation of the configuration
protocol in the WTDM CPNetwork are elaborated in this report.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

acknowledge token message:
The message used by the configuration protocol to acknowledge the
arrival of a token message.

branch: The path from the root node (top node) to a leaf in a tree structure.

configuration: The combination of the physical network plus the routing tables
establishing the logical paths between the nodes.

configuration phase:
A phase in the network in which all messages except the ones sent
by the configuration protocol will be deleted. In this phase the
configuration protocol will establish a new network configuration to
provide full connectivity between the nodes.

configuration protocol:
The protocol responsible for the configuration of the (control)
network and its requirements.

cost of the edge: A label of the physical connection (edge) between two nodes
representing the traffic load or delay on the connection.

edge: A physical connection between two nodes.

'electrical' receiver:
The necessary equipment to receive a channel (consisting of: optical
demultiplexer, optical receiver, switch, electrical demultiplexer).

free receiver: A receiver of the control network which is coupled to a user
terminal but which does not establish an active user-connection at
the moment.

link:

leaf'

(full) connectivity:
Each node is reachable for all nodes in the physical network either
direct or through relaying via other nodes.

An end-point (end-node) in a tree structure.

A logical path between two nodes, established by the routing tables
of the nodes and the window mechanism of the link layer control
part, over which the link layer control messages between the nodes
will be exchanged.

logical (control) network:
The network of logical routes between the nodes in the (control)
network established by the routing tables in the nodes.

local routing centre (node):
The LRC serves several source and destination tenninals and is
responsible for the switching of the signals in the user network.
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Glossary ofTerms

passive optical star coupler:
A device without active components which combines the received
optical signals from the nodes into one wavelength multiplexed
optical signal and sends it back.

physical (control) network:
The network of physical connections built by the receivers of the
(control) system.

reconfiguration: The procedure of restoring full connectivity in the physical network,
determining and establishing routes in the network and carry out the
link management tasks.

relaying mechanism:
A mechanism which makes the exchange possible between nodes
with no direct connection by relaying messages via other nodes
(using routing tables).

routing message: The message used by the configuration protocol to adapt the routing
tables of the nodes.

shortest path tree:
A tree structure representing of the shortest paths of a root node to
the other nodes in the network (determined with the 'single source
shortest path algorithm').

single source shortest path algorithm:
This algorithm determines the shortest paths from a root node (top
node) to the other nodes in the network given a representation of the
network topology.

stripping mechanism:
The mechanism used to establish the paths of the shortest path tree
in the routing tables of the nodes.

strongly connected component:
A group of nodes and edges (physical connections) in which the
nodes are fully connected with each other.

terminal-free receiver:
A receiver of the control network to which no user terminal is
coupled.

token message: The message used by the configuration protocol to pass the token to
the configuration protocol of another node.

update message: The message used by the configuration protocol to update the other
nodes about the configuration of the node.

window mechanism:
The mechanism responsible for the correct transfer of link layer
control messages based on retransmission of lost message.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

RACE (R&D in Advanced Communications-technologies in Europe) is. a five-year
programme sponsored by the Commission of the European Communities. Its
objective is to make technology available for the building of an Europe-wide digital .
communications network using optical fibres, the Integrated Broadband
Communications Network (!BCN). To serve this object, RACE is organised into
projects each dealing with an aspect of the IBCN.

Within the framework of the RACE programme, Project R1036 is concerned with the
designing and building of a Wavelength and Time Division Multiplexed Customer's
Premises Network (WTDM CPN) [1,2] suitable for broadband service providers, such
as broadcasters, and for a wide range of applications in industry, commerce,
education, and public services.

The use of wavelength multiplexing techniques in this local area network increases
the transmission capacity between the nodes manifold. Because the increase in power
of supponing electronic technologies (switching/processing) has not matched this
trend, a novel topology has been used. The central node has disappeared and is
replaced by a passive optical star [1,2]. This new approach however requires new
means of control such as multi-hop networks [1,2,5,10,11].

The development of such a new control system is the task of the PTf Research Neher
Laboratories (PTf RNL) which is one of the partners of Project R1036. The WTDM
CPNetwork to be controlled (the network will be developed by the partners of Project
R1036) consists of a passive optical star coupler to which 16 nodes are connected.
Each of these nodes transmits a time multiplex of 16 channels on an unique optical
wavelength. The passive optical star coupler will receives these signals and combines
them into one wavelength multiplexed optical signal. The combined signal will be
sent back to the each of the nodes in the network. Connections in the WTDM
CPNetwork are made by selecting the required wavelength and timeslot of the
channel at the receiver end.

Two years of research at the PTf RNL resulted in a distributed equal peer control
system which is based on the DSS 11 protocol [3]. This control system makes use of a
separate control channel and fonns a separate control network all by itself. To make
communication possible between a pair of nodes, each node has a special 2 Mbit/s
channel at its disposal on its own transmitted multiplex. To receive the control
channel of an arbitral)' node, the other nodes have to select the right wavelength and
the right timeslot with help of an optical receiver, a digital switch and a
demultiplexer.

However, due to budged limitations the nodes are not fully equipped to receive the
control channels of all other nodes in the network directly. To maintain connectivity
between each pair of nodes a relaying mechanism is used. With the help of routing
tables (relay tables) present in each node, nodes with no direct connections can be
reached by relaying messages via other nodes. To assure connectivity between each
pair of nodes, the routing tables have to be adapted to the actual topology of the
control network.

Until this moment the infonnation needed for the configuration of the control network
is fed into the controlling processor of the nodes by an operator. This way of feeding

DSS I:Digital Subscriber System no.1
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Chapter 1 Introduction

the infonnation needed for the configuration is a reasonable interim solution for the
development stage of the network, but is not efficient when it is pennanently used in
the network. Because of this it is the intention to design a control system which
dynamically reconfigures itself given the existing connections and the number of
connection capacity per node.

This rappon describes the progress in the development of such a dynamic
configuration protocol during my graduation work at the P1T RNL. In the first pan of
this rappon an extensive description will be given of the wrDM CPN, the progress
made in the development of the control system at this moment, and the requirements
which the configuration protocol should meet. The second pan deals with the
development of the configuration protocol itself; the progress in the development of
the configuration protocol made during my graduation work and the implementation
of the configuration protocol for the WTDM CPNetwork.

2



Chapter 2

RI036 WAVELENGTH AND TIME DIVISION
MULTIPLEXED NETWORK

As we have seen in the introduction Project R1036 is concerned with the development
of a Customer Premises Network (CPN) using optical fibres. During the last few years .
the design of local communications networks based on lightwave technology, such as
the CPNetwork, have become a topic of keen interest For long distance point-to-point
communications, lightwave has emerged as the technology of choice as a result of the
very high bit rate-distance product which can be achieved. When applied to local
networks, lightwave technology holds forth the potential of enormous bandwidth for
each end user, coupled with the corresponding opportunity to offer revolutionary new
user services and capabilities based on an unprecedented abundance of inexpensive
bandwidth.

However, although the lightwave transmission medium possesses a bandwidth which
might be measured in the tens of Terahertz range, the bandwidth limitation of the
electr%ptic converters needed to attach each user to the optical medium prevents
users from accessing more than a tiny fraction (in the range of several Gigabit/s) of
the overall capacity. The only way to make fully use of the bandwidth potential of the
lightwave transmission medium is by user concurrence, that is, the ability of the
network to support simultaneous transmissions from a multitude of users. The great
challenge is to derive a networking arrangement that achieves a high level of
concurrence.

WTDM CPNetwork

The participants in Project R1036 developed an optical CPN to achieve user
concurrence using a combination of optical wavelength division multiplexing and
electrical time division multiplexing (WTDM) techniques [1,2]. This network consists
of a passive optical star coupler to which 16 nodes can be connected (see figure 2.1).
Each node (also called LRC= Local Routing Centre) of the network serves several
sources and destinations. The signals from the sources are time multiplexed
electronically at the node according to SDH (STM I6) [4], to form a serial bitstream
with a gross bit rate up to about 2.5 Gbit/s (payload about 16"'155.520 Mbit/s = 2.4
Gbit/s). This serial signal modulates a distributed feedback (DFB) laser. Each node
has precisely one DFB laser using an unique optical wavelength (range 1500-1560
nm), the wavelength being equally spaced a few nanometers apart.

The outputs of all nodes are combined in an optical star coupler to give a wavelength
multiplexed optical signal. The optical signals are then distributed to each of the
nodes where they are demultiplexed optically and electrically to provide access to the
signals from any source in the system. The functional diagrams of the WTDM
CPNetwork and one of its LRCs are given in figure 2.1 and 2.2.

the control system

The connections in the WTDM CPNetwork are made by selecting the required
wavelength and timeslot of the channel at the receiver end. To make this selection
possible a control system is needed. In the design of the control system, the
constraints posed by the physical characteristics of the optical star network have to be
taken into the account. Additionally, the requirements of the applications have to be
met (a first application will be a television broadcast production environment), but the

3



Chapter 2 R1036 Wavelength and Time Division Multiplexed Network
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protocol should be flexible enough to suppon a wide range of applications. A third
boundary condition is set by the ongoing international standardization of the B-ISDN.

The replacement of the central node by a passive optical star causes the functionality
of the central node to be distributed over the tenninating nodes. This implicates that
the system master functions will also have to be reallocated. Assigning one node as
system master would load this node much heavier than the other nodes, creating a
processing bottle-neck in the system. Therefore a control strategy using equal peer
nodes has been adopted.

Together with the other two boundaries this resulted in the design of a distributed
equal peer control system, based on the DSS 1 protocol [3]. This control system uses
an outband control channel available in the multiplex of every node, to perform a fast
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flexible set-up of user connections. This enables a flexible implementation of the
control system as well as a means of providing two way communication between
nodes in the absence of a two way user connection. In the next chapter an extensive
description of the developed control system will be given.
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Chapter 3

THE CONTROL PROTOCOL

As mentioned in chapter 2, one of the boundary conditions in the design of the
WTDM CPNetwork is the ongoing international standardization of the B-ISDN. To
meet the compatibility of the WIDM CPNetwork to these standards, the design of the .
network is based upon the OSI reference model. A representation of the WTDM
CPNetwork in terms of the OSI reference model [13] is given in figure 3.1.

TE 1

7

tenninal
protocol

LRCa

••

medium

internal
pratocol

LRCb

••

tenninal
pratocol

TE2

7

Figure 3.1: OSI Reference Model ofWTDM CPNetwork

Due to budget limitations, the terminal protocol between the terminals and the Local
Routing Centres have not been implemented (only the internal protocol between the
Local Routing Centres of the network are fully implemented). However, to show the
operation of the wrDM CPNetwork and its internal protocol, a kind of Tenninal
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Layer 3
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Figure 3.2: OSI Model of realized WI'DM CPNetwork
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Equipment (TE) is needed. Therefore the tenninal processes are being simulated by
an application process on the top of the network layer of the LRC. This TE process
has to be able to show the capabilities of CPNetwork. Since not all the functions to
suppon tenninal simulation are available within the original network layer of the
LRC, its functionality is extended as shown in figure 3.2.

The control protocol of the WTDM CPNetwork only comprises the lower three layers
(Physical, Link, and Network) of the OSI protocol reference model. The physical
layer and a pan of the link layer are implemented in hardware. The rest of the control .
system is implemented in software, being specified in SOL2 [14]. A more detailed
description of the 3 layers and their implementation will be given in the next
paragraphs. An overview of the panitioning in blocks and processes of layer 2 and
layer 3 will be found in Appendix A.

3.1 PHYSICAL LAYER

The main task of the physical layer, which is supplied by other partners within the
project, is to provide the transpon for the bits of the STM 16 frames sent by the nodes,
which are a time multiplex of the STM 1 frames (according to SOH) sent by the
terminals connected to the node. The structure of such a STM I6 frame is given in
figure 3.3. The channel used for the control purposes is present in the Section Over
Head (SOH) of every STMI6 frame (see for more infonnation [4]). The 01,02 octets
in the SOH SOH, which are nonnally used for maintenance but are not being used for
this purpose in the WIDM CPNetwork, embody the control channel providing a
transparent 2.048 Mbit/s connection between each possible pair of nodes3. Together
with the control channel a frame synchronization signal is supplied (125 microsec.)
creating frames of 32 octets.

1 2 17 484950 65 1I6 97 98 113 144 145 4320
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4
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Figure 3.3: SOH structure of a STMI6 Multiplex
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Chapter 3 The Control Protocol

This part of the control protocol has the task to provide OSI Data Link Layer services
to the Network Layer. According to the OSI reference model the task of the link layer
is to provide transparent transport for the network layer messages using the physical
transmission medium. To conform to these requirements the link layer protocol
provides the following services:

- error detection

- error correction

- setup/release of link connections

- link addressing

The link layer is subdivided into two parts, the Link Layer Control and the Link Layer
Management. The Link Layer Control provides most of the OSI Link Layer services
summed up above. The Link Layer Management contains the Configuration Protocol
which is concerned with the configuration of the control network. In the next
paragraph both protocols plus the Link Layer message will be elaborated.

3.2.1 LINK LAYER CONTROL PROTOCOL

To provide the network layer with transparent transport for its messages, the link
layer control communicates with the physical layer, performs error detection and
relaying, receiving c.q. discarding of messages, and receives or transmits messages
from c.q. to the control part of the network layer. According to the DSS 1 [3] protocol
the link layer control can only exchange messages and signals with the control parts
of the network and physical layer and with the management part of the link layer
itself.

adaptations to the DSS 1 Link Layer Protocol

Due to physical constraints of the W1DM CPNetwork and the possibilities to keep
the processing overhead of the link layer protocol to a minimum, the following
adaptations have been made to the DSS 1 Link Layer:

o The link layer is adapted to fit the cell transfer system using fIXed length cells
of 32 octets. This has a number of consequences:

- The error protection will be done on a 'cell' by 'cell' basis rather than on
a link layer message basis. 1his is done to reduce the storage capacity
within the link layer and to ease the processing since processing can be
done modular.

- A field which indicates the fill of cells is incorporated in each cell to
support arbitrary length messages.

- InfInite length network messages can be transported4, which removes
the need in the netwotX layer for segmenting.

4 i.e. only limited by physical boundaries e.g. system memory size
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• In the ISDN the link layer protocol can operate in two modes. The
Unacknowledged Infonnation transfer mode, in which only detection is done
and the Acknowledged Information transfer mode in which error detection as
well as correction is done. The Unacknowledged Information transfer mode
relies on the higher layer entities to perform the error correction. Since the use
of the WTDM CPNetwork is not precisely known at the moment, and since in
the European option of the ISDN protocols the Acknowledged Information
transfer mode is used, only this mode will be implemented.

• The error protection mechanism is the same as for the DSS 1 link layer (i.e.
ARQ with go-back N). The window size can be set to a maximum of 127 to
allow the full utilization of the reduced error probability on the link and the
higher transmission channel speed. However in the system tested at the PTI'
RNL the window was set to a value of 8. As messages could be duplicated no
error may arise from the reception of an already acknowledged message.

• The flow control has been changed. In stead of explicit flow control by means
of messages, it is left to the window mechanism to reduce the flow when
receiver overrun occurs. To allow this to be done safely, the following changes
have been made:

- Timer values for retransmission are set much tighter (slightly larger
than the round trip delay). Removing the need for a negative
acknowledgement.

- Retransmission will be timed in increasing time out values (as used on
some LAN systems) to avoid the clogging of the relaying intermediate
nodes.

• Mechanisms for explicit response polling (DSS 1 link layer PIF, C/R
mechanism) have been deleted. The receiver side has been given the
responsibility to actively acknowledge messages after a time out. The value of
this time out has been chosen slightly shorter than the shortest retransmission
time out.

• The ISDN link layer protocol uses a master (local exchange) - slave (tenninal)
system to perform the assignment of node identification. Since the WTDM
CPN is an equal peer system the identity problem will have to be resolved in
an other way. Initially the problem was solved by a distribution of node
identifiers by a "higher power" (e.g. network operator). The solution is at a
later stage replaced by a solution using a democratic procedure driven by a
random seed, either together with the node configuration procedure or
separate. Since the node identification assignment is functionally equivalent to
the TEl (link address) assignment, the TEl assignment procedure used in the
ISDN link layer protocols can be omitted.

Given the DSS 1 protocol with the adaptations mentioned above, the transactions on
creation, setup and release of link connections can be depicted in a state diagram such
as the one in figure 3.4. It shows the three stages in which a link can be. In the
operational stage, the links support an error protected fully meshed set of connections
between all nodes of the network. The messages used by the link layer protocol will
be described in the next section.
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Figure 3.4: Stages of Activity of the Link Layer Peer Control

3.2.2 THE MESSAGE FORMAT

As mentioned before the link layer messages are sent in fIxed length cells of 32
octets. In figure 3.5 the format of such a link layer message is given. The order of
transmission is from left to right for bits within an octet and for octets within the
message

The message format contains 4 sub-fIelds:

- CRC fIeld (compulsory)

- address fIeld (compulsory)

- control fIeld (compulsory)

- data field (optional)

ere field

The CRC fIeld is used to detect errors in the received cells. The calculation of the
CRC will be done according to the rules described in CCI1T Recommendation 1.441
(CRC I6). However, due to improved error characteristics of the transmission means5 a
CRC with a length of 8 bits (CRCs) would be sufficient. In the future this option may
be used leaving 31 octets for the rest of the message.

Independent of the checksum error mechanism used, the CRC fIeld of all received
messages will be checked, regardless of their source or destination. If the CRC
computed by the hardware of the physical layer does not match the one in the

initial studies indicate that optical transmission systems will also show burst behaviour due to
interference on the transmit and receive equipment
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Figure 3.5: Message fonnat of the Link Layer Messages

message, the message is discarded and no further action will be taken. If the
computed CRC matches the one in the message, the message will be processed further
according to the values of the address and the control field.

address field

The address field contains the source and the destination addresses of the involved
nodes. These addresses will be identified by explicit numbers. The numbers will be a
logical reference to the transmission wavelength of the node. Exception to this is the
network management address which will be recognised by all nodes and the empty
cell which has a default pattern. The network management address is being used to
separate the messages sent by the network management (the configuration protocol)
from the ones send by the link layer control protocol. Values for the address
references are given in table 1. The address field will consist of two octets
(destination, source), providing an addressing capacity of 253 nodes. This should be
sufficient for direct addressing of the nodes in the WTDM CPN (16 nodes).

000 network management (configuration protocol) address
001 node address = 1
002 node address = 2

253 node address =253
254 extended address (escape)
255 empty cell

Table 1: Values of address references

control field

The control field is used to set, control and reset the link connections. The fonnat of
the control field is given in figure 3.6. For the WTDM CPN a modulo 128 frame
fonnat has been chosen. The actual window size on this implemented frame fonnat is
8 (a window size of 127 is possible).

data field

The data field will only be present in link layer messages containing network layer
infonnation. The data field is divided into a fill field, which is used to specify the
length of the network layer message portion contained in the data field, and the actual
message portion.
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Figure 3.6: Control Field Fonnat

The fill field is a single octet and gives the binary representation of the number of
network message octets present in the link layer message. It can range from number 0
to 255 but in this case will not exceed 32. The indication 0 is not used to indicate an
empty link layer message, but to indicate a full one plus giving at the same time the
indication that there will follow an other ponion of the network layer in the next layer
message.

3.2.3 CONTROL PROCEDURE OF THE LINK LAYER

The control procedures of the link layer provide three functions:

o link reset

• provision of network layer information transpon

• supervision of network layer information transpon

In the following a shon description of the involved procedures will be given. The
procedures are similar to the ones defmed in DSS 1 [3] and [7]. The differences come
from the fact that link connections will not be released in the WTDM CPNetwork but
only reset and from the fact that only the multiple frame mode is used with a window
size of 8.

link reset

The link reset function is carried out through Unnumbered (U) messages (see figure
3.6). These messages perfonn reset of link entity variables such as the variables used
in the receiver window mechanism and in transmitter window mechanism.

information transfer

The infonnation transfer function is carried out through Infonnation (I) messages (see
figure 3.6). The messages contain ponions of network layer messages in their data
field. They provide the communication between the network layer peers in the

12
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different nodes. As mentioned earlier the error mechanism is the same as for the DSS
I link layer (i.e. ARQ with go-back N) using a window with a size of 8.

link supervision

The supervisory function is carried out through Supervisory (S) messages' (see figure
3.6). These messages carry information about link synchronization, errors and flow
control between two link layer entities. As mentioned earlier mechanisms for explicit
response polling have been deleted. In stead off this the windowing processes have
been given the responsibility to actively acknowledge messages after a time out.

3.2.4 NETWORK CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL

To provide transparent transport for the network layer control messages (e.g.
messages for setting up or breaking down an user connection) over the control
network, the link layer control has to make link layer message exchange possible
between any pair of nodes. As the nodes in the control system of the star-shaped
WTDM CPNetwork are not equipped with enough receivers to receive the control
channels of all nodes, the link layer control of each node has been equipped with a
routing table to switch control messages.

The responsibility of the configuration protocol in the link layer management is to
establish one path from each node to each node in the control network over which the
link layer messages will be transported. The configuration protocol is therefore
responsible for the content of the routing tables in the link layer control and the
reachability of the nodes in the topology of the control network. In this rapport the
configuration protocol of the link layer management will be developed. The
configuration must be able to reconfigure the control network dynamically dependent
on the existing user-to-user connections in the network and the number of connection
capacity per node without the interference or help of an operator.

The configuration protocol in the management part of the link layer will run alongside
the normal link communication between nodes. To perform its task the management
part of the link layer may exchange all kinds of information with the management
parts of the other layers and the link layer control part according to the DSS I
protocol. To make communication possible between the configuration protocols of the
nodes, network management messages will be used which always comprise a single
cell and have, as has been shown in 3.2.2, their own address. In the next paragraph it
will be shown how incoming link layer messages, including the netwoIk management
messages (which will be referred to as configuration message from now on), will be
processed by the link layer.

3.2.5 PROCESSING OF INCOMING LINK LAYER MESSAGES

The incoming link layer message wil be processed on basis of their source address
and their destination address in the header of the message. A node will check the
destination address and source address of every single message coming in. Thereupon
the following steps will be taken.

• If the value of the destination address is equal to the network management
(configuration protocol) address, the message will be passed to the
management part (configuration protocol) where it is processed by the
appropriate handler.
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• If the source address of the message is the address of the receiving node then
there are three possibilities:

. If the destination address of the message is the address of the receiving
node, the message will be processed (this way the stations on the same
node can communicate with each other).

- If the destination address of the message is not the same as the address
of the receiving node, the message will be discarded and a special'
procedure at the configuration block will be started (the addressed node
to which the message was sent is not obtainable or the topology of the
network has been changed).

• If the value of the destination address is present in the routing table the
message will be relayed. Later it will be shown that only the destination
address is not enough infonnation for the decision whether or not to relay
messages, according to the requirement of realizing one logical route between
any two nodes at any time.

• If the value of the destination address is the address of the receiving node the
message will be processed.

• If the value of the destination address is not present in the routing table, the
message will be discarded.

NETWORK LAYER PROTOCOL

According to the OSI reference model, the network layer provides the means to
establish, maintain, control, and terminate the switched connections, between end
systems. It provides these services to the higher layers of the OSI reference model,
making use of the service of the link layer, and shielding the higher layers from the
network layer related matters. To serve these goals the network layer protocol makes
use of Call References (CR) to identify an end-to-end connection (peer connection).

Beside the nonnal ISDN-functions [3], the following extra facilities are supported by
the network layer protocol:

• Physical, as well as logical addressing

• Connection reservation and privileges: Capacity can be reserved, allowing
users with time constrained connection requirements to be served. E.g. when
important messages are expected from the B-ISDN, routes can be predefined
to serve nodes at specific times. A priority argument is used, when setting up
or releasing a connection. A low priority is to be released, when a high priority
connection applies for its capacity.

• Gateway to the B-ISDN: The gateway provides protocol conversion between
the WTDM CPN protocol and the B-ISDN protocol.

• Point-to-multipoint connections: Point-to-multipoint connections provide
facilities within the CPN. In this case, at the logical routing level a connection
master will be defined. Usually the connection master is the user who has
initiated the connection, and is the only one who has the right to release the
connection.
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• Bearer connection linking: Various infonnation flows, even from sources
connected to different nodes, can be treated as one logical connection. In this
way e.g. a video signal and subtitles can be merged.

• Support of transmission pipes: The capacity of 150.336 Mbit/s (SDH STM1
payload) is not sufficient to support uncompressed digital video. Therefore the
control system allows STM1frames to be linked on a logical routing level. In
this way pipes up to the payload capacity of STM16 (2.405 Gbit/s) can be
created.

• Support of subrate channels (Capacity allocation): With additional channel
selection hardware, the control system is also suited to handle low bitrate
channels, In future applications a hierarchy of virtual containers (VCS)6 can be
used, to allocate capacity of STM1-payloads.

• User-to-user signalling: As a fmal feature, a transparent connection will be
supported through the control plane. This allows the user to control equipment
independent of the allocation of an user channel.

The network layer consists, according to the DSS 1 protocol, of two parts: the
network layer management and the network layer control. As the configuration
protocol is a layer two protocol management function, the implementation of the
network layer is not relevant here (for information about the network layer see DSS 1
[3] and the paper about the design of the network layer protocol of the WTDM
CPNetwork at the PTT RNL [6]). The only part of the network layer which might be
used by the configuration protocol is the content of the date-base in the network layer
management. As the management parts of the layers are allowed to exchange
information (see DSS I), the configuration protocol can use the infonnation of the
network layer management data-base whenever needed.

data-base

In the management part of the network layer a data-base is implemented, to provide
administration of connections, terminal equipment and their status. The data-base
contains two kinds of infonnation: TE-related infonnation and connection-related
infonnation.

TE-related infonnation:

• type of terminal equipment that are connected to the gates of the node

• the logical links between the node (the network configuration)

• Logical names (to facilitate logical addressing)

Connection related infonnation:

• priority of the connection and reservation facilities

• addresses of the TE's that are connected

• status of the TE's

6 CCIIT Recs. G.707-709, e.g. ve12 payload 2.24 Mbit/s
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o call reference numbers (CR's)

The connection related infonnation is updated each time an attempt is made, to set up
or release a connection. Therefore it is much more subject to changes than the TE
related infonnation. TE related infonnation is updated e.g. when TE equipment type
or logical name is changed.
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Chapter 4

THE CONFIGURATION PROBLEM

4.1 THE CONFIGURATION OF THE CONTROL NETWORK

In chapter 2 we have seen that every node in the WTDM CPNetwork transmits a time .
multiplex on its own unique wavelength. The outputs of all these nodes are combined
in an optical star coupler to give a wavelength multiplexed optical signal which is
send to every connected node in the network. The connections in the network are
made by selecting the required wavelength and time slot of the channel at the receiver
end.

The transfer of the information needed for the selection of the wavelength and
timeslot is the responsibility of the equal peer control system. In chapter 3 the goal of
the control system has been specified as to provide transparent transport for the
selection information between any pair of nodes in the network. The control system
uses an outband control channel present in the Section Over Head (SOH) of every
STMI6 frame (see chapter 2) send by a node. As every node in the network receives a
wavelength multiplex of all transmitted time multiplexed bitstreams, every node is
physically connected to all other nodes in the network. Because the control signal of a
node can be received on a separate channel by all other nodes, it is possible to define
a control channel structure different from the structure used for the transport of user
data.

By selecting the required wavelength and timeslot with help of electrical receivers
(the combination of the optical receiver, the switch, and the demultiplexer), the nodes
are able to read the data from the control channels of the other nodes. The number of
electrical receivers (from now on the electrical receiver will be referred to as receiver)
in the control system of a node determines the number of control channels (nodes)
which can be received. In the most ideal situation the control part of the nodes will be
equipped with enough receivers to be able to read the control data of all nodes.

However, since not all nodes may be equipped to receive all other nodes, e.g. not
enough receivers, control channels will have to be switched. With help of routing
tables in the link layer control, messages will be relayed so each node will be able to
receive the control messages from all nodes in the network. The window mechanism
in the link layer control part of the control system will take care of the end-to-end
(node-to-node) transmission of the link layer messages which may have travelled over
one or more nodes.

an illustration plus a glossary of terms

The situation can be best illustrated with help of an example. Physically all the nodes
are connected by a star-shaped medium (star coupler with optical fibres). The star
network is given in figure 4.la. The receivers of the control systems of the nodes, will
be tuned to a certain wavelength and timeslot so the data of the control channel of
certain nodes will be received. This way each node will create a number of physical
connections with other nodes. The number of physical connections of a node will be
equal to the number of receivers. In the example the control system of each node has
been equipped with two receivers. In figure 4.lb an example has been given for the
topology of the physical control network. The structure of physical connections (the
lines in figure 4.1b) in the topology of the physical control network (see figure 4.1b)
can best represented as a point-to-point channel structure.
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(a): medium (b) : physical control
network

(c) : logical control network

Figure 4.1: The three Levels of the Control Network

With help of the routing tables in the link layer control part, logical routes will be
established between any pair of nodes in the networlc. This way nodes, which are not
connected in the physical control networlc, will be able to communicate over the
logical routes called links. The end-to-end communication over the logical routes
(links) will be the responsibility of the window mechanism in the link layer control
part. In the example all nodes are reachable in the physical control networlc (figure
4.1b) so a logical link will be possible between any pair of nodes. This results in a
complete mesh network as shown in figure 4.1c. From figure 4.1c it follows that the
topology of a logical control network can also be best represented with a point-to
point channel structure.

The terms used in this example will be used in the rest of this rapport. Other terms
that will be used are: (control) network in stead of physical control network (when the
user network is mend, it will be explicitly mentioned), receiver instead of electrical
receiver which will comprise all necessary hardware to receive a control channel,
channel in stead of control channel, and 'edge' meaning a physical connection
between two nodes.

4.2 THE CONTROL NETWORK TOPOLOGY

In the previous paragraph it has been explained that the topology of the physical
control networlc is being detennined by the wavelength selection (and timeslot
selection) of the receivers of the control system of the nodes. As has been shown in
figure 4.1b the physical control network can be best represented as a point-to-point
network. Therefore the networlc types to be considered for the implementation of
control channel structures of the physical control network will be based on the point
to-point channel structures, e.g. loop networks. In the next two paragraphs both the
wavelength allocation of the control channels and the point-to-point channel structure
will be discussed.
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4.2.1 WAVELENGTH ALLOCATION

Depending on the number of receivers, their implementation (as illustrated in figure
4.2) and the flexibility of their wavelength allocation, a number of alternatives for the
physical control network topology can be devised:

I wavelength allocation tied to user channel selection (figure 4.2a),

2 semi flexible wavelength allocation, using separate control channels'.
(figure 4.2b),

3 a mixture of 1 and 2.

In the first situation the topology of the control network will change dynamically with
the connection pattern of the user channels. In the second situation the topology of the
control network can be predefined and will remain unchanged during operation.

The second solution is of course the safest (i.e. behaviour is fixed). However, adding
more high speed electronic equipment (a bigger switch, extra demultiplexers) to the
node will increase its cost which can be unacceptable for a high number of nodes. The
fust solution is less costly but more complex since each time the user channel pattern
changes, the control channel topology has to change along with it. The third option
has the advantages and disadvantages of both 1 and 2 and can therefore be a good
compromise.

opt
de
mux

(a) : wavelength allocation tied to user channel selection

user

user S
Wuser opt
I

user T
de-
mux

C
H

(b) : semi flexible wavelength allocation

Figure 4.2: Two possible solutions for the Provision of Control Channel Connections
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POINT·TO-POINT NETWORK STRUCTURES

In figure 4.3 some point-to-point channel structures are being given. The physical
structure (medium) of the WTDM CPNetwork provides the flexibility to use a
combination of the structures given in figure 4.3. In [7] an evaluation has been done
of the merits of these structures and an optimum solution for the WTDM CPNetwork
structure has been proposed. The network structures of figure 4.3 have been assessed
according to four criteria. These four criteria might be of use later during the
development of the configuration protocol. Therefore all four of them will be treated
here.

• reliability: A single malfunction of a node or a connection between two nodes
must not disturb the perfonnance of the rest of the network. The minimum
reliability requirement is satisfied if the number of receivers per node >=2.

• complexity: Because of the subjective character of this item, it is difficult to
fmd a clear requirement for this item. To make it easy, the complexity is
expressed in the number of receivers in every node. More receivers means a
more complex node.

• flexibility: A flexible system has to be able to adapt to changes easily. In the
case of the control network, it is required to have a network so that adding or
deleting nodes can be done easily.

• response time: The response time is influenced by several factors: the
transmission time, detection time, processing time, the number of the transit
nodes and the number of message exchanges.

(a) : star netwOft(

root
node

(e) : tree network

(b) : loop network

(d) : complete mesh network

Figure 4.3: Four Point-to-Point Channel Structures
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~ eri,.ria star loop tr••

Reliability -- - - +

Complexity - + - -
Aexibility + + - -
Response time + - - +

Node organization centralized distributed hierarchical distributed

+- good

- -bad

Table 2: Point-to-Point Channel Structure Comparison

The results of the evaluation performed in [7] are given in table 2. This table shows us
that none of the network topologies in pure form satisfies all discussion items.
However the loop network and the complete mesh topology network have reversed
scores in every item. A hybrid of the two networks would be ideal. This led to the
following recommendation in [7].

It is recommended that in the absence of other more stringent requirements,
the network should be equipped with two receivers per node. This network is
called a double loop network.

An example of a double loop network is given in figure 4.4. In the design of the
configuration protocol no restrictions will be laid on the number of receivers of a
node in the control system. The configuration protocol should be applicable on any
network regardless of the number of receivers per node. Still it will be assumed that
each node will be equipped with two or more receivers. This way the failure of one
receiver will not isolate a node entirely from the rest of the network.

Figure 4.4: An example of a Double Loop Network
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THE CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL

In all three alternatives described in paragraph 4.2.1 the topology of the control
network can be shaped to suit the needs of the network by relaying messages between
nodes, which have no direct connection. The relaying of messages by the nodes is the
responsibility of the network configuration protocol present in the link layer
management part of every node and is done with the help of routing tables present in
the link layer control part of each node. However creating the routing tables of the
nodes is only a part of the total task the configuration protocol has to perform.

4.3.1 THE TASK OF THE CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL

The task of the configuration protocol can be best sununarized as:

The reconfiguration of the control system by allocating wavelengths to the receivers
(if necessary) and by adapting the routing tables of the nodes, in such a way that
there is only one logical route between any pair of nodes at any time. Also is it the
responsibility of the configuration protocol to change the control topology to restore
the reachability in case of malfunctioning (e.g. faulty node) or to unload nodes which
are heavily burdened by relay traffic.

This task can be divided into a number of subtasks:

1 First of all the configuration protocol has to assure full connectivity in the
topology of the control network. Each node must be reachable for all nodes in
the network including itself. Whenever a node is not in reach of the other
nodes, the configuration protocol should allocate (alter the) wavelengths to (of)
the receivers to re-establish full connectivity in the netwoIk.

2 The routing tables of the nodes should be adapted to the actual topology of the
control network. Only with the help of the routing table is it possible to
accomplish the main goal, providing only one logical route between any pair
of nodes at any time. The routing will also be used to unload nodes which are
heavily burdened by relay traffic. By adapting the routes established by the
routing tables, congested nodes can be by-passed so they will unloaded.

3 Also it is the responsibility of the configuration protocol to change the
topology of the control network to restore reachability in case of
malfunctioning. Some sort of test mode is necessary to test the configuration
on its functioning and reachability.

The three subtasks are given separately here but it is needless to say that the
successful performance of one of the tasks hangs together with the successful
performance of the other two. For example: whenever a malfunction is found (task 3)
the control topology has to be changed (task 1) and/or the routing tables have to be
adapted to the new situation (task 2).

4.3.2 THE FLOW·DIAGRAM

With help of the three defined subtasks it is possible to create a flow-diagram
reflecting the structure of the configuration protocol. However the three subtasks
described above require an extra service which is not mentioned until now. To make it
possible to perform the first two subtasks, the network topology will have to be
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known by the nodes of the network:. Therefore the configuration protocol must
contain a procedure which provides the nodes with sufficient infonnation about the
topology of the network. The three subtasks plus the 'topology providing service' can
be reflected in a flow diagram such as the one in figure 4.5. The three subtasks have
been divided over three connected procedures which have to be executed in a logical
sequence together with the 'topology providing service'.

Figure 4.5: Flow~agram of the Configuration Protocol

initialisation network

During this initialisation of the network each node will receive infonnation from the
operator of the network necessary to enable the configuration protocol to execute its
tasks. The infonnation will contain: the number of receivers of each node in the
network, the identities of the nodes (LRC number) and the wavelengths of the nodes.
In the case that the wavelength allocation of the control network is tied to the user
channel selection, each node will also be supplied with infonnation about the
coupling of the input pons of the control system (control can) and the input pons of
the tenninals of the user network. This infonnation is needed to be able to extract
infonnation about the coupled terminals and their connections from the data-base of
the network layer management pan.

handling topology information

After the initialisation has taken place, the next step will be to supply the
configuration protocol of the nodes with the infonnation its needs to perfonn its tasks.
The most imponant infonnation the configuration protocol needs is the infonnation
concerning the topology of the network. The 'handling topology info' procedure will
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keep each node of the network up-to-date by transmitting topology infonnation and
processing incoming topology infonnation. The incoming infonnation can be
supplied by the configuration protocols of the other nodes or by the environment in
the node itself (e.g. infonnation about the configuration of the control system of the
node).

test on 'full connectivity'

After having received new infonnation about the topology of the network, the
configuration protocol will test the network on full connectivity using the infonnation
about the topology. The test is called 'full connectivity' in the flow-diagram.
Depending on the result of the check on full connectivity, the configuration protocol
will proceed in two possible ways.

establishing full connectivity

If the test indicates that there is no full connectivity, the next step will be to re
establish full connectivity in the network. The procedure 'establishing full
connectivity' takes care of this by reallocating wavelengths of receivers, creating the
control channels needed to restore full connectivity. In situations in which the
wavelength allocation of the control channels is tied to the users channel selection
(see figure 4.2a) this may have consequences for the user connections. The
configuration protocol will try to restore full connectivity by minimizing the number
of interferences with the user channels over which user connections are active. To
accomplish this the configuration protocol has to have access to connection related
information (network layer infonnation). For this purpose the infonnation about the
ports, supplied by the operator during the initialisation, will be used.

creating routing tables and 'steady' stage

When the full connectivity has been established or has been confmned by the test, the
next step will be to adapt the routing tables to the actual configuration of the network.
The procedure 'creating routing tables' will determine the routing information and
adapt the wright routing tables. After having adapted the routing tables the
configuration protocol will be in a steady stage in which the main goal of the
configuration protocol has been realised and any pair of nodes is connected by one
logical route.

interrupts

The 'steady' stage will be left on the occurrence of an interrupt which can be provoked
because of different reasons. One possibility is that an interrupt will be provoked by a
timer within the configuration protocol. To keep all nodes up-to-date, topology
information will have to be gained on a periodic basis. Therefore a timer will be used
which after a fixed period will run down to point out to the configuration protocol it's
time to update the information about the topology of the network.

A second interrupt may be provoked to indicate some kind of fault status. For
example when the window mechanism of a link will be closed because messages
transfer is not possible, an interrupt will be invoke to inform the configuration
protocol about this. An other example of a fault indication is a hardware interrupt
given when one of the receivers or the transmitter malfunctions.
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The third interrupt that may occur during the 'steady' stage is the result of the arrival
of a message send by the configuration protocol of an other node containing for
example information about the topology of the control network. As a reaction on all
interrupts, the configuration protocol will return to 'handling topology info' process to
process the new information. After that the configuration will again test the topology
of the network and etc. etc.. The configuration protocol will walk through the loop
over and over again.

4.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Now the flow chart of the configuration protocol has been defmed, the next step is to
look at the boundary conditions put up by the environment of the configuration
protocol. In the next four paragraphs technical conditions, conditions of the
configuration protocol its fIrst application, conditions imposed by the way the link
layer control uses the routing table, and the link layer control-configuration protocol
interface will be treated.

4.4.1 TECHNICAL CONDITIONS

The technical conditions of the configuration protocol are:

• As has been mentioned earlier, the use of a passive optical star led to a
distribution of the functions of a central node over the tenninal nodes. This
resulted in the adoption of a control strategy using equal peer nodes, in which
each node is the same. As each node and its configuration protocol should
work autonomous, a configuration protocol of a node may not interfere in the
operation of other nodes and their configuration protocols.

• Messages sent by the configuration protocol have the same priority as the ones
sent by the link layer control protocol. This means that messages sent by the
configuration protocol can be lost or heavily delayed whenever they arrive at a
node with none or almost no buffer space left for incoming messages. The
confIguration protocol has to take these items into account.

• The link messages sent by the link layer have a fIxed length of 32 octets (see
fIgure 3.5). The confIguration protocol uses also messages of 32 octets to
exchange information. In this message 2 octets have been reserved for the error
detection mechanism (CRC16). From the remaining 30 frames the first two
octets are used for the addressing of the messages. The fust octet will be used
for the destination address and the second octet will be used for the source
address. As has been mentioned in paragraph 3.2.2 and can be seen in table 1,
the configuration protocol has its own address. A confIguration message sent
by node i will have a source address field containing the value i and a
destination fIeld containing the value 0 (the configuration protocol address).
The remaining 28 octets may be filled in for own purposes. To keep
transmission simple it is recommended to keep the configuration messages
within bounds of 28 octets (within bound of 1 frame).

• Messages sent by the configuration protocol are not protected against
corruption. Only detection of corruption is possible with help of the CRC 16

fIeld in each message. Corrupted messages will be thrown away and no action
will be taken as in the window mechanism of the link layer control. The only
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possibility to protect the messages of the configuration protocol is by means of
transmitting a message twice or three times in the hope one of them will come
through.

4.4.2 THE APPLICATION (WTDM CPNETWORK)

The configuration protocol (and the rest of the control system) to be designed should.
meet the requirement of its first application, a television broadcast production
environment. The configuration protocol has to perform its task in a 16 node WTDM
CPNetwork. In the 16 node WTDM CPNetwork the control system of each node has
been equipped with 4 channels for which the wavelength allocation is tied to the user
channel selection. Figure 4.6 shows the receiver side, the transmitter side, and the
control system of the network node of the WTDM CPN.

However it is our purpose to design a configuration protocol which should be flexible
enough to support a wide range of applications. No matter the number of nodes in the
network and no matter the way the wavelength allocation takes place, the
configuration protocol must be applicable and should perform its task well. The only
problem that may arise in a network with a large number of nodes is the boundary
concerning the filling in of a configuration message in one frame. In these situations
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Figure 4.6: The Network Node of the WfDM CPN with Control System
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some sort of mechanism has to be used which divides a configuration message over
more link layer frames.

Before the configuration protocol will be implemented in the 16 node WTDM
CPNetwork, it will be tested in a system of 4 nodes at the P1T RNL. The control
system of each node in this test environment will be equipped with 4 receivers.
Details about the test environment will not be given here as the testing of the
configuration protocol will not be treated in this report.

4.4.3 THE USE OF THE ROUTING TABLES

As mentioned earlier (see paragraph 3.2.5) the source address and the destination
address play an important role in the handling of incoming messages. At this moment
each node of the network is being equipped with one routing table which is shared by
all receivers (channels) of the control system of the node. The only entry of the
routing table is the destination address of the incoming message. The criteria used for
the routing of messages are given here in order of decreasing priority:

I messages with destination address equal to the address of the receiving node or
a destination address equal to the configuration protocol address (0) will be
processed by the appropriate handler,

2 messages with source address equal to the address of the receiving node will
be discarded,

3 all other messages will be relayed if their destination address is in the routing
table and discarded if it is not.

It can be seen that the handling of the messages described in paragraph 3.2.5 is in
accordance with the criteria mentioned above. Looking at the overview of the link
layer protocol in appendix A, the handling of the incoming messages takes place in
the process called 'LLC_Transcode'. The 'LLC_Device_Driver' process receives the
link layer messages from layer I and passes them to the 'LLC_Transcode' process.
Messages with a destination address equal to the node identity of the receiving LRC
or equal to the configuration address will be passed to the appropriate handlers (to the
'LLC_Dbase' process or to the configuration protocol). All other messages will be
relayed (sent back to the 'LLC_Device_Driver') if their destination address is in the
routing table and discarded if it is not. The number of 'LLC_Transcode' processes is
equal to the number of receivers of the LRC. Each receiver has its own
'LLC_Transcode' process and they are all using one and the same routing table.

4.4.4 LINK LAYER CONTROL· CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL
INTERACTION

The overview of the link layer protocol in appendix A shows us the signals exchanged
between the processes within the link layer and between the processes of different
layers such as the link layer-network layer interaction and the link layer-physical
layer interaction. The signals at the left side of the overview are the signals exchanged
between the link layer control and the configuration protocol of the link layer. The
signals within the interaction between the link layer control and the configuration
protocol are displayed in figure 4.7. The meaning and the use of each of the signals
will be given now:
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Figure 4.7: Link Layer Control- Configuration Protocol Interaction

- ll_iniClink_node: The configuration protocol passes the destination addresses
of the nodes which are present right after the initialisation of the network. The
infonnation will be sent to the 'LLC_Dbase' of the link layer control.

- ll_create_link_req: A request from the configuration protocol to set up a link to
a destination node.

- ll_create_link_ind: The link layer control (the 'LLC_Dbase') responds with this
signal to the ll_create_link_req sent by the configuration protocol and infonns
the configuration protocol about the state of existence of the requested link.

- ll_source_node_fault: The 'LLC_Dbase' of the link layer sends this message to
the configuration protocol when it receives a message from a node it does not
know or to which no link exists.

- ll_dest_node_fault: This message will be sent to the configuration protocol if
the link layer control wants to sent a message to a destination with no link
leading to it (no transcode process has been created).

- ll_round_singing_fault: When a message has been received with a source
address equal to the address of the receiving node and a destination address not
equal to the address of the receiving node or the configuration address, the link
layer control plane (the 'LLC_Transcode') will send a ll_round_singingjault
message to the configuration protocol indicating something is wrong in the
routing.

- ll_config_ind: The link layer control plane received a message with a
destination address equal to the configuration protocol address and passes it
through to the configuration protocol.

- ll_config_req: When the configuration protocol wants to transmit a message, it
passes this message through to the link layer control using this signal.

- ll_inicreiay_node: After the initialisation of the 'LLC_Device_Driver' the
configuration address sends a list of nodes to the link layer control which
should be used as entry for the routing table.

- ll_inicthis_node: The configuration protocol gives a sign to the link layer
control it can start with the initialisation (start up) procedure of the link layer.
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The signals given above are an instantaneous view of the interaction between the link
layer control and the configuration protocol. During the developing stage of the
configuration protocol more signals may be needed and others will be left away so
changes may occur.

In the next chapters each of the blocks of the flow-diagram of figure 4.5 will be
worked out. First will be started with the routing tables of the nodes. This way it will
be known which information and which conditions are needed to detennine the
routing tables and thus how the other blocks of the configuration protocol will have to .
be implemented to come up to these requirements.
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ROUTING TABLES

One of the tasks of the configuration protocol is to adapt the routing tables to the
topology of the control network. The routing tables in combination with the actual
configuration of the network must guarantee that there exists only one logical route·
between any pair of nodes. In 3.2.5 and in 4.4.3 we have seen how the routing tables
are being used in the nodes and what the role is of the source address and the
destination address when handling incoming messages.

In the next paragraph it will be shown why the routing tables are necessary to
guarantee one logical route between the nodes in the control network. After that
possibilities for the implementation of the routing tables will be discussed followed
by a paragraph about the routing criteria for the routing table. In the last two
paragraphs a number of techniques to detennine and to adapt the content of the
routing table will be compared with each other. The final choice in strategy will be
elaborated in detail.

5.1 WHY ROUTING TABLES?

To see that the routing tables are necessary (using criterion 3 of paragraph 4.4.3) a
situation will be discussed without the use of the routing tables. In a network with full
connectivity in which each node will relay all incoming messages which are not
destined for itself, the messages will always arrive at their destination. However it is
possible (likely) that there is more than path from the source node to the destination
node which will result in duplicate messages arriving at the destination node. These
duplicate messages will have to be identified through a sequence number and a
window mechanism. Each message will have an unique number, so messages not
carrying a higher sequence number than the last received number can be discarded.
There are however two problems with this mechanism:

• Messages cannot contain an infInite sequence number. This imposes
constraints on the window size and the number of multiple messages able to be
distinguished.

• Messages can be caught in loops and cycle there forever.

The fIrst problem of the duplicate messages can be eliminated by proper
dimensioning (adjusting the window size to the round trip delay so the duplicate
messages will all be received before the window has gone round). The second
problem however can only be eliminated by breaking the loop i.e. creating routing
tables for nodes in the loop, so potential ghost messages can be discarded. This in fact
is the same mechanism as used in routing criterion 3, therefore:

A routing mechanism using routing tables per node will be elaboratedfurther.

The routing tables in the link layer control part of the nodes make it possible to
eliminate looping messages and duplicate messages by breaking the loops and
multiple paths in the logical control network. This way it is possible to guarantee one
logical path between any pair of nodes. In the next example it will be shown how the
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Figure 5.1: A Network with Multiple Paths and Looped Paths in the Topology

In figure 5.1 a network with 6 nodes is given containing multiple routes. Looking at
the network nodes 1 and 2 are by-passed by a direct connection from node 0 to
node 3. This results in the possibility that any message sent or relayed by node 0
may be received twice by nodes 3, 4, and 5 (once through route 0,1,2,3 and once
through route 0,3). This is not in accordance with the main goal of the configuration
protocol to establish precisely one logical route between any pair of nodes. Using
the criteria mentioned in paragraph 4.4.3 (criterion 3), the routing table of node 1 will
have to be adjusted so it will only relay messages for node 2 (messages from node
oto node 3, 4 and 5 will pass over edge 0,3).

Another situation which is not in accordance with the requirements of the
configuration protocol and has to be adjusted with help of the routing tables, is the
looping of messages. Messages sent by node 2 to node 1, will be caught in the loop
3,4,5,0,3 and cycle there forever, each time sending a duplicate to node 1 as they
pass through node 0 (from here on this type of message will be referred to as a
ghost message). A solution for this case is to adapt the table of node 3 to the
situation so that messages with destination address 1 coming out of the direction of
node 0 will not be relayed.

routing tables will be used to break loops and multiple paths. An example of the use
of the routing table will be given here for the network of figure 5.1.

5.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ROUTING TABLES

In the paragraphs 3.2.5 and 4.4.3 we have already seen the principle of using the
routing table. Infonnation about the incoming link layer message (e.g. the destination
address of the header) will be used as entry of the routing table. The routing table will
contain a boolean for each entry which decides if a message must be relayed or
discarded.

The infonnation that will be used as entry to the routing tables, defmes the
implementation of the routing tables. All kind of infonnation may be used but it is
advisable to restrict to infonnation which is available at the link layer when a link
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layer message arrives. 1bis way the implementation of the routing table will be
independent of the other layers of the control system. Infonnation which is available
at the link layer is the source address and the destination address of the link layer
message and an indication for the direction on which the message came in. An
indication for the direction can be the wavelength on which the message is received or
the node identity of the node which is passed the last by the message. In the WTDM
CPNetwork the LLC_Transcode processes are coupled to the hardware receivers and
will therefore be an indication for the direction on which a message came in. For the
sake of simplicity we will assume in this chapter, that the wavelength of the receiver·
on which the message came in, will be the infonnation available at the link layer. A
number of combinations of the available infonnation will be studied next.

destination address

In this implementation of the routing table, the destination address in the header of the
incoming message will decide if the link layer message should be relayed or
discarded. However the destination address as only entry to the routing table will not
be sufficient to create one logical route between any pair of nodes. An illustration
with the network of figure 5.1 will make this clear.

A message sent by node 2 with destination node 1 must be relayed by the nodes 3,
4, 5 and 0 to reach its destination. Therefore the destination address of node 1 must
be present in the routing tables of the nodes mentioned above. Arriving at node 0,
the message will be relayed in the direction of node 1 (Its final destination) and In
the direction of node 3. Node 1 accepts and processes the message in a proper
way. Node 3 however receives the message from 0 and will relay the message to
node 4 because destination 1 is present in its routing table. The message will be
caught In the cycle 0,3,4,5,0 (until one of these nodes changes its routing table),
creating ghost messages for node 1.

the source address and the destination address

The source address and the destination address can be extracted from the header of
the incoming messages and are therefore easy accessible for the link layer control.
However this combination as entry to the routing table of the node, is not sufficient to
solve the problem of looping messages. In the previous example it doesn't make any
difference if the source address will be added to the destination address.

To pass the message from node 2 in the networt< of fIgure 5.1 to node 1 the entry
(2,1) (source,destination) must be present In the nodes 3, 4, 5 and O. Node 0 relays
the message back to node 3 and node 1, creating a loop 0,3,4,5,0.

the destination address and the wavelength

Another possibility is the use of the wavelength on which the message arrives in
combination with the destination address of the incoming message. Using the
wavelength of the receiver (or the identity of the node which has been last passed)
makes it possible to treat messages differently depending on the direction they come
in (depending on the route they follow).
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example: node 3 of the network in figure 5.1 has the possibility to relay the message
arriving on wavelength ~ with destination address 1 and to discard the message
with destination address 1 arriving on wavelength lambda O.

This results in the following lemma:

Lemma 1: The combination of the destination address and the incoming.
wavelength makes a configuration possible without loops and multiple
paths according to the requirements ofthe configuration protocol.

The proof of this lemma will follow in the next paragraph (5.3) after having
investigated the problem of duplicate messages and looping messages.

With the combination of the destination address and the incoming wavelength as
entries of the routing tables, it is possible to implement the routing table of a node in
two manners. The fIrst possibility is to equip each node with one large routing table in
which the destination address and the incoming wavelength are separate entries,
creating a table of size n.k in which n denotes the number of nodes in the network
and k denotes the number of receivers (wavelengths) of the node. Another possible
implementation is to create a separate routing table for each receiver with the
destination address as only entry to it. As each receiver has its own 'LLC_Transcode'
process, it is obvious to equip each 'LLC_Transcode' process with its own routing
table of size n (n is the number of nodes in the network). TIlls way of implementing
the routing table has the advantage of reducing the access time of the routing table as
the destination address of the arriving message is the only entry to it.

the destination address, the source address and the wavelength

The combination of the destination address and the incoming wavelength as entry of
the routing tables can be extended by the source address of the incoming message.
The addition of the source address as entry to the routing table is actually superfluous.
However, the advantages using the extension of the source address will be shown
later. Adding the source address results in a routing table with size n.n (n is the
number of nodes in the network) present in each 'LLC_Transcode' process.

conclusion

There are two possible routing table entries with which it is possible to create one
logical route between any pair of nodes in the network: the combination of the
destination address and the incoming wavelength (or another indication of the
direction on which the message carne in), and the combination of the destination
address, the source address and the incoming wavelength. The combinations make it
possible to equip each 'LLC_tI'anScode' process with its own routing table which will
only handle messages coming in on its receiver. TIlls way the wavelength does not
have to be used as an entry variable, creating smaller routing tables.

Given the possibilities for the implementation of the routing tables, the question
remains how the routing tables will be used to eliminate loops and multiple paths in
the configuration of the control system. In the next paragraph some answers will be
given on this question.
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Due to the extension of the original entry of the routing table with the wavelength of
the incoming channel and if necessary with the source address, the criteria of
paragraph 4.4.3 (especially criterion 3) have to be adapted. In the new criteria below,
it is assumed that each receiver has its own routing table with the destination address
and if necessary the source address as entry to it. The criteria to be used are given in
order of decreasing priority:

1 messages with destination address equal to the address of the receiving node or
a destination address equal to the configuration protocol address will be
processed by the appropriate handler,

2 messages with the source address equal to the address of the receiving node
will be discarded,

3 all other messages will be relayed if their destination addresses or the
combination of the destination addresses and source addresses, depending if
the source address is included, are present in the routing tables of the receivers
on which the messages are received, and discarded if the entries are not present
in these routing tables.

Now the criteria used for the routing of the messages have been defmed, the problem
of duplicate messages and looping messages can be investigated. During this study
the source address will be left out as possible entry because of its redundancy (as we
have seen in the previous paragraph).

In [7] already a study has been made of the routing criteria concerning the control
system of the WTDM CPNetwork. Some of the results of this study will be used here
and therefore repeated briefly. To investigate the problem of duplicate messages and
looping messages and to provide criteria for the specification of the route
configuration algorithm, the following defmitions are made (see figure 5.1):

1. node : there are four types of nodes in a network

a) entry node : a node which can receive more than one other node (node
3)

b) exit node : a node which can be received by more than one other node
(node 0)

c) branch node: a node which can receive at least one exit node (node 1
and 3)

d) (plain) node: all others Le.; a node which can receive and can be
received by only one other node (node 2,4 and 5)

2. loop: path from a node to itself, there are two types

a) main loop: a loop which contains the most different nodes (0,1,2,3,4,5)

b) sub-loop: not a main loop (0,3,4,5)

In the following it will be assumed that the considered networks are reachable (each
node can receive messages from any other node in the network) or put in another way,
the considered network will have 'full connectivity'.
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In an arbitrary network (with multiple links) there will be three types of paths along
which messages are routed:

1. single path: a message will be received only once

2. multiple path: a message will be received a fmite number of times (the path
5,0,1,2,3,4 is a multiple path of the path 5,0,3,4)

3. looped path: a message will be received an infmite number of times

The objective of introducing routing tables will be to eliminate path types 2 and 3 by
adjusting the routing tables of the nodes in the network.

looped path problem

To determine which routing tables should be adapted and to show the way in which
the routing tables of these nodes should be adapted, the following properties have to
be taken into consideration.

property 1: A loop path will only give rise to ghost messages if the destination
address and the source address are addresses of a node outside this
loop.

Proof: Routing criteria 1 and 2 will absorb any message to or from
nodes inside the 100p.O

property 2: Generation of ghost messages and duplicate messages can only take
place in exit nodes.

Proof: Its follows from the definition of an exit node.O

property 3: Ghost messages can only be intercepted in the branch node of the
loop.

Proof: The branch node of the loop receives the same messages as the
other branch nodes of the exit node. Therefore all messages for the
other branch nodes and their subsequent nodes in their loops can be
removed from this loop. The branch node is the only node that can
remove these messages because the other nodes in the loop will also
unjustly remove messages sent by the branch node itself to the nodes
of the other 100ps.O

Property 3 results in following routing criterion:

Interception of ghost messages will be done in the branching node of each loop by
discarding messages to all other branching and subsequent nodes belonging to the
same exit node and not belonging to its own loop.

multiple path problem

Using this routing criterion will eliminate the looped paths from the system by
destroying the complementary route. Multiple paths can be removed from the system
in much the same way. However unlike in looped paths where loops can always be
removed on detection, multiple paths will have to be removed all but one (one route
must be established according to the requirements). The interception of multiple paths
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can only take place in the branch node of the multiple path because of the same
reasons as given in the proof of property 3. However, removing a multiple path may
be done only under control of the node to be removed, since branch nodes do not
know which nodes have been removed from the routing tables of their companion
branch nodes (no ghost messages are associated with the multiple path situation
which could be used for the detection).

result

The routing criterion above plus the adaptation to the routing criterion to remove
multiple paths, will be used in the configuration protocol. Since the only nodes
involved in the discarding of messages will be the branching nodes and since these
nodes will only delete complementary routes, all nodes will have one logical path to
all other nodes. This is in accordance with the goal of the configuration protocol.

The routing criterion plus the adaptations make it possible to proof lemma 1 of the
previous paragraph.

Lemma 1

In lemma 1 it was stated that the combination of the destination address of the
incoming message and the incoming wavelength will be sufficient to accomplish a
configuration without loops and multiple paths.

Proof Lemma 1 : A node containing more than one receiver will be part of different
loops or multiple paths in the network. For some of these loops or paths the node can
be the branch node and for others the node is just a plain node. For each possibility
the node has to take some or no action which can be contradictory to each other. The
definition of branch node states that a branch node receives at least one exit node.
Therefore a node will only be a branch node of a loop or multiple path if the previous
passed node will be an exit node. The identification of the previous passed node will
be sufficient to separate the loops, multiple paths and single paths of which the node
is part. As the address of a node is a logical reference to the transmission wavelength
of the node, the wavelength of the receivers can be used to identify the previous
passed node. The wavelength of the receivers can therefore be used the separate the
loops, multiple paths and single paths. This means that the combination of the
destination address and the incoming wavelength makes it possible to create a
configuration without loops and multiple paths according the requirements of the
configuration protocol.O

source address

In case the source address will be added as entry to the routing tables, the elimination
of loops and multiple paths will not necessary have to take place in the branch nodes.
The last line of the proof of property 3 will no longer be valid. The source address
makes it possible to distinguish the messages from outside the loop or multiple path
from the ones sent by the nodes in the loop or multiple path. This means that the
elimination of loops and multiple paths can take place in all nodes of the loop or
multiple path.

Now we have seen how the routing tables should be used and how they will be
implemented, the next step will be to develop a procedure to create the routing tables.
In the following paragraphs it will be assumed that each receiver (LLC_Transcode
process) has it own routing table with as possible entry the destination address of the
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incoming message or the combination of the destination address and the source
address of the incoming message (paragraph 5.2).

5.4 BASIC TECHNIQUE TO CREATE ROUTING TABLES

In this paragraph two groups of existing algorithms will be studied. The
characteristics of both groups will be compared with the characteristics of the WTDM
CPNetwork and fmally one will be chosen as basis for the procedure to be developed.
However fIrst two assumptions will be made. During the development of the
procedure 'creating routing tables', it will be assumed that:

• Each node will be up to date about the topology of the network. The
configuration protocol of the nodes will have enough information at its
disposal to carry out its task, creating the routing tables.

• The network will have 'full connectivity'. Without this assumption it will never
be possible to create one logical route between any pair of nodes, no matter
what routing tables used.

Both the assumptions are reasonable because the other procedures in the flow diagram
(figure 4.5) will assure them. The task of the procedure 'handling topology info' is to
supply the configuration protocol of the nodes with enough information to carry out
its task while the procedure 'test topology' and 'establishing full connectivity' will take
care of the full connectivity of the network. The implementation of these procedures
will be studied later in chapters 6 and 7 and wi1Vmay be influenced by the
requirements of the 'creating routing tables' procedure.

5.4.1 EXISTING ROUTING ALGORITHMS

In the literature two major groups of routing algorithms (techniques) can be
distinguished:

characterization group 1

In the first group of algorithms each node creates its own internal routing table with
help of the information it has about the topology of the network. This group of
algorithms is the most popular one at the moment and contains most of the routing
algorithms used in computer networks and in radio packet networks. The
characterising properties of these algorithms are:

• In most of the algorithms, the nodes do not require information about the entire
topology of the network. The nodes are only informed about the status of the
edges to and from its neighbours and the distances of its neighbours to the
other nodes of the network. The updating of a node by all its neighbours
requires a lot of communication between them. However there are also
algorithms that need the information about the entire topology. An example of
such an algorithm is the routing algorithm used in the ARPANEf [12].

o Most of the existing algorithms are developed for computer networks in which
two adjacent nodes are connected in both directions. This way adjacent nodes
can easily exchange information between each other.
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o Almost all existing algorithms start from the principle that a node will accept
all incoming messages and select one of its outgoing edges based on the
information in the routing table. A message is not broadcast (as in the case of
the passive optical star network) but transmitted in a selected direction.

o The introduction of the new routing tables after a change in the configuration
has to be done in a prescribed sequence which leads to extra communication
between the nodes. Ignoring the sequence might result in a temporary situation
in which some nodes have adapted their routing tables to the new situation and .
others not, thereby possibly isolating some of the nodes of the network.

o These algorithms are extremely sensitive to situations in which nodes are not
up to date about the topology of the network. Supplying a node with wrong,
old or none information will result in a routing table which is not up to date
(not correct), creating a possible chaos because each message which passes
this node will be effected by it. Therefore stringent precautions have to be
taken to prevent these situations from happening.

characterization group 2

In the second group of algorithms each node takes care of the routing of the messages
concerning itself. Each node creates the routes of the messages which are sent by it or
creates the routes of the messages which are addressed to it. This second group of
algorithms is lesser used than the fIrst group of algorithms. The characterising
properties of these algorithms are:

o A node needs to be informed of the entire topology of the network to be able to
determine the routes of the messages concerning it.

o After the nodes have determined their routes, they have to send messages to
adapt certain entries in the routing tables of the other nodes in the network to
establish these routes. This results in an increasing load on the capacity of the
network.

o A node which is not up to date about the topology of the network will only
cause trouble for the routing of the messages concerning itself. Messages for
which the routing will be taken care of by other nodes, will have no bother
from the failure of the node.

o The introduction of the new routes by the nodes will not have to be done in a
prescribed sequence. As a node is only concerned about its own routing, no
synchronization is needed to solve problems like temporary isolation of nodes
in the network. This means no communication is needed for synchronization.

5.4.2 APPLICABILITY TO THE WTDM CPN

To make a choice between the two groups, the requirements and the properties of the
configuration protocol and the WTDM CPNetwork have to be compared with the
requirements and the properties of those two groups. In this paragraph three topics
will be discussed.
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equal peer

One of the most imponant requirements of the configuration protocol is that the nodes
of the network have to be equal peer nodes. A node should be able to work on its own
(autonomous) without interfering in the operation of the other nodes. The
characterization of the algorithms in group I in the previous paragraph show that the
nodes in these algorithms are not autonomous. First of all the updating of the routing
tables has to be done in a sequence, meaning that a node will have to wait for some
other nodes to be fInished. Second of all a faulty updating of one node could disrupt.
the confIguration of the whole network as each message passing the node will be
effected by it. This means that the faulty updating of one node will interfere with
successful operation of the other nodes.

The algorithms in group 2 on the other hand are quite autonomous. As each node
establishes its own routes by sending messages to the routing tables of the other
nodes, a node will not depend on the routing activities of the other nodes. Also will a
faulty updating of a node have only consequences for the routes of the node itself as it
is the only node using the routes it created with the faulty information.

communication between nodes

Another boundary of the WfDM CPNetwork that plays an important role in the
choice, is the way in which bidirectional communication between two adjacent nodes
is provided. Usually two adjacent nodes in a computer network are able to
communicate directly to each other via edges in both directions without bothering
other nodes in the network. In the process of introducing new routing tables and
updating (with stringent precautions) the nodes of the network, the possibility of
communication with the adjacent nodes will be used intensively. In the WTDM
CPNetwork the existence of an edge from node i to node j does not mean there is also
an edge from node j to node i. Communication between two adjacent nodes will
therefore involve the help of the other nodes of the network, putting an extra load on
the capacity these nodes (and thus on the network). Because of this, communication
between two adjacent nodes should not be stimulated.

routing of messages

In the WfDM CPNetwork the nodes are not able to transmit a message into a cenain
direction. The direction of the message broadcast by a node will be determined by the
nodes listening to its wavelength which decide if the message will be accepted or
discarded. To establish one logical route between the nodes, only one of the nodes
listening to the node broadcasting the message may accept the message. This means
that the routing tables of the nodes listening to a broadcasting node must be
coordinated.

If for the detennination of the routing tables the strategy of group 1 is chosen,
diffIcult algorithms will be needed to coordinate the routing tables of the nodes. The
strategy of the second group will not have these problems. Each node establishes its
own routes thus each node will coordinate the routing tables of the other nodes by
sending messages to adapt the routing tables of the other nodes in the network. It is
the only one allowed to modify these locations in the routing tables. This way no
difficult algorithms will be needed to detennine the content of the routing tables.
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conclusion

As the characteristics of group 1 differ too much from the characteristics the WTDM
CPNetwork and as the algorithms of group 2 are the most appropriate to be
implemented as an autonomous equal peer protocol, a choice has been made in favour
of the group 2. In the next paragraph this choice will be elaborated further.

5.5 EACH NODE CREATING ITS OWN ROUTES

In this group of algorithms each node creates the routes of its messages by adapting
certain entries in the routing tables of the other nodes in the network. The activities to
be performed can be divided into two steps. First a node has to determine the routes it
wants to establish. When the routes are determined the second step will be to adapt
the routing tables of the other nodes by sending messages to these nodes deleting or
adding certain entries. Both steps will be elaborated separately in the following
paragraphs beginning with the first step.

5.5.1 DETERMINING THE ROUTES

The first step to be taken in the 'creating routing tables' process of the configuration
protocol is to determine the routes it wants to establish for the link layer messages of
its node. With help of the present knowledge about the topology of the network, the
state of the edges (physical connection between two nodes) and the state of the nodes
in this topology, each node tries to accomplish the following two goals according to
the requirements of the configuration protocol:

• determine the shortest possible routes to or from the other nodes,

• choose the routes in such a way that the congested nodes in the network will be
by-passed.

Both goals can be realised with help of the 'single source shortest path algorithm' as
described in for example [8, pp. 203-208].

single source shortest path algorithm

In this algorithm each edge must have a label representing some kind of cost of the
edge. With help of these labels the single source shortest path algorithm determines
the cost, and with a simple adjustment, the route of the shonest paths from the root
node to all nodes in the network or from the other nodes to the root node (including
the root itself). The length of a path (route) is the sum of the costs of the edges on that
path. In figure 5.2 an example is given of the shortest path tree for the nodes 0 and 5.

cost of an edge

The cost (label) of an edge can reflect a number of items. For example the length of
an edge, the expenses of the edge, the amount of traffic on the edge or the delay on
the edge. Because of our goal to by-pass congested nodes, the delay on an edge (or
the amount of traffic on the edge) will form the costs which have to be minimized.
The total delay of a message on an edge (from the moment it is sent until the moment
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Figure 5.2: An example of the Shortest Path Trees of Nodes 0 and 5

it is received and processed on the other side) is an addition of three different
components: the delay caused by sending the message across the optical fibre, the
delay caused by the input buffer, and the delay caused by the processing of the
message. Because the datastream travels with the speed of light, the first component
will be negligible. The third component, the processing time of the message, will be
the same for each node as the control system of each node is the same (equal peer).
The differences between the delays on different edges are therefore mainly a
consequence of the differences between the delays caused by the input buffers.

In the WTDM CPNetwork the input buffer of each incoming edge has a capacity of
64 frames. An input buffer containing only a few frames, will cause only a small
delay while a buffer containing 64 frames will cause a large delay. In case of
congested nodes the input buffers of some of the incoming edges will be almost full,
resulting in large delays on the edges. By using the delays on the edges as the costs of
the edges, the shortest path algorithm will determine the routes with the smallest
delay by-passing the congested nodes as much as p<>.ssible, in accordance with the
requirements of the configuration protocol. Using the delays on the edges requires
some kind of translation to transform the traffic load (the congestion) of an incoming
edge (input buffer) into a measure of delay for that edge. This translation will be dealt
with in chapter 8 the traffic load of the network (nodes).
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For the sake of simplicity the costs of the edges in the network will be considered to
be equal in the rest of chapter 5. This way the paths with the minimal costs are also
the paths with fewest number of hops in it, making the coming examples more easily
to understand.

two strategies

Depending on the type of messages, there are two different methods for a node to .
determine its routes:

• A node determines the routes for the messages sent by itself. The node itself is
the root of the shortest path tree for which the shortest paths to the other nodes
will be determined. From here on this strategy will be referred to as 'Out_route'
(Outgoing_routes).

• A node determines the routes for the messages which are addressed to it. The
node itself is the root of the shortest path tree for which the shortest paths will
be determined from the other nodes to the root. From here on this strategy will
be referred to as 'In_route' (Incomin8-routes).

network

o

2

'Out_route'strategy

4

4

5

2

3

Figure 5.3: The Shortest Path Tree of Node 2 for both Routing Strategies
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In figure 5.3 an example is given of the shortest path trees of node 2 for both the 'In
route' method and the 'Out_route'. For the sake of clearness, the root of the shortest
path tree, according to the 'In_route' strategy, is put on the bottom of the tree. In both
trees the edges point downward.

The shortest paths in the shortest path trees will be established by adapting the routing
tables of the nodes according to these trees. The way this is done will be explained in
paragraph 5.5.3. However, independent of the way this is done, something can be said
about the implementation of the routing tables needed in both the 'In_route' strategy .
and the 'Out_route' strategy.

5.5.2 STRATEGIES AND ROUTING TABLES

As we have seen in paragraph 5.2, the combination of the destination address and the
incoming wavelength will be sufficient to establish precisely one logical route
between any pair of nodes. To establish the routes determined with the single source
shortest path algorithm, a node has to adapt the routing tables of the other nodes on
certain places differentiated by its combination of the destination address and
wavelength as entry. However, the routing table of one node will be adapted to the
wishes of all nodes in the network meaning that more than one node will control the
contents of the routing table. A critical situation will occur when more than one node
wants to adapt the same position in the routing table. Whenever a number of nodes
has plans for the same entry of a routing table which do not harmonize with each
other, the goal for one logical route will not be established for all these nodes. An
example of this situation will be given later.

To solve this problem each node must have its own entries in the routing table of the
other nodes. This way each node can establish its routes without being interfered by
or without interfering into the routing plans of the other nodes. One way to establish
this is by extending the entry of the routing table with one or more variables which
refer to (are unique for) one node. In the following subparagraphs the implementation
of the routing tables in both 'In_route' and 'Oucroute' will be dealt with.

'In_route'strategy

In the 'in_route' method a node determines the routes for the messages which are
destined for itself (the node itself is the destination node of the paths it establishes).
This means that node n is the only node that uses the entries in the routing tables with
destination address n. Therefore each node has its own entries to the routing tables for
which it alone will adapt the contents to its wishes. The information placed by one
node can never be written over by the routing information placed by other nodes so no
contradictions will occur. The combination of the destination address and the
incoming wavelength as entry to the routing table of a node will therefore be
sufficient to conform to the requirement of establishing one logical route. In figure 5.4
an example is given of the implementation of the routing tables when using the
1n_route' strategy.

'Out_route' strategy

In the 'Out_route' strategy each node determines the shortest path from itself to all
nodes (including itself) in the network. Figure 5.5 gives an example for the shortest
path tree of two nodes.
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Figure 5.4: An example of the Routing Tables using the 'In_route' Strategy
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Figure 5.5: Contradictions In the Routing Table of Node 3 using the 'Ouuoute' Strategy

In this example node 1 will adapt the routing table of the receiver ~ in node 3 In
such a way that the incoming messages coming from node 1 with destination
address 0, 1 and 5 will be relayed and the messages from node 1 destined for the
nodes 2, 3, and 4 will be discarded. Node 2 has also the Intention to adapt the
routing table of the receiver ~ In node 3 so its own messages destined for the
nodes 0, 1, 2, and 5 will be relayed. On the other hand node 5 does not want the
routing table of receiver ~ In node 3 to relay the messages with destination
address 3 and 4. Also both nodes 1 and 2 don't want the routing table of receiver A.o
in node 3 to relay anything.

From this example it follows that each node has to adapt all destination entries in each
routing table of the network. The combination of wavelength and destination address
is therefore not sufficient to guarantee each node its own entries to a routing table. In
the example node I will write over the information placed by node 5 or vice versa
resulting in a situation in which the logical routes for one of the nodes will not be
established.
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To solve this problem the infonnation used as entry of the routing table has to be
extended with more infonnation so each node has its own entries to the routing table.
To differentiate the routes of the nodes, the source address will be added as extra
infonnation to the entry of the routing tables. The combination of the source address,
destination address, and incoming wavelength as entry to a routing table, assures that
each node has its own destination address and wavelength entries in each routing
table. This way each node can adapt the routing tables of the node without being
interfered by or without interfering other nodes.
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Figure 5.6: An example of the Routing Tables using the 'Oucroute' strategy
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The possibility of including the source address as additional infonnation has already
been mentioned in paragraph 5.2. Adding the source address results in a routing table
with size n...n (n is the number of nodes in the network) present in each
'LLC_Transcode' process (Appendix A). In figure 5.6 an example is given of the
implementation of the routing tables when using the 'Oucroute' strategy.

Now the first step of detennining the routes has been elaborated and for two
teclmiques the routing tables have been specified, the next step will be to adapt the
routing tables in both the 'In_route' and the 'Out_route' teclmiques.

5.5.3 ADAPTING THE ROUTING TABLES

To establish the routes detennined with help of the shortest path algorithm, a node has
to send configuration messages (will be referred to as routing messages in the rest of
this rapport) to the other nodes to adapt the boolean of certain entries in the routing
tables. The routing messages assigning the boolean 'true' to the entries will be called
'addition messages' from now on. The entries of which the boolean becomes 'true', are
'added' to the routing table. The routing messages assigning the boolean 'false' to the
entries will be called 'deletion messages' from now on. The entries of which the
boolean becomes 'false', are 'deleted' from the routing table.

two strategies

Based on the default value of the entries, two possible strategies can be defmed to
adapt the routing tables:

• Default a routing table will relay all incoming messages. All booleans
identified by the entries will be initially 'true'. Deletions of identified routing
table entries will be made on request of other nodes when receiving deletion
messages from them. From here on this strategy will be referred to as
'De1...,proc' (Deletion process).

• Default a routing table will relay no incoming messages. All booleans
identified by the entries will be initially 'false'. Identified routing table entries
will be added on request of other nodes when receiving add messages from
them. From here on this strategy will be referred to as 'Add-proc' (Addition
process).

To be able to compare both strategies with each other, an impression is required of the
number of deletions or additions both teclmiques need to adapt the routing tables. The
shortest path tree described in the previous paragraph can be useful to get such an
impression. In the next paragraphs both the 'In_route' strategy and the 'Oucroute'
strategy will be studied with the emphasis on the number of deletions and additions to
be made in the routing tables. With the aid of the example network of figure 5.7
fonnulas will be derived for the number of deletions and additions to be perfonned in
both strategies. In these derivations it will be assumed that a netwoIk will have n
nodes, m edges connecting these nodes, and that all nodes are equipped with the same
number of receivers k resulting in the equation k...n=m.

In figure 5.7 an example is given of the shortest path tree of the nodes 1 and 2 for
both the 'In_route' strategy as well as the 'OuCroute' strategy. In this example the
number of nodes n is equal to 6, the number of edges m equal to 12, and the
number of receivers per node k equal to 2.
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network

- solid edges ar. part of h paths which hav. to t» eatabllshed by h routing tabIea
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Figure 5.7: The Shortest Path Tree for both 1n30ute' and 'Oucroute' Strategies

5.5.3.1 'IN ROUTE'STRATEGY

In this situation each receiver (Transcode process) has its own routing table with the
destination address as only entry to it (see figure 5.4). The shortest path trees of figure
5.7 give an example of the paths which should be established by node 1 and 2 of the
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network in that figure. The solid path from a node in the network to the root (bottom)
of the tree will be the shortest path possible between these two nodes. Should there be
a shorter path from a node to the root, the shortest path algorithm would have placed
it into its tree.

As there is only one shortest path from a node to the root (if there are two or more of
them with the same length, only one will be selected by the single source shortest path
algorithm), precisely one outgoing edge of each node will be part of the shortest path
tree of that root node. The link layer messages with the destination address equal to .
the root node identity, must only be relayed when coming in from one of the solid
edges of the tree. This means that only entries with root identity should·be added to
the routing tables of the receivers creating the solid edges in the shortest path tree of
the root node.

An exception are the solid edges coming into the root node (at the bottom) of the
shortest path tree. As the root is the destination of all paths in the shortest path tree, no
relaying has to take place in the root node itself. Therefore no entries have to be added
to the routing tables of the receivers creating the solid incoming edges at the root.

number of adaptations per node

The number of additions of entries to be performed by one node will be equal to the
number of nodes n in the network minus the number of solid incoming edges at the
root node. As there is always one solid edge coming in at the root node, the maximum
number of additions to be performed by one node will be n-l. The minimum number
of additions to be performed will be n-k when all k receivers of the root node create
solid edges in the shortest path tree (all receivers are tuned to different nodes).

The existence of the m-n dotted edges in the shortest path trees of figure 5.7 will
cause multiple paths and looped paths in the logical topology of the network.
Therefore each of them has to be deleted from the routing tables. A node establishing
its routes has to perform m-n deletions. Because the number of receivers in all nodes
is the same k, the number of deletions to be performed by a node will be equal to
(n*k)-n.

number of adaptations in the network

Now an equation for the maximum number of additions per node in 'Add"'proc' and an
equation for the number deletions per node in 'Del"'proc' have been derived for the
'In_route' strategy, the total number of additions and deletions for the entire network
can be found by multiplying with the number of nodes in the network n. The
maximum number of additions and the number of deletions in the network will be
equal to:

number ofdeletions in network: F(n,k)=n2(k-l) ,for n>O and k>O (1)

and

max. numb. ofadditions in network: G(n,k)=n(n-l) ,for n>O and k>O (2)

In appendix B a graphical representation and the numerical values of both equations
and the difference between them «1)-(2» are given as a function of the number of
nodes in the network n and the number of receivers per node k. The graphical
representation of both equations (1) and (2) are also given in figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Number of Deletions and Additions in network as a Function of nand k

Equation (1) shows us that the number of deletions in the network will increase when
the number of receivers per node k increases. On the other hand equation (2) shows us
that the maximum number of additions in the network will not be influenced by the
number of receivers per node k. For a constant value of the number of nodes n,
equation (1) is a monotonous increasing function. In the case of n nodes, both
equations will have the same value when k=(2n-l )/n. If k has a higher value than
(2n-l )/n for a certain n, the number of deletions to be perfonned will be higher as the
number of additions to be perfonned. If k has a lower value than (2n-l )/n the
maximum number of additions will be higher than the number of deletions.

The number of receivers per node k, resulting in the same value of both equations (1)
and (2), can be studied for different values of n (the number of node in the network):

n=1 ---> k=1
n=2 ---> k=3/2=1.5
n=3 ---> k=5/3=1.67

n=16 ---> k=31/16=1.94

n»oo ---> k=2

From the examples above it follows that when the number of nodes in the network
increases, the number of receivers per node k, to maintain equality between the
equations (1) and (2), will converge towards 2. This means that:

F(n,k) >= G(n,k) when k>=2 ,for all n>O
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conclusion

From the graphical representation of figure 5.8 and even more from the representation
of the function (1)-(2) in appendix B, it follows that the difference between the
number of deletions and the number of additions will grow rapidly in favour of the
number of additions when the number of receivers per node k increases. For example:
in a network with 16 nodes (n=16) and 4 receivers per node (k=4), the number of
deletions to be made will be 768 while the maximum number of additions to be made
will be 192. The number of deletions is almost four times as big as the maximum .
number of additions in this case. Based on these results, the 'Add...,proc' strategy will
be recommended.

5.5.3.2 'OUT_ROUTE'STRATEGY

As we haven seen in figure 5.6, each receiver (Transcode process) has its own routing
table with the source address and the destination address as entries to it. It has been
explained that a node establishes its routes by adapting the destination entries within
its own row of each routing table. In the case of n nodes in the network and k
receivers (k routing tables) per node, it means that each node has to adapt n2*k entries
(k routing tables in each node with each n destination entries per row multiplied with
the number of nodes n).

Figure 5.7 COucroute') gives an example of the paths which should be established by
node 1 and node 2. The solid path from the root of the tree to an arbitrary node in that
same tree will be the shortest path possible between these two nodes. Should there be
a shorter path from the root to a node, the shortest path algorithm would have placed
it into its tree.

As there is only one shortest path from the root node to a node in the network (only
one will be selected by the single source shortest path algorithm), precisely one
incoming edge of each node will be part of the shortest path tree of the root node.
This means that for a node only one row of precisely one routing table in each node of
the network may contain some destination entries relaying messages coming from that
root node.

adding entries

In the case of using 'Add...,proc'. the root node will only add destination entries in the
row of precisely one routing table in each node. the one belonging to the receiver
creating the solid edge. The number of destination entries to be added in such a row of
a node. will be equal to the number of nodes in the subtree of that node in the shortest
path tree of the root node.

For example: in the shortest path tree of node 2 in figure 5.7 the subtree of node 5
contains only node 1. This means that destination entry 1 will be the only entry
added in the row of node 2 in the routing table of the receiver of node 5 listening to
node 3. Only one entry will be added.
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deleting entries

In case of 'Del-proc' in which deletions will be used to adapt the routing tables, there
are two components, which together determine the total number of deletions which a
node has to make:

- The existence of the m-n dotted edges in the shortest path tree «(k.n)-n when
each node has k receivers) in for example figure 5.7, will cause multiple paths
and looped paths in the logical topology of the network. Therefore each of·
them has to be deleted from the routing tables. 1bis means that each node has
to delete all destination entries in its own row of the routing tables of the m-n
«(k.n)-n) receivers creating the dotted edges.

- We have seen that the number of additions made by a root node in its own row
of the routing table of the receiver creating the solid edge in another node, is
equal to the number of nodes in the subtree of that node in the shortest path
tree of the root node. Represent this number for example with the letter I. In
case of deleting entries, all destination entries accept the ones in the subtree
will have to be deleted. The number of deletions to be made by a node in the
routing table creating the solid edge, will be equal to n-I (the number of entries
in a row minus the number additions to be made in that row when using
'Add-proc').

For the same example as has been shown above, the total number of deletions to
be made by node 2 in node 5 will be 6-1 (the deletions to be made in the routing
table of receiver "'3) plus 6 (the entries of the entire row of node 2 in the routing
table of receiver "'4)'

number of adaptations

To get an estimate of the number of deletions or additions which have to be made by a
node, the following equations can be used:

and

#additions per node = rn.(average path Iength-l Jl

#deIetions per node = (n2.(k-l)) + (n2-#additions per node)

(r 1: round off upwards)

(4)

(5)

The equations will not be proved mathematically here but it can be reasoned that
when the average path length is known, the average number of nodes in such a path
will be equal to the average path length plus one. As no additions have to be made in
the routing table of the source node (begin point) and the destination node (end point)
of a path, the number of additions to be made for one average path will be equal to the
average number of nodes in such a path minus two (or equal to the average path
length minus one). Because each node has to establish one route to all nodes and thus
has to establish n paths, the number of additions to be made by one node will be equal
to the number of additions needed to establish an average path multiplied by the
number of nodes in the network n and this value rounded of upwards.

As we have seen the number of deletions is built up out of two components. The first
component contains the deletions of the entries in the row of the receivers creating the
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dotted edges of the shortest path tree. As each row of a routing table contains n entries
(as each node has n entries in each routing table) and the number of dotted lines is
equal to n*(k-l), the total number of deletions in the fIrst component to be made by
one node will be n2*(k-l). The second component is equal to the number of entries in
the rows of the routing tables of the receivers creating the solid edges n2 minus the
number of additions of equation (4). Together both components result in equation (5).

To use the equations above, we are interested in the average path length of the paths
in the shonest path trees as a function of the number of nodes in the network n and the .
number of receivers per node k. However, due to the large number of possible
configurations, it is almost impossible to derive an equation representing the average
path length. Because we are mainly interested in the difference between the number
of deletions and additions it might be sufficient to only study the worst case situation.

difference between number of deletions and number of additions

From equation 4 it follows that the worst case number of additions will exist in a
network with the worst case of average path length. It is easy to understand that the
worst case situation, in which each node is reachable, will be created by a ring
structure network in which each node has only one receiver. In all other networks
with more receivers, the average path length will be smaller as the ring will be cut in
smaller pieces. In the ring structure the average path length will be :

'L(i=l ;n;i/n) , n is the #nodes in the network (6)

This means for the number of additions to be made by one node (see equation 4) :

#additions per node = Wn.('L(i=l ;n;i/n)-l ))1=
= ~(i=l ;n;i)-nJl=
= i=l'n-l'i), ,

(7)

In the ring structure network the number of deletions only exists of one component
(the second in equation 5) because the only receiver of each node will be pan of the
ring structure and will therefore be a solid edge (an edge which is pan of a path which
has to be established) in the shonest path tree of each node. The first component of
equation (5) will therefore be equal to O. The number of deletions to be made in a ring
structure network will be:

#deletions per node = n2-L(i=1 ;n-l ;i)

The knowledge above results in the following lemma:

(8)

Lemma 2: The number of additions to be made will always be smaller than the
number ofdeletions to be made for n>=2 and k>=l.

Proof: The number of deletions is built up out of two components. H can be proved
that one of the components will always be larger than the number of additions, the
lemma will be true. Earlier on we have seen that one of the components for the
number of deletions is equal to n2 minus the number the additions. This means that the
lemma is proved if can be proved that the number of additions (#additions) is always
smaller than n2-#additions. We have already seen that the #additions will be maximal
in the ring structure network. In this situation n2-#additions will be minimal. Both
values are given in equations (7) and (8). H can be proved that the maximum
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#additions (7) is smaller than n2-#additions (8) in the worst case situation, the lemma
will be proved.

The proof that equation (7) is always smaller than (8) will be given by complete
induction,

i) Forn=2: #deletions>#additions
n2-I,(i=l;1;i» I,(i=l;1;i)
n2>2.I,(i=I ;l;i)
4>2... 1

<=>
<=>
<=>

The lemma is true for n=2

ii) Let the lemma be true for n=k with k an integer in the range of n so:

k2- I,(i=l ;k-l ;i» I,(i=l ;k-l ;i)

Proof the lemma is true for n=k+1,

For n=k+l: (k+I)2-I,(i=I;k;i) > I,(i=l;k;i) <=>
k42k+I-I,(i=I;k-l;i)-k > I,(i=l;k-l;i)+k <=>
k2-I,(i=l;k-l;i)+k+1 > I,(i=l;k-l;i)+k

If the lemma is true for n=k than it is also true for n=k+1 because:

o
Fork>2: k+l>k

The lemma tells that even in the situation in which the maximum number of additions
are needed, the number of additions to be made in the routing table of the receiver,
creating the solid edges, will still be smaller than the number of deletions to be made
in that same table. When the deletions of the routing tables of receivers creating the
dotted edges are also taken in consideration, the number of deletions to be made by a
node is much higher than the total number of additions. With help of this knowledge a
choice can be made between the 'Add~roc' strategy and the 'Del~roc' strategy.

conclusion

The amount of infonnation (containing the entries to be deleted) which a node has to
sent in case of the 'Del~roc' strategy will be higher than in the case of the 'Add~roc'

strategy, which might result in a higher number of messages to be sent by a node.
Another disadvantage of the 'Del~roc' strategy is that a node has to adapt entries in
every routing table of the netwoIX while a node using the 'Add~roc' strategy has to
adapt the entries of only one routing table in every node of the network. The work to
be done by the configuration protocol to adapt all routing tables, when receiving a
deletion message from a node, will therefore take a longer time than to adapt a single
row of one routing table when receiving an addition message from a node.

Both disadvantages of the 'Del~roc' strategy will bring down the perfonnance of the
netwoIX and burden the netwoIX more than in case of using 'Add~roc. As the
configuration protocol should burden the netwoIX as little as possible with messages
of the configuration protocol, a choice has been made in favour of the 'Add...,proc'
strategy.
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5.5.4 'IN ROUTE' VERSUS 'OUT ROUTE'- -
In the paragraphs 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 both the 'In_route' strategy and the 'Oucroute'
strategy have been studied. As we have seen the 'Add...,proc' method has been chosen
in both strategies to adapt the routing tables. In this paragraph a choice will be made
between the two strategies after having discussed the main differences between the
two strategies and the applicability of the strategies to the WTDM CPNetwork.

size and access time of the routing table

In paragraph 5.5.2 we have seen that the routing tables (one in each 'LLC_Transcode'
process) are smaller in the case of the 'In_route' strategy than they are in the case of
the 'Oucroute' strategy. The implementation of the routing tables of the 'In-route
strategy will therefore require less memory.

Also will the access time to the routing tables when using the 'In-route' strategy be
smaller than when using the 'Out-route' strategy, as the routing table in the 'In_route'
strategy will have less entry variables (only the destination address) than the routing
table in the 'Oucroute' strategy (destination address and the source address).
However, the increase of access time of the routing tables when using the 'Oucroute'
strategy will not be of real importance because of the small factor of the access time
in the total delay a message will encounter passing a node.

number of addition messages

In paragraph 5.5.3.1 and 5.5.3.2 equations have been derived for the number of
additions that will be needed to adapt the routing tables when using the 'Add...,proc'
strategy. Equation 2 for the maximum number of additions to be made in 'In_route'
tells us that the number of additions in 'In_route' will always be smaller that n2•

Equation 4 on the other hand tells us, after having multiplied by n (number of nodes),
that the number of additions in 'Oucroute' will be larger than n2 when the average
path length is larger than 2.

That the number of additions in 'Oucroute' is equal or higher than the number of
additions in 'In_route' can easily be verified. In the 'In_route' strategy a root node will
add its destination entry (change the boolean in 'true') in the routing tables of the
receivers creating the solid edges in its shortest path tree. As we have seen the source
address of the node of which the message comes from, is of no importance. However
it is should be clear that a destination entry has been added to connect one or more
nodes to the root (destination) node. This means that when these nodes have to create
the routing for their own messages (as in 'Oucroute'), each of them has to add that
destination entry in its own row of the routing table. The addition of a destination
entry in the routing table of a receiver in 'In_route' will result in the addition of that
same destination entry in at least one row but mostly more than one row of that same
routing table when using 'Out_route'. An example of this can be found in a
comparison between figures 5.4 and 5.6.

In figure 5.4 ('In_route'), node 3 will relay the Incoming link layer messages with
destination address 4 when coming out of the direction of node 0 (Ao). This way the
shortest path of the nodes 4, 5, and 0 to node 4 will be established with help of node
3. In figure 5.6 ('Out_route') the nodes 4, 5, and 0 have to add the destination entry
4 in the their own row of the routing table Ao of node 3 to establish the shortest
paths to destination node 4. This means the 'Oucroute strategy will need three
additions against one in the 'In_route' strategy to establish the same paths.
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However the size (and the access time) of the routing tables and the number of
addition messages needed to adapt the routing tables are not the only criteria on which
a choice can be made. Another aspect which plays an even more important role are
the technical constraints imposed by the implementation of the window mechanism in
the link layer control part.

window mechanism

As has been mentioned in paragraph 3.2.1, the transmission window contains the link
layer messages that have been transmitted but have not yet been acknowledged. The
size of the transmission window is 128 messages while the size of the receiving
window is equal to only 1 frame. All the entries within the transmission window have
been equipped with a retransmission timer. A link layer message is retransmitted
when its retransmission timer expires, before an acknowledgement has been received
(an acknowledgement indicates that the link layer message has been received
correctly at the receiving side). After several attempts, in which the length of the
time-out is increased with each retransmission, a signal is sent from the link layer to
the network layer to indicate the malfunction of the link. The network layer starts a
procedure to release or reset the link. In case of releasing the link, processes related to
that link will be killed, and all messages over that particular link will be discarded.

The window mechanism on the other side of the peer-to-peer connection will still be
active not knowing about the problems on the other (sending) side. This means that
whenever a node A is sending information over the link to a node B but something
goes wrong (e.g. congestion) and no acknowledgement will be received by node A,
only node A will detect this error. As only node A is aware of the problems, node A is
the only one able to take action, for example by changing the routes. Therefore it is
obvious that each node should establish the routes for its own outgoing messages.

conclusion:

Although the 'In_route' strategy has advantages as smaller routing tables and a smaller
nwnber of additions needed to adapt the routing tables, a choice will be made in
favour of the 'Oucroute strategy because of the technical constraints imposed by the
implementation of the window mechanism of the link layer control part. However, in
case of other applications in which the technical constraints above are not present, the
'In_route' will be a good alternative.

5.5.5 CREATING ROUTING TABLES USING 'OUT_ROUTE'

In this paragraph the 'Oucroute' strategy using the 'Add...,proc' method will be
elaborated. First a study will be made about the information needed to add entries to
the routing tables. After that a procedure will be developed to supply the nodes with
the necessary information to adapt their routing tables.

necessary information

The information needed to add an entIy in a routing table of a node according to the
shortest path tree, is:

• The identity of the node for which the addition message is destined (the
identity of the node which should adapt his routing table according to the rest
of the information).
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• The identity of the node which sends the addition message so it is clear in
which row of the routing table the entries have to be added.

• Some kind of information indicating which routing table of the node (which
receiver) should be adapted.

• A list of node identities which entries should be added in the routing table.
This list contains all nodes of the subtree of the node (without the node itself)
in the shortest path tree of the root node.

The information of the root node is already present in the source address field of the
header of the configuration message (figure 3.5). Therefore the identity of the root
node does not have to be mentioned in the data field of the configuration message. All
other information should be explicitly mentioned in the data field in such a way that
each node can extract its routing information.

broadcasting the information

The packets of information for the nodes can be sent in one or more configuration
messages by the root node. These configuration messages will wander through the
entire network (configuration messages are broadcast messages) and each node can
extract its information when such messages pass by. This method of distributing the
routing information is straightforward but not very efficient, because messages might
wander for quite a long time before they are discarded. Another problem is that a
node may receive the same configuration message more than once, each time
processing the same information. Therefore a new method has been developed for
distributing the routing information, which makes use of the knowledge we already
have of the shortest path tree.

'stripping mechanism'

This method is based on the principle that a node will send a configuration message
with routing information for each branch of its shortest path tree it has to establish.
The routing information used for the establishment of a branch exists of the identities
of the nodes in sequence of appearance in that branch.

For example node 2 01 the network 011lgure 5.7 will sent three messages: The first
one containing the sequence (2,3,0,2) , the second one containing the sequence
(2,3,5,1) • and the third one containing the sequence (2,4).

The sequence of nodes, representing a branch of the shortest path tree, contain all the
information needed to establish the branch as it contains all necessary information
summarized in the previous paragraph (for example node 2 of figure 5.7 will send the
configuration message with sequence (2,3,0,2»:

• The identity of the root node can be found in the address field of the header of
the configuration message.

• The identities of the nodes, which are part of the branch and have to adapt their
routing table, are found in the sequence of the message (node 2, 3, and 0).

• The pairs of adjacent node identities in the sequence «2,3), (3,0), and (0,2»
indicate the edges (solid edges) and thus the routing tables of the receivers
creating these edges, to which certain entries have to be added.
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• The destination entries to be added in a node are the ones of which the
identities are placed behind the identity of the node itself (node 3 has to add
the entries 0 and 2 in the routing table of the receiver listening to node 2).

We now know that the infonnation needed to create the routing tables is present in the
sequences of nodes representing the branches of the shortest path trees. The next step
will be to develop a manner to extract this infonnation from the messages containing
the sequences of nodes.

elaboration of the 'stripping mechanism'

The sequence of nodes will be used in the following way:

• The root node will send as many configuration messages as there are branches
(leaves) in its shortest path tree containing the identities of the nodes of the
branches in sequence of appearance with exception of the identity of the root
node itself.

• A node receiving a configuration message, containing a sequence of node
identities and a certain source address in the header, can do two things with it,
depending whether or not the identity of this node is at the head of the
sequence:

If the head node of the sequence is equal to the identity of the receiving node,
the node will perform the following tasks:

- The node strips its own identity from the head of the sequence of nodes.

- If it is the fIrst routing message the node receives from the root node in
its attempt to create new routes, the rows of the root node in all routing
tables will be brought back to the default status (no message will be
relayed). This way all previous routing decisions of the root node will
be erased. How a node distinguishes the fIrst routing message of a
routing session from the ones that may follow, will be explained later.

If it not the first time a routing message is received from the root node,
no attempt will be made to return the routing tables to default.

- The node will adapt the routing table of the receiver on which the
message came in, by adding the remaining node identities of the
sequence in the row of the root node. The receiver receiving the routing
message is the same one that creates the solid edge in the shortest path
tree of the root node.

- After that the message with the remaining sequence of nodes will be
sent out again without changing the source address in the heading of the
configuration message (source address should still be equal to identity
of the root node).

If the head node of the sequence is not equal to the identity of the receiving
node, the node will only discard the message. This way the configuration
message containing routing infonnation will not keep on travelling in the
network without being useful.

• A node receiving a configuration message with only its own identity in it
(together with the source address in the header), will fIrst delete its own
identity creating an empty sequence. If it is the fIrst time a routing message is
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received from the root node in its new attempt to create routes, the rows of the
root node of all routing tables will be brought back to default. If it is the
second time a routing message is received from the root node no action will be
taken. The node will not broadcast the routing message now the sequence is
empty. This means that all messages which are on the right track will
disappear eventually, when there are no node identities left in the sequence.

The stripping mechanism described above guarantees that the routing messages,'
containing the sequence of nodes of a branch, will only adapt the routing tables of the
nodes in the branch. A node receiving a routing message of a certain root node with
its own identity at the head, will add the node identities of the rest of the sequence in
the row of that root node in the routing table of the receiver receiving the routing
message. As a routing messages will be received by a node for each leaf in the subtree
of that node (in the shortest path tree of the root node), eventually all information (all
entries which should be added in the routing tables) will be received. 'This means that
each node will be able to adapt its routing tables to the wishes of all nodes in the
network. However there are two problems left to be solved.

sequence number

We have seen in the description above that a node must have the possibility to
distinguish a fIrSt routing message of a root node from the ones that will follow. This
problem can be solved by using sequence numbers to differentiate the subsequent
efforts a node makes to establish its routes. If a fIrst message of a new attempt comes
in, the sequence number will be one higher than the last one received. The receiving
node notices the difference, adapts the sequence number belonging to the root node
and will bring the rows of the root node in all routing tables back into default (not
relaying). If their is no difference between the sequence number of the received
routing message and the sequence number last received by the node, it means that the
received message is not the first one of a new attempt of the root node. In this case the
default status will not be restored.

To be sure that the sequence numbers of two different attempts will not overlap each
other, a window larger than 2 will be needed. A window of 4 will be sufficient and the
sequence numbers can be expressed with help of two bits. Each node must remember
the last received sequence number of all nodes in the network. In case of a network
with n nodes, a memory of 2n bits will be sufficient.

two or more edges connecting two nodes

The second problem has to do with the requirement to establish exactly one logical
route between any pair of nodes. With help of the stripping mechanism and the
sequence numbers it is possible to establish the paths of all shortest path trees.
However there is still one situation in which the stripping mechanism creates more
than one path between two nodes. If the wavelength allocation of the receivers of the
control system are tied to the user channel selection (see fIgure 4.2a), it is possible
that there will be more than one edge cOlUlecting two nodes. An illustration of this
situation is given in fIgure 5.9 in which two edges COlUlect node 2 with node 1.

The routing messages received on the receivers creating the multiple edges, will be
treated the same way by the configuration protocol. 'This means that the routing tables
of the receivers will be the same. Messages received on these receivers will therefore
be discarded by all routing tables or be relayed by all routing tables creating one or
more duplications of the messages.
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Figure 5.9: Two Edges connecting two Nodes

To prevent the duplication of messages, the routing tables causing the duplicate
messages with the exception of one (it has to be possible to relay the messages on one
receiver) will have to be in default and not relay anything. This means that the routing
messages received on these receivers will have to be ignored by the configuration
protocol. The receivers will be blocked by the configuration protocol and will no
longer be used by the control system until changes take place in the architecture of the
network.

In the network of figure 5.9 node 2 has two receivers tuned at the wavelength of
node 1. A routing message, containing a sequence of node Identities (representing
a path from a shortest path tree of some node), coming from the direction of node 1,
will be received by both receivers of node 2. The configuration protocol of node 2
will treat the received messages of both receivers the same way as has been
described earlier on. This means that if both receivers receive a routing message
with identity of node 2 at the head, both the routing tables of the receivers will be
adapted so the routing tables of both receivers will be identical all the time. As a
result an incoming link layer message out of the direction of node 1, which should
be relayed, will be relayed by both routing tables creating a duplicate.

Now these last two problems have been solved, the stripping mechanism will
establish precisely one logical route between a pair of nodes according to the
requirements of the configuration protocol. To get a better insight in the 'stripping
mechanism' an example will be worked out for node 2 of the network in figure 5.7.

In this example node 2 in the network of figure 5.7 will use the stripping mechanism
to establish its routes.

start

Node 2 will send a message for each leaf of its shortest path tree, after It has
increased its sequence number with one. It will send three messages with the
following sequences: (3,0,2), (3,5,1), and (4) (node 2 has stripped Its own identity)
and each with the same source address and sequence number. Assume node 2 will
send the messages in the same order as given here (the order In which the
messages will be sent is of now importance).

first message

Node 2 sends the first message with sequence (3,0,2) which will be received by
nodes 3 and 4. Node 3 will inspect the head of the sequence and discovers that it Is
equal to its own identity. It then strips its own Identity of the sequence. As this
messsage is the first one sent by node 2, its sequence number will be different from
the one In the window of node 3. Therefore the default status will be restored in the
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rows of root node 2 in all routing tables (of node 3). Next the entries 0 and 2 will be
added in row 2 of the routing table of the receiver receiving the configuration
message from node 2 (receiver ~). Finally node 3 will transmit the remaining
sequence (0,2) without changing the source address of node 2 in the header of the
configuration message. Node 4 will not find its identity at the head of the sequence
and it will discard the message.

Nodes 0, 4, and 5 will receive the message from node 3 with source address 2 and
with a sequence (0,2). Node 0 will react the same way as node 3 because its
identity is at the head of the sequence, and nodes 4 and 5 will discard the message
because their identities are not in the head of the sequence. The same will happen
in node 2 resp. nodes 1 and 3 after node 0 has sent the rest of the sequence. The
message will again be discarded by nodes 1 and 3 and disappear in node 2
because it contains no information any more.

second message

After node 2 has sent the first message it will send a second routing message with
sequence (3,5,1) which will be received by the nodes 3 and 4. Node 4 will again
discard this message because its identity is not at the head of the sequence. Node
3 however will accept the message and strips off its own Identity. It then compares
the sequence number of the message with its window and finds out they are the
same. So no default will be restored and the nodes 5 and 1 will be added in the row
of node 2 in the routing table of the receiver receiving the routing message (receiver
~). After that the stripped sequence (5,1) will be send to the nodes 0, 4 and 5.

Nodes 0, 4, and 5 will receive the routing message from node 3. Node 5 will react
the same way as node 3 did and the nodes 0 and 4 will discard the message. The
same will happen in the node 1 resp. 0 after node 5 has sent the rest of the
sequence.

third message

The third routing message sent by node 2 will only contain a sequence of one node
with identity 4. This message will again be received by node 3 and 4. Because node
3 is not at the head of the received sequence, node 3 will discard this message.
Node 4 however recognizes itself and will accept the message. First it will strip off
its identity from the sequence. Then it will compare the sequence number of the
routing message with the one of its window. As this message Is the first routing
message of node 2 accepted by node 4, the sequence numbers will be different.
This means that the default status will be restored in all rows of root node 2 of the
routing tables in node 4. After that the sequence number in the window will be
increased by one. Because the stripped sequence is now empty, no further action
have to be taken and no new message will be transmitted.

In figure 5.10 the rows of node 2 of all routing tables in the network (2 routing
tables/receivers per node) are given as a result of the routing messages sent by
node 2. This example shows that there Is only one path established from node 2 to
any other node in the network according to the requirements of the configuration
protocol.
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node' node 2 n«»3

destination destlnatlon destlnatlon

~o 1 2 3 4 5 0 ~o 1 2 3 4 5 0 ~o 1 2 3 4 5 0

21 21 2 I
~I 1 2 3 4 5 0 ~, 1 2 3 4 5 0 ~2 1 2 3 4 5 0

2 1 2 I 21 x x x x

node" nodeS node 0

destination destlnation destlnatlon

~I 1 2 3 4 5 0 ~, 1 2 3 4 5 0 ~, 1 2 3 4 5 0

2 I 21 x 2 1 X

~, 1 2 3 4 5 0 ~ 1 2 3 4 5 0 ~. 1 2 3 4 5 0

2 1 21 2 I

Figure 5.10: Example of the results using the Stripping Mechanism (node 2 fig. 5.7)

securing the arrival of the routing messages

By using a technique like the 'stripping mechanism' in which the routing tables will be
established by sending special routing messages to adapt the routing tables, the loss of
routing messages will have serious consequences for the routing of the network. To
secure the routing of the network against the loss of routing messages, the
configuration protocol will broadcast the messages a number of times to make sure
that at least one routing message arrives at its destination. The duplicate messages
sent to secure the arrival of the transmitted routing messages, must have the same
sequence number as the first ones sent because they belong to the same routing
session. If the second or third broadcasting of the routing messages would have a
different sequence number, the routing tables would return to default each time such a
message would be received.

In the WTDM CPNetwork in which the probability of transmission errors is very
small, the messages of a routing session will be transmitted twice.

In the last paragraph of this chapter a derivation will be made for the number of
messages needed to adapt the routing tables when using the stripping mechanism. The
messages used to secure the arrival of the routing messages will not be taken in
consideration.

5.5.6 THE NUMBER OF MESSAGES NEEDED

In the previous paragraph we have seen that a node will send a routing message for
each branch of its shortest path tree to establish its routes. This means that the number
of messages sent by a node will be equal to the number of branches (leaves) in its
tree. With this knowledge it is possible to derive an equation for the number of
messages to be sent to adapt the routing tables in the network.
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Our main interest goes to the average number of branches in the shortest path tree as a
function of the number of nodes in the network n and the number of receivers per
node k. The average number of branches, given n and k, gives insight in the average
number of messages needed to adapt the routing tables. However due to the large
number of possible configurations, it is almost impossible to derive an equation
representing the average number of branches in the shortest path tree. Therefore only
a study will be made about the maximum number of branches in the shortest path tree
as a function of nand k. In this paragraph two boundaries will be derived, which will
give an estimate for the maximum number of branches (leaves/messages) over all the
nodes in a network. .

an estimate for the maximum number of leaves

In this estimate the following defmition will be used:

Definition 1: mn,k= the number of leaves in the shortest path tree of the node in a
network G(n,k) for which this number (of leaves) is the largest.

This defmition can be used in two situations for which mn.k can easily be detennined.

uP.Per boundary

First it is trivial that a graph exists with n nodes and k receivers per node for which
mn.k=n. In this situation each station has one receiver tuned at a certain station,
creating a shortest path tree as given in figure 5.11.

o

Figure 5.11: A Network in which IT1n k=n (shortest path tree of node 1)

lower boundary

Secondly, for a symmetrical graph in which each node is the same (the same number
of outgoing edges and incoming edges) mn,k is equal to the average number of leaves
(branches) in all shortest path trees because all shortest path trees are congruential. As
every node has the same number of outgoing edges, the maximum mn.k for a
symmetrical network will be:

mn.k for symmetrical networks =n-~n-l )/Jg

(L J: round off downwards)
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Proof: Each node in the symmetrical network has the same number of outgoing edges
which will be equal to the number of incoming edges k. The situation in which mll,k is
as large as possible, will be created by forking a node of the shortest path tree into k
directions flISt before another node will be split. Two examples of such a shortest path
tree are given in figure 5.12. The network in the example contains 11 nodes (n=l1)
and 3 receivers (k=3). Both trees have the same number of leaves as the balanced tree
of figure 5.12b can be transfonned into the tree of figure 5.12a without changing the
number of leaves, by attaching all forks of the balanced tree of figure 5.12b at the left
side of the tree.

To derive the number of leaves in the 'left oriented' tree of figure 5.12a, the levels in
the shortest path tree will be numbered. The root node will have number 0 and the
numbers of the other levels will increase by one from top to bottom. The lowest level
will have number h. In the levels 1 to h-l the most left node will be split and will
therefore not fonn a leaf (the root node is left out as its identity will also be present in
the rest of the tree). Therefore the number of leaves will be equal to n-(h-l). As the
levels 1 to h-l contain k nodes, the number of levels h will be Inlk/ or I(n-l)/k/+l.
Substituting h in the equation n-(h-l ) results in equation (9).0

<a) : left oriented tree (b) : balanced tree

Figure 5.12: Two Shortest Path Trees of a Symmetrical Network for which
Illn,k is the largest

boundaIy

The two results above create together a boundary for the maximum number of leaves
averaged over all nodes in a network with n nodes and k receivers <Pllk <PII,k Will be
equal or smaller than n and larger or equal than equation (9) as certain symmetrical
networks already exists with this number of leaves. Therefore it can be stated:

n-~n-l)/~ <= <PII,k <= n (10)

A graphical representation of both the upper boundary (n) and the lower boundary
(equation (9» are given in figure 5.13. The numerical values and an enlarged
graphical representation are given in appendix C. From the graphical representation it
follows that when k increases the difference between the two functions will decrease.
As the boundary becomes smaller, the estimate for the maximum number of leaves
averaged over all nodes will become more accurate.

Because the number of messages to be sent is equal to the number of leaves in the
shortest path tree, equation 10 gives an useful boundary for the maximum number of
messages to be send by a node when averaged over all nodes in a network (w ith n
nodes each equipped with k receivers). The graphical representation of figure 5.13 can
be useful to obtain insight in the load put on the network by the routing messages.
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MAX. #LEAYES PER NODE IN A SYMMETRICAL NETW.
F(n,k)=n-int«n-l )!k) and G(n,k)=n , k=#receivers and n=#nodes
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Figure 5.13: Boudaries for the Maximum number of Leaves averaged over all nodes
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Chapter 6

FULL CONNECTIVITY

In chapter 4 we have seen that the task of the configuration protocol is to establish
one logical route between any pair of nodes in the network by using routing tables in
the link layer of the nodes. However, to be able to establish the logical paths with help.
of the routing tables, the nodes in the physical control network have to be reachable
for each other. Therefore one of the subtasks of the configuration protocol is to assure
full c01U1ectivity in the physical control network.

In this chapter the problem of assuring full c01U1ectivity will be elaborated further. In
the fIrst paragraph the aspects of making sure full c01U1ectivity will be discussed. In
the second paragraph it will be shown how and in which situations full c01U1ectivity
will be lost. After that it will be discussed how hardware problems can be detected
and how repaired or new nodes, which want to take part in the topology, will be
detected. In the fIfth paragraph a preliminary interface of the configuration protocol
with its environment will be defmed. In the last two paragraphs the full c01U1ectivity
problem itself will be studied. Several possible strategies will be studied and after a
choice has been made, the 'establishing full c01U1ectivity' procedure of fIgure 4.5 for
the WTDM CPNetwork will be worked out.

In this chapter it will be assumed that the configuration protocol of each node will be
informed about configuration updates of the other nodes for which the node is
reachable (isolated nodes or group of nodes will not be able to collect information
from the other nodes of the network). In chapter 7 it will be described how the
information about the configuration of a node will be spread over the other reachable
nodes in the network.

6.1 REQUIREMENTS, MEANS TO ESTABLISH AND TESTING

The task of assuring full c01U1ectivity means that the active nodes (fully operational)
have to be reachable for all other active nodes in the network at all times. It also
includes that the configuration protocol should make it possible for repaired nodes to
take part in the control network again. To provide these services the configuration
protocol has been split into three parts which are found in the flow-diagram of figure
4.5.

testing full connectivity

As the configuration protocol has to assure full c01U1ectivity at all times, the topology
of the control network has to be checked for full c01U1ectivity after each change that
occurs in the topology of the network. In the flow-diagram of fIgure 4.5 we have seen
that each node will perform a test on full c01U1ectivity each time the configuration
protocol has received and handled information about the topology of the network (the
'handling topology information' procedure). The test will be based on the topology
information the nodes have collected.

By representing the topology of the control network in an adjacency matrix B in
which entry (iJ) will contain the cost of the edge from node ito j, the check for full
c01U1ectivity can be performed with help of 'Warshall's algorithm' [8, pp.212-215].
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This algoritlun will compute a matrix A=W(B) such that entry A[i,j]=l if there is a
path of length one or more from node i to j. The matrix A is called the 'transitive
closure' of the adjacency matrix. If there exists a path for all entries according to the
transitive closure, all nodes will be reachable for each other so full connectivity is
present in the network. If there is no path for one or more entries in the transitive
closure, no full connectivity exists in the network and the test will be negative.

establishing full connectivity

Depending on the result of the check on full connectivity, the next step according to
the flow-diagram of figure 4.5 will be to restore full connectivity in the network
('establishing full connectivity' procedure) or to adapt the routing tables to establish
the shonest paths ('creating routing tables' procedure of chapter 5). To establish full
connectivity again, the configuration protocol of a node should be able to change the
wavelength allocation of the receivers of the control network. In case the wavelength
allocation of the user channels is tied to the control channels (figure 4.2a), the change
in wavelength selection by the control system will also influence the wavelength
selection of the connections set up by the tenninals. In case a tenninal has established
a user connection, the user connection will be broken. However to influence the user
network as less as possible, it will be tried to restore full connectivity without
breaking user connections by using first the receivers of the control system to which
no user connection is tied.

To be able to change the wavelength selection of the receivers of the control system,
signals will be defined in paragraph 6.5 to control the wavelength selection. For now
it will be assumed that the configuration protocol will be able to change the
wavelength of the receivers.

The configuration protocol will also require access to the connection related
information of the data-base in the network layer management pan as we have already
seen in paragraph 4.3.2. If full connectivity can not be restored without breaking or
rejecting user connections of the tenninals which are coupled to the control receivers,
the configuration protocol will sacrifice the ones with the lowest priority first. This
terminal related information can only be found in the data-base of the network layer.
It is possible to define a signal to the data-base and back, to be able to query
information about the status of the tenninals which are coupled to the control
receivers. However it is advisable that the configuration protocol will have this
information continuously at its disposal, so the configuration protocol knows at any
given moment which tenninals are 'free' and thus which control receivers can be used
best by the configuration protocol to restore full connectivity. In the rest of this
chapter it will be assumed that the configuration protocol has the information it
requires.

detecting malfunctions and (missing) nodes

Once full connectivity in the control network has been established it should be
restored each time the topology of the control network changes. These changes can be
caused by changing the wavelength allocation, as we have seen above. However
changes in the topology of the network can also be caused by malfunctioning of
equipment in the network. To be able to restore full connectivity in the network the
configuration protocol must have an exact description of the topology of the control
network. Therefore a malfunction has to be detected and located by the configuration
protocol after which the topology description will be adapted to the new situation
(after a fault interrupt in the flow diagram of figure 4.5, the 'handling topology info'
procedure will store the new information about the topology of the network).
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To be able to re-introduce repaired nodes or introduce new nodes in the topology of
the network, their presence have to be detected by the other nodes. Therefore the
configuration protocol must scan for missing nodes and adapt the topology
accordingly to include the nodes.

Now the tasks of the configuration protocol concerning the connectivity in the control
network has been described, the next step will be to study when and in which
situations the connectivity will be lost.

6.2 LOSS OF FULL CONNECTIVITY

There are a number of situations in which full connectivity will be lost. In this chapter
a full set of possibilities will be given:

• Hardware malfunction

• Initialisation

• Wavelength allocation tied to user channels

• (re-)Introduction of nodes

hardware malfunction

As we have seen in the previous paragraph, full connectivity can be lost because of
the malfunction of equipment which is crucial for the full connectivity of the network.
Possible hardware malfunctions are:

• The malfunction of the passive optical star coupler

• The malfunction of an entire node

• An broken or not well functioning optical fibre. There are two possibilities as
each node is connected by two optical fibres to the passive optical star coupler:

- the optical fibre for the incoming data

- the optical fibre for the outgoing data

• A malfunction of the transmitter (laser) of a node

• One or more receivers of a node malfunction.

initialisation

When the network is booted or has been reset by the operator, the topology of the
physical control network does not necessarily provide full connectivity. As has been
described in paragraph 4.3.2 the operator will only supply the configuration protocol
with the information needed to perform its task during the initialisation of the
configuration protocol. The configuration protocol itself has to establish full
connectivity after the initialisation.
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wavelength allocation tied to the user channels

In case the wavelenth selection of the control channels is tied to the wavelength
selection of the users channels (figure 4.2a), the establislunent of a user connection
will have consequences for the control network and may cause the loss of full
connectivity.

(re- )introduction of nodes

There are two possibilities in which a node must be introduced in the network:

• The re-activation of a node after it has been repaired.

• The activation of new nodes in the network.

In case of a new node it will be assumed that the operator will infonn the nodes in the
network about the node identity and the wavelength of this new node. The node will
be included in the topology after it has been activated (is started).

6.3 HARDWARE PROBLEMS

To be able to restore full connectivity in the network after a malfunction of the
hardware, the configuration protocol has to be infonned about the consequences of
the malfunction for the topology of the network. This means that a malfunction
should be located so the topology description of the nodes can be adapted to the new
situation and the configuration protocol is able to test the network on full
connectivity.

In this paragraph a number of utilities and characteristics with respect to the network
and its hardware will be given, which make it possible for the configuration protocol
to locate and test equipment on their functioning. After that the hardware
malfunctions mentioned in the previous paragraph will be elaborated further with the
viewpoint on locating the malfunctions and self testing of the equipment.

6.3.1 TESTING OF HARDWARE

The configuration protocol is able to test the functioning of its receivers and
transmitter with help of some hardware utilities present in the hardware of the node in
combination with the characteristics of an active channel which carries no
infonnation. In this paragraph both the characteristics of the signals and the utilities
will be discussed and how they can be used.

characteristics of the signals on the channels

A (control) channel can be in three different states:

• The channel does not carry any signal,

• the channel does carry a signal but this signal does not contain any
infonnation,
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• or the channel does carry a signal and this signal contains infonnation (data).

When the signal on the channel does not contain any infonnation, the signal will
consist of a modulated bitstream of alternating logical one bits and logical zero bits.
The modulated bitstream will provide the node with the necessary synchronisation
even if there is no infonnation to be sent. This modulated bitstream together with the
power level of the signal distinguishes an active channel from a channel which does
not contain any signal.

Signals that do contain infonnation will be modulated bitstreams of logical one bits
and logical zero bits in arbitrary sequence.

transmitter

The distributed feedback (DFB) laser modulating the serial bitstream to be sent, is
equipped with a feedback receiver which controls the electrical power supply of the
transmitted signal. This feedback receiver also indicates when the power level is
below a certain value, indicating that the transmitter is not functioning well. It would
be convenient for the configuration protocol to have the status of the transmitter to its
disposal. With the certainty that the transmitter functions well, the configuration
protocol will be able to test its own receivers by selecting the wavelength of its own
node. Therefore a signal from the laser will be defmed which infonns the
configuration protocol about the functioning of the laser.

Another signal that will be defmed between the configuration protocol and the laser of
the node, will be used to stop the laser from transmitting whenever the configuration
protocol wants it to. The applicability of this signal will be shown in the next
paragraph.

receiver

The receivers of the node including the receivers from the control system have been
equipped with a detector which indicates if synchronisation is lost or if the received
power level is too low. As the configuration protocol may have to take action to
restore full connectivity because one of the incoming edges (receivers) fails, the
configuration protocol has to be infonned about the loss of signal by a receiver.
Therefore a signal from each control receiver to the configuration protocol will be
defmed which will indicate the loss of signal of the receiver.

In the previous paragraph it has already been mentioned that the configuration
protocol is able to change the wavelength of the receivers of the control system. By
changing the wavelength of the receivers the configuration protocol is able to change
the topology of the control network to restore full connectivity. However the
possibility to change the wavelength of the control receivers can also be used to test
the signal on the control channel of each arbitrary node in the network. In the next
paragraph it will be shown how this possibility together with the rest of the facilities
described in this paragraph, will be used to locate and handle malfunctions.

The signals defmed in this paragraph and the next paragraphs will be elaborated in
paragraph 6.5 of this chapter.
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HANDLING OF HARDWARE MALFUNCTIONS

The signals defined in the previous paragraph together with the possibility of the
configuration protocol to change the wavelength of the receivers, makes it possible to
locate hardware malfunctions so action can be taken to restore full connectivity. In
this paragraph it will be shown how the configuration protocol reacts when losing a
signal on one of its receivers and how the hardware malfunctions of paragraph 6.2
will be handled.

The consequences of a hardware malfunction will be illustrated with help of an
example network. In figure 6.1 an example is given of a physical control network in
which the control system of each node is equipped with two receivers creating two
incoming edges (physical connections). From now on the equipment establishing the
connection from the source node to the star coupler will be called the transmitting
side of the edge. The equipment establishing the connection from the star coupler to
the destination node will be called the receiving side of the edge.

2

r2

r

L

t4

4

t2

....,

J
optical star

r4

Figure 6.1: An example of a Network with two Receivers per Node

an arbitrary malfunction

An arbitrary malfunction in the (control) network will have as a consequence that at
least one receiver of one certain node in the network will lose its signal. The receiver
losing its signal will inform the configuration protocol of the node about it. The first
action that the configuration protocol takes is to change the wavelength of the receiver
and select the wavelength of its own node. As the configuration protocol is informed
about the status of the transmitter of its own node, the configuration protocol is able
to test the receiver with a reliable transmitter. Based on the status of the receiver
during the test, it is possible to distinguish a malfunction on the receiving side of the
edge created by the receiver from a malfunction on the transmitting side of that same
edge.

When in the test situation no warning signal is sent to the configuration protocol and
the receiver receives a proper signal, it means that the problem lays by the
transmitting side of the original edge (the node or its environment which wavelength
is selected). The configuration protocol of the node will update its topology
information. The receiver will no longer be used to create the original edge and may
be used by the configuration protocol in any way. The user connection which
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wavelength allocation is tied to the control channel will also be broken. The
configuration protocol will inform the network layer about this and will send a signal
to the data-base to update it. For this purpose a new signal will be defined in
paragraph 6.5. The receiver will be considered 'free' until the tenninal coupled to the
control channel establishes another user connection.

If on the other hand the receiver in the new (test) situation still does not receive a
proper signal, then the problem is located on the receiving side of the original edge
established by the receiver. This means that the optical fibre or the receiver itself.
malfunctions. In both cases the receiver will be useless until the problem is solved.
The configuration protocol will remove the incoming edge from its topology
description and take action if necessary or possible to restore full connectivity. The
configuration protocol will also break the user connection tied to the failing receiver
by sending a signal to the data-base of the network layer management.

In figure 6.1 node 2 receives the control channel of node 1. When receiver r2 loses
the signal of tt. r2 will be told to select the wavelength of node 2 Itself. The new
edge from node 2 to node 2 will have the same receiving side r2 as the original
edge but a new transmitting side t2 from which node 2 knows the status of the
transmitter. If in this new situation the receiver receives a nonnal signal again the
malfunction will be located on the transmitting side of the original edge tt. If the
signal remains lost. the malfunction will be located on the receiving side of the
original edge 12.

The hardware malfunctions mentioned in paragraph 6.2 will be treated next.

passive optical star coupler

If the star coupler of the network malfunctions the wavelength multiplex of the STM 16

frames will not be sent to the nodes in the network. All receivers of each node
including the receivers of the control system will lose their signal and the
configuration protocol of the nodes will receive a warning from each control receiver.
Thereupon the configuration protocol will perform the test described above. As the
signal of the node itself travels also via the star coupler, this signal will also be lost
and the receivers will still not receive any signal. As each node has lost contact with
the other nodes, the nodes will be completely isolated.

The configuration protocols of the nodes are not able to restore connection with the
other nodes in the network. The configuration protocol will send a special signal to
the user interface with the operator, infonning the operator about the problems. This
signal will be defmed in paragraph 6.5. Also will the configuration protocol send a
signal to the data-base of the network layer to break all existing user connections.
When the star coupler has been repaired the network will be reset and the
configuration protocol will start to restore full connectivity in the network after
having received the necessary information in the initialisation phase (see figure 4.5).

node

A malfunction of an entire node will mean that the nodes listening to this node will no
longer receive a proper signal. For example when node 1 of figure 6.1 malfunctions,
r2 and rJ will no longer receive a signal. These receivers will send a warning to the
configuration protocol of their nodes which will then test the receivers as described
above. As the malfunction is located on the transmitting side (t1) of the original edge,
the receivers (r2 and rJ) will receive a proper signal in the test. The configuration
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protocol of the nodes locating the malfunction, will remove the failing edges from its
description of the topology and the receivers establishing these failing edges will be
considered free. After the rest of the network has been informed about the changes in
the configuration of the nodes, full connectivity will be restored if necessary.

transmitter or the 'outgoing' optical fibre

For the nodes receiving the signal of the node which transmitter or 'outgoing' optical .
fibre (optical fibre transporting the signal of the node to the optical star coupler)
malfunctions, the situation will be the same as described in case of a node
malfunction. The nodes which receivers select the node in trouble will lose their
signal and after the test, the edges created by these receivers will be removed from the
topology description and the receivers will be considered free. However the situation
for the node which signal is lost, will be different.

In case the transmitter does not function the configuration protocol of the node will be
informed by a warning signal from the DFB laser. The only thing the configuration
protocol can do is to inform the operator about the failure. When the outgoing optical
fibre malfunctions the configuration protocol has no way of detecting the malfunction
immediately. After a while however the links established by the link layer control part
will be closed as the signal of the node will not be received by the other nodes and
thus no communication is possible.

Although the other nodes in the network consider this node as not active, the node
itself will be able to receive the signals of the other nodes in the network. This means
the node will be up to date about the configuration of the rest of the network. If the
transmitter of the node or the optical fibre of the node can be repaired without
resetting the node, the node can take part in the network again without having to be
informed about the configuration of the network.

all receivers or 'incoming' optical fibre

In case all receivers of a node malfunction (in case the hardware board containing the
receivers malfunctions) or the 'incoming' optical fibre (optical fibre transporting the
wavelength multiplex from the star coupler to the node) malfunctions, the node will
be completely isolated from the rest of the network. The test performed by the
configuration protocol will indicate that the problems are located on the receiving side
of the original edges and that the receivers will be useless until repairs have taken
place. The configuration protocol will send a signal to the operator to inform him
about the malfunction and send a signal to the data-base of the network layer to break
the active user connections.

As the node can not receive any signal from the other nodes in the network, this node
will not be able to relay messages any more. The problem it that the other nodes in the
network are not yet informed about this. As long as the other nodes receive a proper
signal from the malfunctioning node, the node will be present in their topology
description of the network and therefore being used in the their routing. The links
created between two nodes by the link layer control part which travel via this node
will eventually be closed down because the messages will never reach their
destination or will never be acknowledged (it is possible that the acknowledgement is
sent via the node). To prevent the closing down of the links, the nodes in the network
have to be informed about the isolation of the node as soon as possible.
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There are two possibilities to infonn the other nodes about the isolation of the node.

• The isolated node will broadcast a special message to infonn the other nodes
about its isolation.

• The configuration protocol stops the laser from transmitting with a special
signal which has already been mentioned in paragraph 6.3.1. In this case the
receivers of the other nodes selecting the wavelength of the node in trouble,
will lose their signal. The test perfonned by the configuration protocol of these .
nodes will indicate that the transmitting node is down. The configuration
protocol will then remove the incoming edges created by these receivers from
the topology description after which full connectivity will be restored if
necessary and the routing will be adapted.

The fIrst technique will require a special kind of configuration message. Also later in
this chapter it will be shown that the scanning of missing nodes is based on the lack or
presence of a signal. If the fIrst technique is chosen the isolated node will be detected
in each scanning attempt although it is not ready to return into the network. Therefore
the second technique will be used in the configuration protocol. Whenever the
configuration protocol notices that all receivers are not receiving a signal any more, it
will stop the laser from transmitting a signal.

not all receivers

In case one or more but not all receivers in a node malfunction, the configuration
protocol will as usually be infonned about the loss of signal on these receivers. The
configuration will thereupon test the receivers as described earlier and will fmd out
that the problem is located on the receiving side of the edge established by these
receivers. The receivers will be useless and the edges established by these receivers
will be removed from the topology description. The configuration protocol will
infonn the operator about the malfunctioning receiver(s) and will break the user
connection connected to the receiver by sending a signal to the data-base of the
network layer. When necessary the configuration protocol will take action to restore
full connectivity.

6.4 SCANNING FOR MISSING NODES

Not only will the configuration protocol have to restore full connectivity when
malfunctions occur or physical connections change, it also must make the
(re-)introduction of (re-)activated nodes in the topology of the networlc possible. To
be able to include these nodes in the topology of the networlc, the configuration
protocol has to be infonned about the (re-)aetivation of the nodes. To detect the
(re-)activation of the nodes the configuration protocol will scan the wavelengths of
the missing nodes from time to time.

scanning

The scanning of the missing nodes will be done with help of a scan-list. A scanning
receiver will select the wavelengths of the nodes in the scan-list in tum. In the
WTDM CPNetworlc the configuration protocol of each node will be equipped with a
scan-list like this. This list will contain the node identities or wavelengths of
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malfunctioning nodes and new nodes which identity has been provided by the
operator but which has not been activated yet. There are two possible ways to
detennine the scan-list with inactive (missing) nodes:

o One of the tasks of the configuration protocol is to keep up to date about the
topology of the network (see paragraph 4.3 and chapter 7). The topology
description of the node can be used to determine the scan-list. All nodes with
no edges are not active (including new inactive nodes which do not create
edges yet) in the topology and will be placed in the scan-list.

o Determination of the scan-list by scanning all wavelengths (including the
wavelength of the new nodes) periodically. The wavelengths on which no
signal is detected (and thus not active) will be put on the scan-list.

In the WTDM CPNetwork the scan-list will be determined by scanning all
wavelengths. However as will be shown in chapter 9, the scan-list will only be
determined when a significant change takes place in the configuration of the network.
For details see chapter 9.

The scan-list will be used by the receiver which is appointed as scan-receiver by the
configuration protocol of the node. There are two different strategies for appointing
scan-receivers.

o One or more receivers of the control network will be sacrificed to scan
continuously until no nodes are missing any more. These scan-receivers will
no take part in the topology of the control network.

o The configuration protocol of each node will appoint one receiver periodically
which will scan the missing nodes once or twice (for a short period) after
which it will restore its original edge. As the user connections may not be
influenced, only receivers with no user connection tied to it will be used.

Both techniques have advantages and disadvantages. Scanning on a periodical basis
by using a receiver temporarily has as an advantage that no receivers will be
sacrificed completely. However link layer messages may be lost during this period
because the edges created by these receivers are included in the routing of the nodes.
Sacrificing one or more receivers of the control network to scan continuously (if
necessary) will mean limitations for the topology of the control network but as these
receivers are not creating edges in the topology, no link layer message will be lost.

In the WTDM CPNetwork a strategy has been chosen which is a combination of the
two strategies although it has the most similarities with the strategy in which receivers
are sacrificed.

scanning strategy of the WTDM CPNetwork

The scanning mechanism in the configuration protocol of the WIDM CPNetwork
will make use of a 'token'. The configuration protocol with a token in its possession
will sacrifice a receiver and start scanning if the configuration of the node allows it. If
scanning is not possible the token will be passed to the configuration protocol of
another node.

The configuration protocol of a node will be able to scan if it has one 'free' receiver (a
receiver with no active user connection tied to it) to its disposal. If one or more free
receivers are present in the configuration of the node, the configuration protocol will
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select one which will start scanning with help of the scan-list. As the edge created by
the appointed scan-receiver is no longer part of the topology of the network, it will be
removed from the topology description of the nodes after they have been updated.
Thereupon the nodes will adapt their routing to the new situation if necessary.

If the control system of a node has no free receiver or if the scan-receiver of the node
will have to be used for other purposes and no other free receivers are available, the
token will be passed through. This way the scan-receivers will be a limitation for the
topology of the control network but will be given free if the receivers are needed to
establish full connectivity or if the terminal tied to the receiver wants to establish a '
user connection. The scanning of missing nodes will not influence the user
connections. In case no free receivers are available in the entire network, the tokens
will keep travelling through the network until one is found.

In the next paragraph it will be shown how the tokens will be created and removed,
how the number of tokens will fluctuate, and how it will be prevented that tokens will
be lost.

creating tokens

There are two situations in which a token will be created:

• The configuration protocol of a node will create a token when it is informed by
the operator about a new node in the network. The token will be created
because the new node which does not have to be active already has to scanned
for. As each node will be informed about the identity and the wavelength of a
new node by the operator, each node eventually will have created a token.

• The configuration protocol of the nodes which detect the malfunction of a
node will create a token. The configuration protocol of these nodes will be
informed by one of its receivers about the loss of the signal after which it will
test the receiver. If it concludes that the malfunction is caused on the
transmitting side, the topology will be adapted and a token will be created. As
the receiver which has lost its signal because of the malfunction, will not be
used at that moment, the configuration protocol will appoint this receiver as
scan-receiver. As it is possible (in the most cases it is) that more than one
receiver of more than one node is listening to the malfunctioning node, more
than one token will be created in the network.

number of tokens

As the token travels through the network from node to node it is possible that a token
will arrive at the configuration protocol of a node which already possesses a token
and is already scanning with one of its free receivers. In this case the incoming token
will be deleted. As the scan-receiver is already scanning all missing nodes of the scan
list, it is not necessary to have more than one token. 1bis means that in course of time
the number of tokens will decrease. As in principal one scan-receiver in the network
should be enough to detect the return of any missing node, the decreasing number of
tokens will be to our advantage as it means less sacrificed receivers in the control
network.

removing tokens

The tokens will be removed from the configuration protocol when the scan-list will no
longer contain node identities. As each node will be updated about a change in the
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network, the scan-list of all nodes will be empty eventually and all tokens will be
removed from the network.

preventins the loss of tokens

The loss of a token may have disastrous consequences for the introduction of missing
nodes. If the only token in the network will be lost, no node in the network will be
scanning and the return of a missing node will not be detected. This means the .
(re-)activated nodes will not be able to take part in the network. The tokens can be
lost in two ways:

• The node containing a token will malfunction and node plus its token will be
removed from the network. However this problem solves itself as the nodes
detecting the failure of the malfunctioning node will create an token. This
means the loss of a node will always result in at least one (new) token so the
existence of a token is guarantied.

• The token will be lost during its transfer from one node to the other.

To secure the transfer of tokens between the nodes, an acknowledgement message
will be used to confirm the arrival of a token message. The configuration protocol of
the node transmitting the token will not remove the token until it has received an
acknowledgement. This mechanism does not have to be very complicated as it is of
no imponance of which node the acknowledgement comes from. If an
acknowledgement is received, somewhere in the network a token has been received.
Because one scan-receiver in the network will be sufficient, the arrival of any
acknowledgement will result in the removal of the token. As long as the node does
not receive an acknowledgement it will keep trying to transmit the token.

The transmission of the tokens and the acknowledgement to confmn the arrival of the
transmitted tokens will require two new link layer management (configuration)
messages. These messages will be specified in chapter 10 together with the other link
layer management messages.

6.S PRELIMINARY INTERFACE

In the previous paragraphs some signals have been defined between the configuration
protocol and its environment. Although not all signals have been defmed yet and not
all signals have been worked out, a preliminary interface will be elaborated here. In
figure 6.2 the interface of the configuration with its environment is given. The signals
of the Link Layer - Configuration Protocol interface have already been described in
paragraph 4.4.4 and in figure 4.7 and will therefore not be elaborated here.

In figure 6.2 only one interface with a receiver of the control system has been
specified. However each receiver of the control system must be able to exchange
information with the configuration protocol. This means that for each receiver an
interface will have to be defined or that the signals of the interface with the receiver
must contain a label specifying the receiver for which the signal is ment or from
which the signal comes from. Because the second option is also used in the interface
of the link layer control with the physical layer, the interface between the
configuration protocol and the receiver will also be implemented this way.
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Figure 6.2: Preliminary Interfaces of the Configuration Protocol with its Environment

A short description of the signals in the interfaces with the environment (except the
interface with the link layer control pan) will be given here:

- l1_priority_inf: This signal supplies the configuration protocol with the
priorities of the user connection (the tenninals) which wavelength allocation is
tied to the control channels. The configuration protocol needs this infonnation
to establish full connectivity without breaking user connections.

- 11_wavelength_sel: TIlis signal from the configuration protocol to the network
layer NLM_ChanneCSelector process will be used to change the wavelength
of the specified receiver. As has been explained in the previous chapters the
configuration protocol must be able to change the wavelength of the receivers
to restore full connectivity in the physical control network.

- 11_wavelength_info: If the wavelength selection of one of the receivers
changes, the configuration protocol will be updated about it by the network
layer.

- 11-problem_ind: With this signal the configuration protocol will infonn the
operator about located malfunctions in the hardware of the node. The kind of
malfunction will be specified in the signal.

- l1_remove_connection_req: If one or more receivers are no longer reliable for
data-transfer, the user connections established by these receivers will be
broken by the configuration protocol by sending a signal to the data-base of the
network layer management pan. The data-base will break the specified user
connections by adapting the content.
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- ll_stop_laser_req: This signal enables the configuration protocol to stop the
laser from transmitting a signal. In the previous paragraphs of this chapter the
use of the possibility to stop the laser has been explained.

- ll_laser3aulcind: If the feedback receiver of the DFB laser detects a too low
power level of the transmitted signal, the configuration protocol will be
infonned about it by this signal. As has been shown in paragraph 6.3.1 the
configuration protocol uses the knowledge of the status of the transmitter to
test the receivers of the control system.

- ll_receiver_fault_ind: This signal will infonn the configuration protocol about
the loss of signal on one of the receivers. The identity of the receiver (number
of the port) will be added in the signal so the configuration protocol will know
which receiver is losing its signal.

- ll_info_buffer_req: In chapter 5 it has already been explained that the
configuration protocol needs infonnation about the delay of the edges and thus
about the buffer content of the receivers creating the edges, to be able to
determine the shortest paths. Although the details will follow in later chapters
it will be assumed here that the configuration protocol will be able to request
some kind of infonnation of the buffers. This request will be made by sending
a ll_info_buffer_req signal in which the configuration will add a receiver
identifier to specify the receiver of which its needs infonnation.

- ll_info_buffer_ind: This signal will contain the infonnation requested by the
configuration protocol about a specified receiver.

6.6

6.6.1

RESTORING FULL CONNECTIVITY

INTRODUCTION

In the ftrst paragraph of this chapter we have seen that the task of the configuration
protocol to assure full connectivity can be divided into three sub-tasks. Two of these
sub-tasks have already been elaborated in the previous paragraphs. With help of the
signals defined in paragraph 6.5 the configuration protocol will be able to change the
wavelength selection of the receivers, to scan for missing nodes, to test the equipment
establishing the incoming edges of the control system (to locate malfunctions, see
paragraph 6.3), and to extract infonnation about the configuration (wavelength
selection and buffer content) of the receivers. This means the configuration protocol
of a node will have knowledge about the configuration and will be able to influence
the configuration of the control system of its node. The infonnation the configuration
protocol has about the configuration of its own node will be distributed over the other
nodes by using the procedure described in chapter 7.

The infonnation about the topology of the network will be used to test the network on
full connectivity with help of the Warshall' algorithm (paragraph 6.1). Depending on
the result of this test the configuration protocols of the nodes have to restore full
connectivity in the network and/or adapt the routing of the nodes. The adapting of the
routing tables to the topology of the network has already been elaborated in chapter 5.
The procedure 'establishing full connectivity' will be elaborated in the remaining
paragraphs of this chapter.

In the next paragraph the requirements and the starting-point for this procedure will
be discussed. After that a number of possible strategies will be studied. In the third
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paragraph some simplifications will be made to the original problem which will lead
to a fmal strategy for the WTDM CPNetwork. This strategy will be worked out in
paragraph 6.7.

6.6.2

requirement

REQUIREMENTS AND STARTING-POINTS

In case the topology of the network has lost full connectivity because of a change in
the network (a malfunction, a changing user connection or a re-introduced node), the
'establish full connectivity' procedure of the configuration protocol has to restore it.
The procedure will detennine what action has to be taken and will change the
configuration of its own node if necessary. The changes in the configuration of the
nodes together must result in a network with full connectivity.

The possibility of the configuration protocol to change the wavelength of the
receivers is being limited by the user connections which wavelength allocation is tied
to the control channels of the node. As the user network must be influenced as less as
possible by the control system, the configuration protocol must try to restore full
connectivity without breaking (closing down) any user connections or, in case of no
alternatives, by breaking as less user connections as possible beginning with the user
channels with the lowest priority.

starting-point 1: the topology of the network

In paragraph 6.2 and 6.3 it has been explained how the full connectivity of a network
may be lost by malfunctions, changing user connections, or the return of repaired
nodes. The loss or change of one or more physical connections (edges), may lead to a
topology existing of a number of groups of nodes and edges with full connectivity and
a number of connections (edges) connecting these groups however without full
connectivity. A group of nodes and edges, which connect the nodes in the group with
each other, with full connectivity will be called a 'strong component' (strongly
connected component) from now on. An example of the consequences of a node
malfunction for the topology of a network is given figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: An example of 'Strong Components' in a Network in which Full
Connectivity is lost
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Because of the malfunction of node 5 in the network of figure 6.3 means that the
edges from or to node 5 will no longer be part of the 'active' topology of the network.
The edges will be removed from the description of the topology. In the remaining
topology of the network the nodes 2, 3, and 4 are connected by edges In such a
way that they are reachable for each other. The three nodes plus the edges
connecting the nodes are a strong component of the network (they have full
connectivity between them). The nodes 0 and 1 are strong components on their
own. These nodes have no possible paths connecting them with other nodes and
vice versa. The edges (1,4) and (0,1) connect the three strong components with
each other but are not able to establish full connectivity between the nodes of the
strong components (provide bidirectional communication between the nodes of the
three strong components).

Because of the full connectivity in the strong components, the nodes in a strong
component will be able to exchange each others knowledge about the topology of the
network: (or other information). This means the nodes in a strong component will be
up to date about the topology of the strong component. It is also possible that the
nodes of a strong component will receive information about the topology of other
strong components, but this can not be guarantied because there is not always a
physical connection between the strong components of the network (if there where the
network: would have full connectivity).

In figure 6.3 it is possible that the nodes 2, 3, and 4 will receive the topology
information of node 0 but node 0 will never receive the topology information from the
nodes 2, 3, and 4 as there is no logical path possible between node 0 and the
nodes 2, 3. and 4.

starting-point 2: equal peer

In previous chapters we have seen that the design of the control system is based on
equal peer. As there will be no central node co-ordinating the system functions of the
control network and thus of the configuration protocol, two possible strategies (or a
mixture) remain to restore the full connectivity in the network::

• A combined action of the configuration protocols of the nodes based on
commwrication between the nodes will restore full connectivity.

• The configuration protocol of all nodes will be equipped with the same
algorithm which determines on basis of available information what action has
to be taken to adapt the configuration of its own node. The actions performed
by the configuration protocol of the nodes together must restore full
connectivity in the network.

a combined action

A combined action requires commwrication between the nodes of the network.
However the problem to be solved is to restore the possibility of commwrication
between the nodes. As the only commwrication possible is between the nodes of the
strong components, this fIrst option seems to have no future and will therefore not be
elaborated further.

In the next paragraph the second option will be elaborated.
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EQUIPPING EACH NODE WITH THE SAME ALGORITHM

The strategy of equipping the configuration protocol of each node with the same
algoritlun to restore full connectivity, is based on the principle that each node knows
what the others will do. The algoritlun in the configuration protocol will detennine
the actions to be taken by all nodes but the configuration protocol of the node will
only carry out the actions to be taken by the node itself. The algorithm uses the
topology description of the nodes to detennine the actions to be taken. As the
resulting configuration of the nodes together must provide full connectivity in the
network, the following two requirements have to be met: .

• The information about the topology of the network must be the same in each
node. Without this, the algorithms of the nodes will detennine different actions
of which it assumes the other nodes and itself will carry out and the fmal
changes in the configuration of the nodes together will not restore full
connectivity. An example of a situation in which the nodes have not the same
topology information is given below for the network given in figure 6.4.

• The possibilities of the configuration protocol to change the wavelength
selection of the receivers are limited by the user connections which wavelength
allocation is tied to the control channels. Because the actions of the nodes have
to be tuned, a node has to know about the possibilities the other nodes have in
changing the wavelength selection of the control channels. This means the
configuration protocol of the nodes will not only need information about the
topology of the network but also about the user connections tied to the control
channels of the entire network.

In figure 6.4a a topology of a network with 6 nodes is given. The physical
connections of the network establish full connectivity so each node will be able to
communicate with each other. After a while node 5 will mattunction and node 4 will
change the wavelength selection of the receiver listening to node 3 to AI' Node 0
detects the malfunction of node 5 but that It will not be updated about the change in
wavelength of node 4 because there is no physical connection with node 4. The
configuration protocol of node 0 will have a description of the network as given in
figure 6.4b and will use this information to determine the actions It has to take. A
possible solution to restore full connectivity in the network of figure 6.4b Is to change
the wavelength selection of the receiver of node 0 to ~ and to change the
wavelength selection of the receiver (the one listening to node 5) of node 2 to AI'
Node 0 will assume node 2 will make this change as Its assumes its has the same
topology information. Node 0 itself wiH select wavelength ~.

However node 2 will be informed of both the change in wavelength selection of node
4 and the mattunction of node 5 as there is a physical connection from node 4 to
node 2. The description of the topology of node 2 will be as given In figure 6.4c.
Based on this information the configuration protocol of node 2 assumes that a
change in wavelength selection of the receiver of node 0 to ~ will restore full
connectivity. Therefore no action will be taken to adapt the configuration of node 2.

The actions taken by both nodes will result in the network of figure 6.4d. In this
network there will be no full connectivity because of the differences In topology
description of the nodes in the network.
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(a) : The netwcxf( before the changes

(c) : The nncxf( according to node ..

~ ....

(b) : The netwcxf( according node 0

(d) : The rMuiting network

Figure 6.4: An example of the necessity of the Infonnation Requirement

If the two requirements are being met, the algorithm will have the following task:

Given the topology of the network and the active user connections tied to the control
channels, the algorithm has to establish full connectivity in the network by changing
the wavelength selection of the control receivers of the nodes in such a way that the
number of broken user connections will be held to a minimum. If the breaking of user
connections is inevitable the user connections with the lowest priority will have to be
sacrificedfirst.

In paragraph 6.5 a signal has been defined from the network layer management to the
link layer management which supplies the configuration protocol with the infonnation
about the priorities of the user connections coupled to the control chaJUlels of the
node. The infonnation about the priorities of the user connections and the control
chaJUlel to which they are tied, will be distributed together with the information about
the topology of the network as we will see in chapter 7.

The development and use of an algorithm to restore full connectivity as described in
the previous paragraph, will encounter two major problems concerning the
requirement about the similarity of the topology infonnation of the nodes and the
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development of the algorithm itself. Both problems will be discussed in the following
sub-paragraphs.

the information requirement

The last example in the previous paragraph shows us that the success of the algorithm
depends on whether or not the same topology infonnation, including the infonnation
about the user connections, is present in each node. Therefore it should be guarantied.
that the algorithms of the nodes have the same infonnation to their disposal at all
times. However we have also seen in the previous paragraph (the example belonging
to figure 6.3) how the network will be divided into a number of strong components
when a number of edges disappear or change from resp. in the topology of the
network. The nodes in a strong component will be able to exchange (topology)
infonnation between each other because of the full connectivity in the strong
component. However exchange of infonnation between nodes of two different strong
components is not possible or only in one direction.

This means that if a change in the topology takes place in a situation in which no full
connectivity exists, only the nodes of the strong component in which the change takes
place will be updated and that the nodes outside the strong component will not be
infonned. An example is the tennination of a user connection in a situation the
network has no full connectivity because of another change in the topology, which
has taken place just before the tennination of the user connection and from which the
network has not yet recovered. The nodes outside the strong component of which the
changing control channel (tied to the user channel) is part, will not be infonned
because they are not reachable. Another example is given in the previous paragraph
(figure 6.4) in which the wavelength selection of a control channel has been changed
in a situation in which already full connectivity was lost because of a malfunction.
The result is shown in figure 6.4d.

The probability of an changing user connection causing a change in the control
network in which already full connectivity has been lost, is the biggest. The
probability of the two malfunctions at the same time is negligible. Therefore the
changing user connections will be our biggest problem.

the algorithm

Assuming it is possible that the nodes will all have the same topology infonnation and
the same infonnation about the user connections, the algorithm to be developed must
establish full connectivity by breaking user connections as less as possible. If a
solution without breaking user connections is not possible, the user connections with
the lowest priority will be broken (sacrificed) first. If full connectivity can still not be
restored, the user connections with higher priorities will be sacrificed. The algorithm
will go on until it succeeds in restoring full connectivity.

strong component strategy

A possible strategy to try to restore full connectivity is to establish connections
between the existing strong components which will be considered 'super' nodes. The
connections between the super nodes are the edges connecting the nodes of two
different strong components. An example is the network in figure 6.3 in which the
strong components will be super nodes and the edges (1,4) and (0,1) will be the
existing connections between the super nodes. To establish edges to restore full
connectivity between the super nodes it may be necessary that receivers creating an
edge in one of the strong components will have to be changed. The change of
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wavelength of such a receiver could mean the loss of full connectivity in the strong
component itself. Therefore the receivers to be changed to restore full connectivity
between the super nodes have to be chosen carefully.

At first the algorithm will try to connect the super nodes by changing only the
wavelength of the receivers which are not tied to an active user channel. The
algorithm will try all possibilities before sacrificing the first user connections with the
lowest priority. Using the receivers tied to the user connections with the lowest
priority also as possible receivers to be changed, the algorithm will try again all .
possibilities. The algorithm will continue to sacrifice user connections with higher
priorities and to try all possibilities until full connectivity has been restored.

Because of the large number of possibilities or options possible which all have to be
tried by the algorithm, the problem to be solved is probably a NP-complete problem
[8, pp.3 and 306] (a problem for which no algorithm can be developed which solves
the problem in a time period expressed in a polynomial with variables characteristic
for the problem). It is therefore impossible to develop an algorithm solving the full
connectivity problem.

The large number of possibilities are above all a consequence of the user connections
tied to the control channels, as the algorithm has to try all possibilities beginning with
sacrificing the user connections with the lowest priority. If the control systems of each
node would have one receiver to its disposal at all times which can be changed
without breaking an active user connection, the problem would be much simpler. The
'terminal-free' receiver could then be used to restore full connectivity in the network.
Therefore it is decided to equip the control system of each node with one 'terminal
free' receiver so the configuration protocol will have one receiver to its disposal which
can be used in any way. This adaptation of the WTDM CPNetwork will limit the
possibilities of the user network (each node will lose one terminal port). However the
advantages of this adaptation are bigger than the limitation of the user network.

one 'terminal-free' receiver per node

The terminal-free receiver of each node makes it possible to restore full connectivity
without breaking active user connections as in the worst situation the terminal-free
receivers of the nodes will create a ring including all nodes of the network. This
means that a lot of possibilities concerning the breaking of user connections do not
have to be considered any more. The problem that remains is how the wavelength
selection of the receivers with no user connections tied to it (at least one per node)
will have to be changed to restore full connectivity. It is preferable to try to keep the
number of changes in the network to a minimum as each node will have to be
informed about each change in the network and each node will adapt its routing after
each update coming in.

Three possible strategies to restore full connectivity with help of the terminal-free
receivers will be elaborated here:

strong component strategy

The first approach is basically the same as it was in the original situation in which the
algorithm tries to establish edges connecting the strong components, with the
difference that only the possibilities in which free receivers will be changed, will have
to be considered. However the problem of losing full connectivity in the strong
component, because a receiver has been changed to establish an edge between two
strong components, remains. Therefore this approach to the problem will still be very
complex and may still be a NP-complete problem [8, pp.3 and 306].
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ring strategy

Another approach to try to restore full connectivity is to try to make a ring in which
each node will be included once by using as many existing physical connections
(edges) as possible. The missing connections to complete the ring will be established
by the free receivers of which each node has at least one. This approach has the major
advantage that the configuration protocol will no longer need the infonnation about
the user connections of the other nodes. It is of no importance whether or not the
existing edges used for the ring are coupled to user connections. And as the number of .
remaining edges to be established by a node to complete the ring, is never larger than
one (only one incoming edge of each node will be part of the ring), the nodes will be
able to create the remaining edges without breaking user connections. An example of
this strategy is given below using the network in figure 6.5.

(a) ; the networll with node 7 failing (b) : creating the ring 0.2,5,6,1,3,4,0

+- An edge with a user connection tied to it
--- An edge cl1l81ed by • free ree.iY. (with no ua.- connection tied to it)
--- An edge which will be removed from the topology
.. An edge to be cr..ted by • free receiver to cloae the ring

Figure 6.5: An example of the Ring Strategy to restore Full Connectivity

An algorithm to establish the ring given the topology of the network is not very
difficult. An example algorithm is to find a number of chains of nodes for which the
total length is maximum and in which each node may only occur once in one of the
chains. The ring will be established by connecting the chains with help of the free
receivers. This algorithm will keep the number of changes necessary to restore full
connectivity to a minimum.

Although the ring strategy seems to have good prospects, it has still two
disadvantages: .

o The nodes in the network must all have the same information about the
topology of the network (although the infonnation of the user connections are
of no importance any more). As we have seen in this and the previous
paragraph, the infonnation requirement can not be guarantied when two or
more changes will occur at almost the same time.
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In the network each node will be equipped with two receivers of which at least one
will be free. In the network before the malfunction of node 7 (figure 6.5a), each node
will be reachable for the others so full connectivity will be present. Because of the
malfunction of node 7 the edges to or from it will be removed from the topology. The
remaining network is represented by the solid edges in figure 6.5a. In the new
network the nodes 0, 3, and 6 have a receiver which is not used to create an edge
(they created edges from node 7 in the original situation). The algorithm will have to
try to construct a ring by changing the smallest number of receivers as possible.
In this example it is not possible to create a ring (in which each node takes only part
once) in less then three changes. A possibility is given in figure 6.5b In which the
ring 0,2,5,6,1,3.4,0 will be built. The solid edges are the ones present and the dotted
edges are the ones to be created. The edges (1,3) and (4,0) can be easily created
by changing the wavelength of the receiver which was used for the connection with
node 7. In node 1 however one of the existing edges has to be removed to be able
to create the edge (6,1). As the edge (0,1) is tied to a user connection, it will be
decided to remove edge (5,1).
In figure 6.5b the nodes 6 and 0 have both one receiver left which is not used. The
configuration protocol of these nodes may use these receivers In any way.

• A change in the network may have as result that more than one receiver has to
be changed to restore full connectivity. An example of this is given in figure
6.5 in which 3 receivers have to be changed to restore full connectivity
because node 7 malfunctions. All these changes have to be spread over all
nodes of the network and will cause the nodes to adapt their routing each time
new infonnation is received. It is therefore not desirable to have a lot of
changes in the network to restore full connectivity.

fixed ring strategy

To lose the disadvantages of the ring strategy above, a variant of the ring structure has
been developed. In this variant the ring will not only be used to restore full
connectivity when it is lost, but will be used permanently to establish full connectivity
in the control network. With help of the tenninal-free receivers of the nodes a fIXed
ring will be established in which each node has a fIXed place.

The ring will guarantee full connectivity and can easily be restored without any
knowledge of the topology. The only infonnation needed is the fixed sequence of the
nodes in the ring. A second advantage is that the change of a user connection will not
influence the ring and will therefore no longer cause the loss of full connectivity.

Beside these advantages the (fIXed) ring strategy will have two other advantages with
respect to other strategies:

- The ring structure to establish full connectivity uses the minimum number of
physical connections to establish full connectivity. Other strategies will need
the same number or more physical connections to build a pattern which
establishes full connectivity.

- The characteristics of the network using the ring strategy will comply best with
the recommendation made in paragraph 4.2.2 about the optimum solution for
the WTDM CPNetwork structure (a double loop network).

Because of the advantages of the fIXed ring strategy to establish and restore full
connectivity, it will be used in WTDM CPNetwork. The strategy will be worked om
in the next paragraph.
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RING STRUCTURE IN WTDM CPNETWORK

In this section the fIxed ring strategy of the WTDM CPNetwork will be elaborated. In
the first paragraph it will be shown how the configuration protocol of the nodes will
provide the presence of one terminal-free receiver at all times. In the second
paragraph it will be shown how the ring will be established by the terminal-free
receivers and how the ring will be used to restore full connectivity in cases of
malfunctions and changing edges in the network. After that it will be shown how
(re-)activated missing nodes (repaired nodes or new nodes) will be included in the ,
topology, after their presence has been detected by the configuration protocol. In the
last paragraph we will see that the configuration protocol will start the creation of new
links after full connectivity has been restored, by sending an signal to the link layer
control part.

6.7.1 ONE TERMINAL-FREE RECEIVER

The ring in the fixed ring in the network will be built by the terminal-free receivers of
the nodes. In paragraph 6.6.3 it has been decided that each node will have one such a
terminal-free at its disposal. To create a terminal-free receiver the configuration
protocol has to block one of the terminals which is coupled to one of the control
receivers of the node. To block the selected terminal the configuration protocol will
have to change certain data in the data-base of the network layer management part of
the control system. The signal for this pwpose will be defined in chapter 10.

As we have seen in paragraph 3.3 the data-base will store the type of terminal
equipment that is connected to the input gates of the node. By altering this
information of a certain gate in 'no equipment', no user connection will be possible for
that gate. The configuration protocol will be able to make a control receiver terminal
free by sending a special signal to the data-base containing the gate-number to be
blocked. The configuration protocol extracts the gate-number from the infonnation is
has received in the initialisation phase of the network, in which the configuration
protocol receives from the operator infonnation about the coupling of the input ports
of the control system with the input ports of the terminals of the user network.

The configuration protocol will start to make one receiver terminal-free in the
initialisation phase of the network. It is advisable to select a certain control receiver
(input-gate) which will be the same for each node. This way the users of the system
know which terminal port can not be used. In our case the input-gate with the lowest
gate-number will be reserved for terminal-free receiver. In the presentation of the
WIDM CPN node in fIgure 4.6 it means that the upper most input gate of the user
card can not be used.

In case the terminal-free receiver of a node malfunctions, the configuration protocol
has to create another by sacrificing one of the remaining receivers in the control
system. Already we have seen that the configuration protocol will have the
infonnation to its disposal about the priorities of the existing user connections tied to
the control channels (see paragraphs 6.1 and 4.3.2). With help of this infonnation the
configuration protocol will select the terminal (user connection) with the lowest
priority and will appoint the control receiver tied to this terminal as terminal-free
receiver. The configuration protocol will send a signal to the data-base of the network
layer management to change the 'equipment type' of the terminal in 'no equipment'.
The user connection, if present, will be terminated and the control receiver will select
the wavelength of the preceding node in the ring. For the user network this means that
the node will lose another terminal port.
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The configuration protocol will send a signal to the malfunctioning receiver to select
the wavelength of its own node. When the receiver has been repaired and a proper
signal is detected again, the configuration protocol will use this receiver again as the
terminal-free receiver. The terminal of the replacing control receiver will be given
free again for user connections by restoring the original 'equipment type' of the
terminal in the data-base of the network layer management.

As long as the configuration protocol is able to appoint a terminal-free receiver which
will provide the edge with its predecessor in the ring, the node will be able to take.
part in the ring (provided that its signal can be received by the other nodes). In the
next chapter it will be shown how the sequence of the nodes in the ring will be
determined and how the ring will restore full connectivity when a whole node (or its
optical fibres) malfunctions.

6.7.2 THE RING

In paragraph 6.6.3. we have seen that it is impossible to restore full connectivity
without making any simplification to the original problem (original network).
Equipping each node with one tenninal-free receiver, thereby limiting the possibilities
of the user network, resulted in three possible strategies of which the fixed ring
strategy has been chosen. In the fixed ring built by the tenninal-free receivers of the
nodes, each node will have a fixed position. The advantage of this strategy is that the
information requirement defined earlier is no longer necessary and that full
connectivity will only have to be restored when the ring is no longer closed. The
second advantage implies that a change of a user connection influencing the topology
of the control network will no longer cause loss of full connectivity as the user
connections will not influence the ring. The only information necessary to close the
ring after been broken is the fixed sequence of the nodes in the ring.

the sequence of the nodes in the ring

The strategy of the flXed ring is completely based on the assumption that each node
will have knowledge of the sequence of the nodes in the ring. Without this assumption
the ring strategy will not work as the configuration protocol of the nodes will not
know which wavelength to select to close the ring again when necessary.

The configuration protocol of the nodes will start the establish the ring after the
operator has supplied the nodes with the necessary information during the
initialisation phase of the network. As the configuration protocol of the nodes want to
exchange topology information about each others configuration (to be able to adapt
the routing tables) it is necessary the configuration protocol starts by establishing full
connectivity after the initialisation phase. The only information the configuration
protocol has to its disposal at that moment to create the ring, is the information
supplied by the operator. It is therefore a logical solution that the ring will be
established with this information.

In paragraph 4.3.2 the information supplied by the operator during the initialisation of
the network has been sununed up. From this information the node identities of the
nodes present in the network will be the most suitable to built a ring. The node
identities can be simply used to built the ring by placing the nodes in order of
increasing number. To complete the ring the node with the smallest node identity will
select the wavelength of the node with the largest node identity with its terminal-free
receiver. As the nodes will all be provided with the same information by the operator,
each node will be able to determine the sequence of the nodes in the ring. After
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having detennined the ring, it will be stored in an array so the configuration protocol
will have this infonnation to its disposal whenever it is needed.

In the next sub-paragraph it will be shown how full cOIUlectivity will be restored by
the ring after a malfunction occurred.

full connecth'ity

In the paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 we have already seen how full connectivity can be lost
in the control network and how the configuration protocol is able to locate
malfunctions which may cause loss of full connectivity. To explain how the ring
restores full connectivity, the possible causes summed up in paragraph 6.2 with the
exception of the 're-introduced node' will be studied. The return of a node will be
studied in the next paragraph.

wavelength allocation tied to control channel

As the ring is built up by the tenninal-free receivers of the nodes, the wavelength
allocation tied to the control channel is no longer a treat for the full connectivity of
the network.

a malfunction in the node which can be solved

In paragraph 6.7.1 it has already been described how the configuration will assure the
existence of one tenninal-free receiver. As long as the configuration protocol is able
to define a tenninal-free receiver, the node will be part of the ring and full
connectivity will be established.

a malfunction concerning a whole node

A malfunction of a node, the optical fibre to or from a node, the transmitter or all
receivers of a node will isolate the node from the network. This means the
malfunctioning node will break the ring and full connectivity will be lost. As we have
seen in paragraph 6.3.2 the malfunctioning node will stop sending a signal (the node
is not able to send a signal or the configuration protocol stops the laser from
transmitting a signal by sending a special signal to the laser). The nodes which have a
receiver selecting the wavelength of the malfunctioning node, will warn the
configuration protocol about the loss of signal. The configuration protocol will then
perfonn a test to locate the malfunction (see paragraph 6.3.2) and will conclude that
the transmitting side of the original edge created by the tested receiver, is
malfunctioning. The malfunctioning node (or the edge from the malfunctioning node)
will thereupon be removed from the topology description of the nodes.

One of the nodes detecting the malfunctioning node is its successor in the ring. The
terminal-free receiver of this node will lose it signal and after the configuration
protocol has been infonned and the test of the receiver has been completed, the
configuration protocol will have to restore full connectivity (will have to restore the
ring). The most obvious way to do this is to change the wavelength of the terminal
free receiver so it will select the wavelength of the preceding node of the
malfunctioning node in the ring. The malfunctioning node will be cut out by its
successor which selects the wavelength of its predecessor. In figure 6.6 an example
will be given.
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3

network with ring before malfunction network in which the ring is restored

___ An edge created by • receiver with no '*"' conneellon tied to It
... An edge with an user connection tied to It

• The edge to cut out the malfunctioning node of the network

Figure 6.6: An example of the use of the Fixed Ring to restore Full Connectivity

However it is possible that the predecessor of the malfunctioning node of the ring has
also been cut out because of a malfunction. TIlls means that the terminal-free receiver
of the node restoring the ring will not receive a signal when it selects the wavelength
of the predecessor of the malfunctioning node. In this case the next node in the ring
will be tried.

Node 5 of the network in figure 6.6 will go down. The receivers of node 1 and node
o will Jose the signal and after having tested their receivers, node 5 will removed
from the topology description of these nodes. However the Joss of node 5 means
that the ring 1,2,3,4,0,1 has been broken. The terminal-free receiver of node 0 will
therefore select the wavelength of node 4, the predecessor of node 5 in the ring,
this way cutting node 5 out of the ring. The new ring will be 1,2,3,4,0,1 and full
connectivity between the nodes is restored.

conclusion

From the paragraph 6.7.1 and this paragraph it follows that the loss of full
connectivity of the network (the loss of a closed ring) can be restored in the node
itself by appointing another terminal-free receiver or by cutting out a malfunctioning
node by its successor of the ring without any topology information about the network.
The only knowledge the configuration protocol of a node needs to restore full
connectivity is about the configuration of its own node and the sequence of the nodes
in the ring. However, information indicating which nodes are active may be useful to
speed up the process of restoring the ring (for example in the situation that more than
one node misses from the ring).

Now we have seen how the ring can be constructed and how it can be used to
guarantee full connectivity in case a node malfunctions, only one problem remains to
be solved. In the next paragraph it will be discussed how malfunctioning nodes will
be able to return in the network after having been repaired.
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6.7.3 INTRODUCTION OF RE-ACTIVATED NODES

In paragraph 6.1 of this chapter it has already been mentioned that the missing nodes
(malfunctioning nodes which are no longer part of the active control network and
therefore not in the ring or new nodes which are not activated yet) have to be scanned
for, so the (re-)activation of these nodes will be detected.

scanning

In paragraph 6.4 we have already discussed the scanning technique of the
configuration protocol. However the ring structure makes it possible to reduce the
number of tokens in the network. In the WTDM CPNetwork tokens will only be
passed through via the ring of the network.

This means that only incoming tokens which are received by the terminal-free
receivers will be accepted by the configuration protocol. The advantage of using the
ring as the only possibility to pass through a token is that the number of tokens will
not increase as it would have if the token would be passed through by each outgoing
edge of a node. The increase of tokens is not favourable as it would mean the sacrifice
of more control receivers.

including the re-activated node in the topology

After the re-activation of a node has been detected the configuration protocol has to
include the node in the topology of the network and restore full connectivity in the
new topology. As the whole mechanism of establishing full connectivity is based on
the fixed ring, the re-activated node has to be placed on its old position in the ring
again.

The configuration protocols detecting the re-activation of a missing node will inform
the other nodes of the network about it. Thereupon the configuration protocols of all
nodes will determine for themselves which node will be the successor of the re
activated node in the ring. To determine the successor, the configuration protocol will
make use of the information about the original ring and of the knowledge it has about
the active nodes in the network. The successor will change the wavelength selection
of its terminal-free receiver to the wavelength of the re-activated node.

To return into the ring, the re-activated node must know which nodes are present in
the active topology (this is necessary because it is possible that more than one node is
missing) so it can determine between which nodes it has to take place in the ring. As
the node has no knowledge of the topology (after a cold start), it will start by scanning
the wavelengths of all nodes with one of its receivers. Depending on the existence of
a received signal, nodes will be regarded as down or active. With help of this
information in combination with the information about the original ring which is
present in each node, the node will be able to determine its place in the ring. The
configuration protocol will send a signal to the terminal-free receiver instructing it to
select the wavelength of its predecessor in the ring.

Both the actions of the re-activated node and its successor in the ring, will establish a
new ring in which the re-activated node is included. The receivers which were
scanning before the node was detected, will keep on scanning if there are more
missing nodes on the scan-list. If the scan-list becomes empty the tokens will be
removed. The receivers which are used to scan will be considered free and the
configuration protocol may use them in any way. In the case of the wrOM
CPNetworlc the receivers will not be used until they are needed to replace one of the
other receivers of the node because it malfunctions or until they are needed again to
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scan (a new node is missing). The receiver will take part again in the topology of the
network when the terminal tied to it establishes a user connection and creates an new
edge in the network.

The reason this is done is to keep the number of changes in the network within a short
period as small as possible. By using the receivers to establish edges in the topology
of the network again, the configuration of a number of nodes will change in a short
period. The nodes of the network will have to be infonned about all these changes and
each time a node is infonned about a change in the topology it will adapt its routing
and start to send routing messages. This means a lot of additional traffic on the'
network in a short period which may lead to congestion of nodes which were already
heavily loaded.

In networks in which the terminals are not tied to the control channels or in which the
number of control receivers is small, it not advisable to leave fonner scan-receivers
unused. The receivers can for example be used to create edges in the topology which
will minimize the logical path length by splitting large loops present in the network.
In this rapport this and other options will not be studied.

6.7.4 LINK MANAGEMENT

In the previous paragraphs we have seen how the configuration protocol establishes
full connectivity in the network so a logical path can be set up between each pair of
nodes in the active control network. The logical path (link) will be established by the
window mechanism taking care of the transfer of link layer messages and the routing
tables which create the logical paths over which link layer messages will be
exchanged.

If a node is no longer active because it malfunctioned, the links to this node
established by the window mechanism of the other nodes will expire eventually after
having timed out three times. The window mechanism of the link will be closed and
the link will be removed from the link layer data-base. In the mean time the
configuration protocol of the nodes will have been infonned or have detected itself
the malfunction of the other node and removed it from its topology description. After
having adjusted the topology description the configuration protocol will restore full
connectivity if necessary and adapt its routing.

If on the other hand a node returns in the network and it is included in the ring again,
the configuration protocol will start by adapting the routing table to the new situation
after it has been infonned about the changes in the topology of the network. The next
step will be to send a signal to the link layer control part (the 'lCcreate_Iink_req'
signal) to create an window mechanism for the link to the re-introduced node. The
data-base of the link layer control part receiving this signal will create the processes
(transmitter process, receiver process and supervisor process) for the window
mechanism of the link.

For more details about the role of the configuration protocol in starting up links, see
chapter 10 about the details of the implementation of the configuration protocol in the
WTDM CPNetwork.
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In the fIrst paragraphs of this chapter we have seen that the configuration protocol
will be able to detect and locate malfunctions with help of a number of signals dermed
between the configuration protocol and its environment. This makes it possible to
develop a strategy to restore full connectivity. From the possible strategies discussed
the ones based on an equal algorithm for each node which determines the action to be
performed for the node itself, has the best prospects as it does not need
communication between the nodes to co-ordinate the actions.

The study for such an algorithm made clear that the requirement about the user
connections would lead to a huge number of possibilities which can not all be
checked in a reasonable time period. Therefore a simplification has been made to the
original problem by equipping each node with a terminal-free receiver. Although the
number of possibilities decreased drastically, the information requirement still makes
it impossible to develop an algorithm restoring full connectivity. Therefore a strategy
has been developed using a fixed ring. The advantages of this strategy are that no
complex algorithm is needed, that the information requirement and the user
connection requirement are no longer necessary and that the advantages of a loop
network given in paragraph 4.2.2 will be present. The disadvantage of this strategy is
the simplification which has been made by reserving one receiver for the control
channel.
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COLLECTING CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

In the last two chapters (chapter 5 and 6) we have seen how the routing tables are
determined and how full connectivity in the network is accomplished. In both
processes information is needed about the configuration of the network. In this .
chapter it will be discussed what information will be needed, how this information
can be collected by the nodes (two techniques) and what the fmal implementation will
be.

7.1 WHAT INFORMATION IS NEEDED?

Before discussing techniques of how to collect information about the configuration,
we have to define what information has to be collected. There are two kinds of
information which are necessary for the configuration protocol to perform its task.

topology information

In chapter 5 it has been described how the routing tables are being determined by the
nodes using the single source shortest path algorithm. To be able to use this algorithm
some kind of representation of the topology of the network is needed. As has been
shown in the example of figure 5.2, a representation of the edges in the network
together with some kind of the cost of the edges will be sufficient to determine the
shortest paths from a node to the other nodes (including itself) in the network.

In the design of the configuration protocol each node is able to collect information
about the status of its incoming edges. As the configuration protocol has knowledge
of the wavelength selected by the receivers, it will know exactly which incoming
edges connect the node with the rest of the network. The configuration protocol has
no knowledge about the outgoing edges. Also will the configuration protocol be able
to collect knowledge about the costs of its incoming edges. As we have seen in
paragraph 5.5.1 the cost of an edge will represent the delay or the amount of traffic on
that edge. The translation of the delay of an edge into the cost of an edge will be dealt
with in chapter 8 traffic situation in the network. In the last chapter it will be shown
how the configuration protocol gets the information about the buffer contents which it
needs to determine the costs of the edges. The configuration protocol will have access
to this information whenever it is needed.

user connections

An other kind of information, which will be used in the process of restoring full
connectivity, is about the presence and, when present, the priority of the user
connection on the user channel which wavelength allocation is tied to the control
channel. In chapter 6 we have seen that each node needs only this kind of information
about its own incoming edges. It extracts this information from the data-base of the
network layer with help of a signal defined in paragraph 6.5. However also the
information about the other user connections in the network tied to control channels
might be useful in the process of recovering full connectivity in the network when
using another strategy (as has been explained in chapter 6). Therefore both
possibilities (including the information about the user connections or not) will be
dealt with.
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TECHNIQUES TO COLLECT INFORMATION

From the introduction of this chapter it follows that the configuration of each node
has the information about its incoming edges to its disposal. However to perform its
task the configuration protocol of a node needs also certain information about the
other edges in the network as has been shown above. There are two basic techniques
to supply each node with the information it needs.

• Using a special kind of configuration message which travels through the .
network collecting the necessary information. This technique will be referred
to as 'signature technique' in the future.

• Each node broadcasts a configuration message to update the other nodes with
information about the configuration of the node itself. The 'update messages' of
all nodes in the network together will provide each node with all the
information it needs. In the future this technique will be referred to as
'periodical updating'.

Both techniques will be elaborated further in the next two paragraphs.

7.2.1 'SIGNATURE TECHNIQUE'

The basic idea of this technique is that one node in the network will broadcast a
configuration message with in the label of the message only the identity of the node.
Each node receiving this message will place its identity in the message together with
the cost of the edge and if necessary with the information about the user connection
tied to the control edge, on which the message came in. Two adjacent nodes identities
in the label of the message represent the edge connecting the two nodes for which the
added information is valid. After having added the information about the incoming
edge the node will broadcast the message again creating a copy of the message on
each of its outgoing edges (the characteristic of the passive optical star network).

When full connectivity is established in the topology of the control network, each
receiver of each node will be passed eventually by such a configuration message
collecting the information about the receivers (edges). This means that all the
messages in the network together will eventually contain all the information about all
the existing edges. As a message in the long run will pass each node in the network,
each node will be able to extract all the information it needs.

In figure 7.1 an example of the basic idea of the signature technique is given. In this
example it is assumed that each edge has the same delay. To keep the example simple
the costs of the edges and the information about the user connections are not included.
This information should be placed between the two adjacent node identities
representing the edge between these the two nodes. It can be seen that eventually each
node will have received a nwnber of messages which supply the node with the
information about all the edges of the network. Also can be seen that the nwnber of
messages in the network will increase continuously.

discarding old messages

The messages in the network will continue to wander through the network collecting
information at each node even when all nodes are already supplied with all the
information they need. The presence of these messages becomes superfluous after
having performed their task and will only cause unnecessary traffic on the network.
The configuration messages (signature messages) of the signature procedure should
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4 lab:12341 lab:12342

5 lab:123412 lab:123423

6 lab:1234123 lab:1234234
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lab:123412342

9 lab:1234123412
lab:1234234123 lab:1234234234
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· · · · ·· · · · ·· · · · ·
the labels of the signature messages at the nodes

Figure 7.1: The basic idea of the Signature Technique

therefore be discarded after having performed their task and containing no new
information any more. There are two ways on which the decision can be made
concerning the comprehension of new or no new information by a signature message:

• The decision will be based entirely on the information present in the label of
the signature message.

• The decision will be based on the information present in the signature message
together with the knowledge the node has already collected.
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signature technique using only the content of the configuration message

In the first method in which the decision is based entirely on the content of the
signature messages, a node will stan broadcasting a signature message over all its
outgoing edges. The signature messages will increase in number, all collecting
infonnation about the edges of the path on which it travels. Each of these messages
will sooner or later pass by a certain node for the second time and will therefore
contain the infonnation about an entire loop. As each edge is pan of a loop and each
loop will be passed through (in case of a full connectivity), each edge will be taken.
into the label of at least one signature message.

To spread the infonnation about a loop over all the nodes, the signature containing the
loop may not be discarded before being read by all the nodes. Because the nodes in a
loop should also receive the infonnation about their own loop, a message may only be
discarded after having passed through the loop a second time. The only way to make
sure that the loop will be passed by for the second time when the content in the label
is the only information available, is the occurrence of the starting point of the loop for
the third time in the signature message. Therefore a signature message has to travel
through the network collecting infonnation about edges until a node for the third time
will be passed.

An example of the signature technique in which messages will be discarded because
of their content, is given in figure 7.2. Unlike the example of figure 7.1, eventually all
the signature messages will disappear from the network after having supplied each

~ node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4
step

0 start by node1
lab:1

1 lab:12

2 lab:123

3 lab:1234

4 lab:12341 lab:12342

5 lab:123412 lab:123423

6 lab:1234123 lab:1234234

7 lab:12342341 ~ lab:12341234
node 2 three times

8 ~1 1~2
node 1 three times node 2 three times

I~
node 2 three times

the labels of the signature messages at the nodes

Figure 7.2: Signature Technique using the Content of the Message
to discard the Messages
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node with sufficient infonnation. Using this strategy, the worst case situation will be
when a signature message has to travel through a loop containing all nodes of the
network twice before being discarded. This means that in the case of n nodes in the
network, the signature message in the end will contain 2n+1 nodes identities plus
extra infonnation about the 2n edges which have been passed. In the case that only
infonnation about the costs of the edges is added in the label 4n+1 octets will be
needed to contain all information. If the infonnation about the user connection is also
concluded, 6n+1 octets will be needed.

signature technique using the knowledge of the nodes

In this strategy the nodes will use the infonnation they have already collected from
the signature messages passed by. As in the method above a node will start
broadcasting a signature message which will spread all over the network in increasing
numbers, all collecting infonnation about the edges of the path on which they travel.
We have seen that each loop and thus each edge will eventually be passed through by
a signature message in case of full connectivity in the network. Therefore, after
having collected the infonnation about a loop, it is superfluous to continue collecting
infonnation about edges outside the loop, because the infonnation about these edges
will be collected by other signature message.

To be able to spread the information about the loop without collecting new
information, a special mode for the signature message will be used. The nodes
receiving such a signature message will only read the infonnation from the label of
the message. The infonnation already collected by a node will be compared with the
infonnation in the signature message. When the signature message contains new
information, this infonnation will be added to the infonnation the node already had.
After having collected the new infonnation, the signature message will be transmitted
unchanged. However when a signature does not contain new infonnation for the node
at which it arrives, the message will be discarded because other signature messages
have already passed by carrying the same infonnation.

An example of this signature technique is given in figure 7.3. In this example the
message collecting the infonnation are in a mode called 'Log'. After having completed
a loop the signature message will switch in the 'NoClog' mode in which the message
will not add new information in the label any more. Because a signature message will
stop collecting information after a node identity occurs twice in the label, the
maximum number of nodes identities will be n+1. In case that only infonnation about
the costs of the edges is added in the label of the signature message, 2n+1 octets will
be needed to contain all information. If the infonnation about the user connections is
also included, 3n+1 octets will be needed in the signature message.

The nodes in the network do need memory to store the infonnation already received
during a signature session. For one session the memory should be able to contain the
whole topology (k.n edges) plus the additional infonnation. In case that each node
will perfonn its own signature (each node will collect its infonnation by itself), each
node will have to be equipped with a considerable amount of memory to be able to
store the infonnation of the signature sessions of all the nodes. It is however not
necessary to let each node perfonn its own signature session. As in the example has
been shown, it is possible to supply each node with all the information with one
signature session started by one node. The option to let each node perfonn its own
signature session may be used when we want to implement the most pure fonn of
equal peer in which each node collects its infonnation autonomous. The price to pay
for this will be the amount of memory with which the nodes need to be equipped.

Each edge of the network plus the additional infonnation has to be stored. As an edge
is described with a head node and a tail node, the storage of an edge will require 2
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step

0 start by node1
lab:L1

1
lab:L12

new information

2 lab:L123
new information
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new information

4
lab:N12341 lab:N12342

new information new information

5 lab:N12341 lab:N12342
new information new information

6
lab:N12341 lab:N12342

new information new information

7 lab:N12342 ~ lab:N12341
new information old information new information

8 ~ ~
old infonnation old information

~
old information

the labels of the signature messages at the nodes

L : Log message which still collects node identities
N : Not_Log message which does not collect I'1OC» identities anymore

Figure 5.3: Signature Technique using the Knowledge of the Nodes
to discard the Messages

octets. We have seen that the additional infortnation of an edge requires another 1 or 2
octets. When each node perfonns its own signature session and each node has to store
the already received infonnation of the last signature session for each node. the nodes
will need 3*k*n2 or 4*k*n2 octets of memory (n is the number of nodes and k the
number of receivers per node).

advantages and disadvantages

advantages:

• In both techniques mentioned above it is possible to let each node perfonn its
own signature session. A node will start a session whenever it needs
infonnation. Although a node will only use the infonnation from its own
session. its cooperation will be needed to supply the other nodes with the
infonnation they need. This means that when the signature session does not
succeed or when a node does not have up-to-date infonnation. a node itself
will be able to correct this by starting a signature session on its own. The
signature technique is therefore a pure fonn of an autonomous algorithm.
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disadvantages:

• During a signature session a node will receive a number of signature messages
which all contain some information useful for the node. After having received
all the information a node will determine the routes it has to establish. The
problem is however that a node will not know when it has received all the
infonnation about the network. The only way to make sure that all messages
with information have been received, is with help of a timer with a time-out
period of 2 maximum round trip delay. In this period all the information will .
be received because a message will travel through the network twice before it
is discarded. (see description of the two signature techniques). This method is
not efficient.

• Because of a malfunction of a node or edge (cable) or because of congestion of
a node, some of the signature messages from a signature session might be lost.
This means that the information about a part of the network will be lost and
that the nodes will determine their routes with incomplete information about
the configuration of the network. The loss of signature messages can have
disastrous consequences for the routing tables in the network.

• In case each node performs its own signature session, the large number of
signature messages will put a heavy traffic load on the network. Especially
when changes have taken place in the configuration of the network (topology
or the traffic load on nodes) and each node starts a signature session to collect
the new information, the traffic load put up by the signature messages will be
large.

• One small change in the configuration of the network will lead to a new
execution of a signature session causing a lot of extra signature messages.

• In case the nodes will perform one signature session together to collect
information, problems will arise when two or more nodes start a session at the
same time. To prevent this situation from happening, extra communication
between the nodes will be necessary.

• As we have seen above the signature messages will need room for 4n+l
(6n+l) and 2n+l (3n+l) octets in case of the first technique resp. the second
technique. For large networks the number of octets needed will be larger than
available in the configuration message (28 octets at most). Complicated
mechanisms will be needed to split the messages without loosing valuable
information. Because the information about the edges is captured between the
node identities in the label of the message (2 adjacent node identities represent
an edge) and because the node identities in the label together are decisive for
the status of a message (the number of occurrence of the node identities play
an important role), a node has to receive all parts (messages) before a decision
can be made. The mechanism looks like the one used in message switching
techniques in computer networks.

7.2.2 PERIODICAL UPDATING

The basic idea of this technique is that each node will broadcast a configuration
message (update message) with in it information about the configuration of the node
itself. Each node receiving an update message, which travels through the network,
will read the information from the update message and send it out again unchanged.
In case of full connectivity in the network, an update message will pass by each node
in the network. This way each node will receive the information of all other nodes in
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the network which together give a complete picture of the configuration of the entire
network.

As we have seen in paragraph 7.1 the update message of a node must contain
information about all the incoming edges of a node. The incoming edges will be
identified by the node identities of the nodes which wavelength has been selected by
the receivers creating the physical connection between the nodes. The node identities
in combination with the source address in the header of the message, will specify the
edges unambiguous. This means only k octets will be needed in the label of the update .
message of a node to specify all the incoming edges of that node. The information
about the cost of an edge and the priority of the user connection which wavelength
allocation is tied to the (control) edge, can be placed after the node identity
representing the edge. For a node with k receivers this means that k-.2 or k.3 octets
will be needed to send all its information.

two phases

There are two phases in which the periodical update messages will be used. First the
phase in which a node undergoes a change in its configuration. The node has to
inform the other nodes as soon as possible so they can adapt the routing table entries
to the new situation. To make swe that the update message containing the information
about the change will be received by all nodes, it will be transmitted twice or three
times quickly after each other (depending on the probability that update messages will
be lost).

In the second phase the configuration of a node does not change significantly for a
while. In the stable phase there will be no need to transmit update messages
constantly because the information in the messages will not change significantly.
However to refresh the old information after a while and to inform the nodes of little
changes in the status of the edges of the node, the node will broadcast update
messages on a periodical basis. These intervals between the update sessions will
however be long compared to the round trip delay of the network, to avoid
unnecessary loading of the network. In paragraph 7.3 more details about the length of
the updating interval will follow.

discarding old messages

After having supported the nodes with new information the update messages
broadcast by the nodes will still loop through the network, supplying each node with
the same (old) information each time it passes by. To prevent interference between
fresh information and old information the update messages will have to be discarded
after having fulfilled their tasks (i.e. 1 single update). There are three ways to detect
and discard an old update message:

• Identifier storage: Each update message carries its own identifier. All nodes in
the network will store the identifiers of the update messages it has received so
they can discriminate the update messages, which are received for the flfSt
time, and the looping update messages which have to be discarded. The
identifier can be the pair <source address, sequence no.>. The source address is
already present in the header of the configuration message so only the
sequence no. has to be added in the update messages. In practice, the sequence
number wraps around (modulo m). The value of m will have to be large
enough to have no ambiguity on the sequence number.

• Packet tagging: Each packet carries a bit vector of length n (number of nodes
in the network). All the bits are initially set to zero. H a node receives an
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updating for the first time, it will set its bit to one. The second time a node is
past, its bit already will have value one. This way all nodes will be able to
distinguish a looping update message, which has to be discarded, from the
update messages received for the fIrst time (with new infonnation).

• Age counting: Each update message will be equipped with an age counter
representing the number of hops taken so far. As a loop has a maximum of n
nodes, an update message with an age counter having the value n, will be
discarded.

All these methods to prevent looping update messages will need space (bits) in the
label of the update message, leaving less room for the infonnation about the edges of
a node.

advantages and disadvantages

advantages:

• The infonnation to be broadcast by one node is about 2.k or 3.k octets
depending on the amount of infonnation included per incoming edge. This
means that a node with 8 receivers (3*k) or 12 receivers (2.k) can still
broadcast its infonnation in one message.

• If necessary (when the number of receivers is too large for one message) the
infonnation to be broadcast can be split over more update messages without
any difficulties. As the number of node identities in the label of the message is
not decisive factor in discarding an update message and as there is no
infonnation inclosed in the sequence of the node identities, the infonnation of
one message can be split over two or more messages which will eventually all
be discarded by one of the mechanism discussed above. By splitting the
infonnation no infonnation will be lost. For example a node with 10 receivers
can easily split the infonnation so that the infonnation about the first 8
receivers will be broadcast by the first message and the infonnation about the
remaining 2 receivers in a second message.

• The other nodes in the network will be infonned about the changes in the
configuration of a node by an update message of that node. No actions by the
other nodes will have to be taken to update their knowledge about the
configuration. The protocol to update the nodes is simple and easy to
implement.

• The loss of an update message because of a malfunction or congestion of a
node, does not always have to have disastrous effects on the routing in the
network. In the phase in which no significant changes take place, the loss of
one or two periodical update messages will have no consequences as there will
be no significant infonnation lost, which might change the routing in the
network drastically. Although the routing may no longer be optimum, the
nodes will still all be connected with each other on the logical level by the
routes.

Significant changes in the topology of the network on the other hand may have
big consequences for the routing in the network. The loss of update messages
with significant infonnation will have disastrous consequences for the routing
in the network. Therefore the update messages containing this kind of
infonnation will be broadcast a number of times after each other to be sure the
nodes will receive the infonnation (the loss of one or two update message
with significant infonnation will be taken care of by its duplicates). If the
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update message will be lost despite the duplications, the network must be in
some kind of trouble (failing nodes or congestion of nodes). In chapter 6 and 9
these problems will be discussed.

disadvantages:

• The technique in which each node uses it own update message(s) to inform the
other nodes about its configuration, is not autonomous. A node in the network .
depends on the other nodes to get the information it needs and is not able to
collect the information by itself.

• Because the updating strategy is not autonomous, a node will not be able to
restore full knowledge by itself. In case of failure, some kind of preventive
action has to be taken in which the nodes together will solve the problems.

• As we have seen, some kind of mechanism is needed to keep messages from
travelling through the network forever. The implementation of such a
mechanisms will require some space in the label of the update message.

7.2.3 SIGNATURE VERSUS PERIODICAL UPDATING

In the previous two paragraphs two manners have been described to provide the nodes
with the information they need. In this paragraph we will compare the signature
technique with the periodical updating technique and make a choice between the two.
In paragraph 7.3 the choice will be developed further.

amount of information

The fIrst important factor is the amount of information which has to be transported by
the configuration message (signature message versus update message). We have
already seen that the message in a signature session will at least need 2n+1 octets
(minimum). The number of octets will increase linear when the number of nodes in
the network n increases. On the other hand the minimum number of octets needed in
the update message will be 2.k and will increase linear when the number of receivers
per node k increases.

In most networks the number of receivers per node will be much smaller than the
number of nodes in the network. The updating strategy will therefore in the most
cases need far less number of octets in a message than the signature strategy. In case
of the wrDM CPNetwork each of the 16 nodes will be equipped with 4 receivers.
The update message in this network will need 8 (2A) octets while the signature
message will need 33 (2.16+1) octets to transport all the information. As a
configuration message does not have 33 octets at its disposal in the label (see
paragraph 4.4.1), the information has to be split over two messages.

splitting the information

In paragraph 7.2.1 we have already seen that the signature technique will need a
complicated mechanism to prevent loss of information when the information is split
over more messages. The updating techniques on the other hand does not need extra
precautions to prevent loss of information when the information is split over more
messages (see paragraph 7.2.2).
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autonomy

A third important factor will be the autonomy of the nodes when collecting the
infonnation they need. The advantage of the signature technique is that a node can
start a signature session by itself when necessary. However there are also two
disadvantages of the way the signature technique will be used. As we have seen each
node will start its own signature session in the most pure fonn of autonomy. However
all the sessions of the nodes together will put a heavy traffic load on the network. In
case of lot of traffic on the network and lot of changes in the configuration of the .
network, the traffic caused by the signature sessions can cause problems.

To save signature messages, one concerted signature session can be used to supply all
nodes with infonnation. When a node needs information it can start a signature
session which will also supply the other nodes with infonnation. However it is
possible that more nodes will start a signature session at the same time. To prevent
this situation from happening, extra communication between the nodes will be
necessary. In both cases the advantages of the autonomy of the nodes will be
cancelled out by the disadvantages caused by the implementation of the signature
technique.

loss of messages

A fourth important factor is the sensItIVIty of loosing messages containing
infonnation about the configuration of the network. In the previous paragraph we
have already seen that failures in the signature session will mean the loss of
infonnation about parts of the network. On the other hand the loss of periodical
update messages does not have to lead to loss of valuable infonnation. The periodical
updating technique is therefore not as sensitive to loss of update messages as the
signature technique.

simplicity

A fIfth important advantage of the periodical updating technique is the simplicity of
the way in which changes in the configuration of the nodes are broadcast to the other
nodes of the network. First of all only one node will determine the content of a
configuration message whereas in the signature technique each node will add new
information to the configuration message when it passes by. Second the speed in
which the message will travel through the network will be higher in case of the
periodical technique. A node receiving an update message will fust broadcast this
message unchanged or discard it before it extracts the infonnation from the message.
The only delay will be caused by checking the age counter, identifier or packet tag of
the message to decide whether or not the message should be discarded or broadcast
again. In the signature technique a node will have to check the content of the whole
label before discarding or adding infonnation and broadcasting the message.

number of sessions

An advantage of the signature technique is that the infonnation about the entire
configuration can be collected with one signature session while in the periodical
updating technique each node has to send an update message. This however will be
only to the advantage of the signature technique when the nodes have to be infonned
about changes concerning a lot of nodes or the whole network or after the
initialisation phase when the nodes do not have any information about the network.
As these situations do occur less than small changes in a single node (e.g. a change
from wavelength at a receiver or the cost of an edge), the advantage of the signature
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technique will be lost against the simplicity of the updating technique when handling
small changes in the network.

conclusion

From the comparison above it follows that the periodical updating technique has a lot
of advantages with respect to the signature updating technique. Therefore the
periodical updating technique will be elaborated further in our design. There is .
however one disadvantage of the periodical updating technique which occurs when a
node is not up to date. The node cannot collect the infonnation by itself and will
depend on the help of the other nodes. Because the probability of loosing update
messages is small (see previous paragraph), this situation will only occur when the
network is faulting up seriously. In these cases some kind of concerted action will
have to be taken by the nodes anyway. Later in the development of the configuration
protocol this will be elaborated further.

7.3 WORKING OUT THE 'PERIODICAL UPDATING'

Now a choice has been made in favour of the periodical updating technique, the
details of this technique for the use in the WTDM CPNetwork will be worked out.
The different subjects will be dealt with in separate sub-paragraphs. First the update
message itself and specially the label content will be elaborated. After that a choice
will be made between the three methods described in paragraph 7.2.2 to discard old
messages. In the third sub-paragraph the updating technique will be elaborated for the
two phases in which the configuration of the node can be. Also the length of the
interval between two update sessions will be discussed. In the last two sub-paragraphs
it will be shown how the topology infonnation will be stored by a node and what
happens with the routing of the link layer messages in the transitional period between
a change in the network and the point of time the nodes will receive the update
message.

the information in the label of the update message

In the previous paragraphs we have already seen that a node has to broadcast
infonnation about the incoming edges and their status. The edges will be indicated by
the node identities which wavelengths are selected by the receivers. The node
identities in combination with the source address in the header of the message will
specify the edges unambiguously. In the WTDM CPNetwork configuration protocol
only the cost of an edge will be added to the specification of the edges. The priorities
of the user connection, which wavelength allocation is tied to the (control) edge of a
node, is of no use to the other nodes (as we have seen in chapter 6) and will therefore
not be included.

In figure 7.4 an example is given of the label of an update message for a node with k
receivers. In the example nO"i) will be the node identity belonging to the wavelength
selected by receiver i. The link between the wavelength and the node identities has
been provided by the operator during the initialisation phase (see figure 4.5) so each
node will be able to perfonn the translation n(I..). The function b(I..J in the example
represent the cost of the edge created by receiver i. The cost of the edge is a
translation of the delay on the edge and can be detennined with help of the buffer
content (the number of messages in the buffer). The translation will be dealt with in
chapter 8. However to make this translation possible and to have the results to its
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Figure 7.4: The Label of the Update Message of a Node with k Receivers

disposal at any time, the configuration protocol has to have access to the buffers of .
the receivers creating the edges.

buffer content

The buffers in the wrOM CPNetwork have a capacity of 64 frames. These buffers
are equipped with two pointers pointing at the head and the tail of the block of frames
filled with messages. The position of the pointers will be sufficient to determine the
number of messages in the buffer. Therefore the configuration protocol needs access
to these pointers of the buffers at all time so it is able to determine the cost of the
edges and to broadcast this information. The interface needed to have access to the
pointers of the buffers, will be elaborated in paragraph 10.5.2. It will be assumed here
that the configuration protocol will have the costs of the edges to its disposal at all
times.

discarding old update messages

In paragraph 7.2.2 three methods have been described to prevent messages from
looping.

The packet tagging method will require a bit vector of length n (number of nodes) in
the update message. In the wrOM CPNetwork this means that a vector of 16 bits (2
octets) will be needed. In other network applications with a large number of nodes,
the number of octets needed will increase leaving less space for the label of the
message.

The use of an age counter will require only [Og2n bits as the maximum number of
nodes in a loop will be equal to the number of nodes in the network n. This means that
one octet will be sufficient for networks smaller than 256 nodes. In the wrOM
CPNetwork 4 bits will be sufficient.

In the techniques using the age counter and the packet tag, the decision to discard a
message is based entirely on the information present in the update message itself. This
means that a message may travel along nodes which already have been passed by
other messages of the same update session containing the same information. Although
the nodes have already been provided with information, the messages keep on
travelling through the network until they are discarded because of their tag or hop
counter. Both techniques cause a higher traffic load than necessary and are therefore
not efficient.

Because of the inefficiency of the age counter technique and the packet tagging
technique a choice has been made in favour of the identifier storage technique.
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Figure 7.5: An example of the Packet Tagging Technique and its Inefficiency

An example of the inefficiency of the packet tagging technique will be given here.
Node 1 in the network of figure 7.5 starts an update session using the packet
tagging technique. Nodes 2 and 3 will receive an update message of node 1
containing information about the configuration of that node. After having read the
information out of the label and after tagging their bit In the vector, node 3 will send
the update message to node 4 and node 2 will send the update message to node 3.
Node 3 will check its tag in the message received from node 2 and will find out that
its tag is down. Thereupon node 3 will read the same information It already has
received from node 1 directly, and will send the message in the direction of node 4
after setting its tag. This message will follow the first message through the entire
loop before it is discarded in node 1, without adding new information to the nodes in
the loop. An efficient system would have discarded the superfluous message in
node 3. The use of the hop counter will have the same disadvantage.

Identifier storage technique

In the identifier storage technique the update messages of an update session of a node
will carry the same identifier. The identifier used will be the pair <source
address,sequence no.>. The source address in the header of the update messages tells
from which node the infonnation is coming from. The sequence number, which has to
be added in the update message, will differentiate the update sessions started by a
node. The sequence number wraps around (modulo m). The value m will have to be
large enough to have no ambiguity on the sequence number.

The identifiers of the update messages of the different update sessions will be stored
by all the nodes in the network. With help of these stored identifiers a node will be
able to discriminate the update messages which are received for the first time, and the
messages whose content have already been received and thus can (must) be discarded.
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In the network of figure 7.5 node 1 will broadcast an update message with a
particular identifier. The message will be received by both nodes 2 and 3. The
nodes will store the identifier and read the information from the label. After that the
message will be broadcast again. Node 3 will receive the update message from
node 2. The identifier of the received update message will be the same as the one
stored at node 3. The update message will therefore be discarded at node 3 and will
not burden the network unnecessary.

The sequence number as part of the identifier will require space in the frame of the
update message. Depending on the size of the window m, logpl bits will be needed
for the sequence number. In case of the WTDM CPNetwork a window mechanism of
2 or 4 bits will do as the probability of loosing several update messages after each
other will be very small.

The use of the sequence number in update messages can be combined with the
sequence number used in the routing table messages (see chapter 5). The structure of
the routing message and the updating are almost identical. The only differences there
exist will be the content of the label of the message and two or three bits in a control
field indicating the kind of configuration message.

broadcasting update messages

The configuration of a node can be in two possible phases: the stable phase in which
no big changes occur in the configuration (only small variations in the buffer content
at the receivers) and a phase in which big changes take place in the configuration
(malfunction of equipment, changing of wavelength at a receiver or drastic changes in
the buffer content at a receiver). In paragraph 7.2.2 we have already seen the
differences between the two phases.

big changes in the configuration

In case of big changes in the configuration of the node, the other nodes have to be
informed as quickly as possible and an update message will be broadcast
immediately. To make sure that the update message with the information about the
change arrives by the other nodes, it will be broadcast twice. The intexval between the
two broadcasts must be smaller than the time in which the timers in the link layer
control window mechanism will expire and the links will be closed down because no
communication is possible. As a timer will time out three times before closing down
the link and each time period will last about an average round trip delay or more, a
period of one average round trip delay or less between the two update sessions should
be adequate. This way a node has time enough to receive the new information,
determine new routes and send routing messages to establish the new routes before
links of the node will be closed down. In our design an intexval of one average round
trip delay will be used, so most update messages of the flfSt session will be removed
from the network before the second session starts.

The two update sessions sent close after each other must have two different sequence
numbers. If not, the messages in the second session will be discarded at the first node
they arrive because these nodes have already received the update messages from the
fIrst session with the same sequence number (identifier). Nodes which are not directly
connected to the node starting the session and which have not received the messages
from the first session, will not receive the messages of the second session either
because they will be discarded by the nodes which have already received the message
from the first session.
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the stable phase and the update interval

In the stable phase there is no need to broadcast update messages constantly because
of the small differences in the infonnation to be send. Therefore the interval between
the update sessions will be increased. The length of the intervals should be chosen
according to the characteristics of the traffic on the network. In case of stable traffic
long update intervals will be sufficient. However bursty traffic will give rise to shon
update intervals.

As far as the implementation of the WTDM CPNetwork concerned, no study has been
made of the characteristics of the traffic in the television broadcast production
environment (BBC). Also is there no knowledge of how long the average or
maximum round trip delay will be in the network. Therefore no real arguments can be
given for the choice of 5 maximum round trip delays as interval between the update
sessions during the stable phase. Later on, when implemented on the WTDM
CPNetwork or during simulation, experiences will tell if this choice is wright. If not,
the interval between two update sessions has to be adapted.

There still remains one problem unsolved. A node has to decide whether or not a
change in the situation is big enough to broadcast an update message immediately or
wait until the period is over. In case of changes in the topology (changes in the
wavelength) or malfunction, the decision is not difficult and an update message will
be sent immediately. In case of changes in the buffer content the decision whether or
not to report a change immediately is usually based on the extent of the change in the
buffer content with respect to the last buffer content broadcast by the node. In this
decision factors like traffic characteristics, the length of the update interval, the round
trip delay, and the required sensitivity of the network to fluctuations in the buffers
play an important role. However for the implementation oCthe WTDM CPNetwork
this will not be elaborated further because of the unknown factors like the traffic
characteristics or the round trip delay. For more infonnation see chapters 8 and 9.

the storage of the information

The nodes have to store the infonnation they receive from the other nodes. The most
obvious way to store the infonnation about the network so it is easily accessible for
the single source shortest path algorithm is the adjacency matrix B. The entry B(ij) of
the matrix will contain the cost of the edge from node i to node j. In case of more
edges from node i to node j, entry B(i,j) will contain the cost of the edge which is the
smallest.

The infonnation about the incoming edges of a node in an update message
corresponds with the column of that node in the matrix. The values of the edges in the
matrix will be compared with the new infonnation of the update message. If there are
differences, the new information will be placed into the matrix. Also a sign will be
sent to the process 'creating routing tables' to determine new routes and when
necessary to adapt the routing tables.

Because each change in the infonnation about the configuration of the network will
lead to a determination of new paths and might lead to the transmission of routing
messages to adapt the routing tables, the sensitivity of the translation of the buffer
content to the cost of the edges will have influence on the amount of reorganisation in
the network and thus have influence on the amount of traffic caused by the update
messages and the routing messages. This factor has to be taken in consideration when
translating the buffer content into cost of the edge.
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transitional phase

As we have seen in the previous paragraph the change in the topology of a node will
be broadcast immediately to the other nodes of the network so the nodes will be able
to adapt their routing as soon as possible. As soon as a node receives the update
message it will start to detennine the new routes and transmit routing tables to adapt
certain entries in the routing tables of the other nodes. In the new situation and the old
situation before the change, the link layer messages will be resp. have been exchanged
correctly between the nodes with the help of the routing tables and the window .
mechanism.

However during the period between the change in the networlc and the nodes starting
to transmit routing messages which will adapt the routing tables (the moment they
receive information about the change), link layer messages may get lost as the routing
tables have not yet been adapted to the new situation. The time needed to update the
nodes will take as we have seen at most 2 round trip delays (one for travelling through
the networlc and one in case the message of the first update session is lost and the
nodes have to wait for the second session).

If a link layer message is lost during the transitional phase, the timer of the window
mechanism will time out for the fIrst time and the link layer message will be
retransmitted. As the transitional phase may last 2 round trip delays it is possible that
the retransmitted message will also be lost. The timer will time out for the second
time after which the link layer message will be transmitted for the third time. Because
the first and the second time out period of the timer together will be larger than 2
round trip delays (see paragraph 3.2.1) and thus larger than the transitional phase
(after which the nodes will be updated and start to transmit its routing messages), the
third retransmitted message will travel via the new routes and reach its destination.
This means the links will not be closed down because the fIrst two time periods of the
timers in the window mechanism will be larger than the time period of the largest
transitional phase between the change in the network and the updating of the nodes.

7.4 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter two techniques have been discussed two provide the configuration
protocol of the nodes with the information its needs to fulfIl its task. After having
evaluated the advantage and disadvantages of both the signature technique and the
periodical updating technique, a choice has been made in favour of the periodical
technique because of its simplicity, reliability, and efficiency. During the
implementation of the periodical updating we have seen that the sensitivity of the
translation of the buffer content into the cost of edges, the round trip delay, and the
interval between the update sessions will be of influence on the number of update
messages and the number of routing messages in the network.
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THE TRAFFIC LOAD OF THE NETWORK NODES

One of the tasks of the configuration protocol is to reduce the loading of the nodes or
edges which are heavily burdened by traffic. In chapter 5 it has already been
described how congested nodes or almost congested nodes will be by-passed by the .
routes determined by the single source shortest path algorithm. A requirement for this
strategy is that the costs of the edges used by the shortest path algorithm must be a
representation of the traffic load on the edge or the delay on the edge.

In the fIrst paragraph of this chapter the translation process of the delay on an edge
into the costs of the edge will be studied although no algorithm for the translation will
be elaborated here. In the second paragraph the traffIc situation in the WTDM
CPNetwork will be discussed together with the use and translation of the costs of the
edges by the configuration protocol.

8.1 TRANSLATION OF DELAY INTO COSTS OF THE EDGES

In paragraph 5.1 we have seen that the delay on an edge for a message is a measure
for the load of traffic on the edge. By using the delay on the edges in the single source
shortest path algorithm, the paths with the smallest delays and thus with the smallest
traffIc load along it will be determined. The edges with a large traffic load or which
are congested by the traffic load will be used as less as possible by the single source
shortest path algorithm. Eventually the traffIc load on the congested edges will
decrease as the messages travel by the new routes by-passing the congested edges.

To detennine the paths with the smallest delay, the single source shortest path tree
does not necessarily need the absolute delay on the edges. The differences of delays
on the edges will be sufficient. The difference of the delay between the edges will be
caused by the delay in the queue (buffer) at the receiving side of an edge (the delay
caused by travelling across the optical fIbre is negligible and the processing time of a
message will be the same for each node). The delay of a message in the buffer of an
edge will depend linear on the number of messages in the buffer. This means that the
number of messages in the buffers of the receivers creating the edges can be used to
detennine the paths with the smallest delay.

The number of messages in the buffers at the receiving side of the edges is
infonnation which is accessible by the configuration protocol of the nodes. 'This
infonnation will therefore be used to determine the shortest paths. To use the buffer
content in the single shortest path tree algorithm, the buffer content of an edge will
have to be translated in the cost of the edge. For the translation of the buffer content
of the receiver creating the edge into the costs of the edge, a large number of
strategies exists which differ in the sensitivity with which the costs of the edges (and
thus the costs of the routes) will be adapted to changes in the load of traffic on the
edges.

The translation of the traffic load (buffer content) can be described as a PID control
process [15, pp.178-208] with the traffic load as input and the routes (the costs of the
edges) as output. An illustration of the PID control process will be given in figure 8. 1.
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v. (t) traffic load PIO Control Process
r. (t) ro
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Figure 8.1: The PID Control Process for the Routing

The sensitivity of the translation process can be expressed in two factors:

- the quantisation of the buffer content (the P factor).

- the time factor (the lID factor)

the quantisation of the buffer content

The traffic load of an edge will be quantized. In this process the size of the steps and
the function (for example linear or quadratic) used in the quantisation will have
consequences for the sensitivity of the PID control process. The sensitivity of the
quantisation depends on three criteria:

- The characteristics of the traffic: Traffic with a bursty character will lead to a
large number of changes in the costs of the edges when using a sensitive
translation process.

- The capacity of the network: For a network with a large capacity of which only
a small part will be used by the traffic, it is not sensible to use a sensitive
translation process. This would lead to a large number of changes in the costs
of the edges and thus lead to a large number of adaptations in the logical routes
established by the configuration protocol while the network delays on the
edges for the messages will not really improve.

- The wishes of the operator/users of the network: In case a fast responding
network is desired to small changes in the traffic load, a sensitive translation
process will be used.

the time factor

It is possible to adapt the costs of the edges to ad hoc situations or to long term
fluctuations in the network. In case of ad hoc situations the translation has to take
place as soon as the number of messages in the buffer changes (the traffic load). If the
accent lays on long term fluctuations, the costs of the edges will only be adapted after
the number of messages in the buffers is changed for a longer period (integration: I).

By using a proper translation process the buffer content can be used to prevent
congestion and to reduce the loading of the edges which are heavily burdened by
traffic. It is even possible to improve the performance of the network with help of the
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translation of the buffer content and the single source shortest path algorithm. In the
next paragraph the situation in the WTDM CPNetwork will be discussed.

8.2 TRAFFIC SITUATION FOR THE WTDM CPNETWORK

Depending on the characteristics of the traffic in the control network and the capacity
of the control network, a strategy for the translation of the buffer content into the
costs of the edge has to be chosen to improve the network perfonnance of the
network. However the problem is that no knowledge exists of the characteristics of
the traffic in the control network of the WTDM CPNetwork. The only knowledge we
have is that for the establishment and closing down of an user connection 7 A 8
messages are needed. Unknown factors are:

• the length of the user connections

• the demand rate of user connections

• the rate with which changes occur in the control network

• the amount of traffic caused by the configuration protocol

In the fIrst two chapters of this rapport we have seen that the control network uses
control channels with a capacity of 2.048 Mbit/s and buffers of 64 frames (messages).
Although the lack of knowledge about the traffic characteristics it is presumed that the
control traffic will only use a small part of the total capacity available. It is therefore
plausible that congestion of nodes of edges will occur seldom.

With these assumptions and the fact that there is not enough knowledge available
about the traffic characteristics of the control traffic it is not justifIed to select a
sensitive translation strategy of the buffer content into the costs of an edge. Therefore
a strategy has been chosen in which the translation and the use of the costs of the
edges will only take place when congestion occurs on the edges. During normal
operation of the control network no translations will be made and the costs of the
edges will not be changed (not be adapted).

The translation will be perfonned as soon as overflow of a buffer is detected. This
way the routes in the network will be adapted as soon as possible so time the links
will be troubled will be as small as possible.

The costs of the edge will be 1 if the buffer of the receiver creating the edge is not
full. The edges of which the buffers overflow (congestion) will get the value liv'kl (n is
the number of nodes in the network and thus the maximum path length and k is the
number of receivers per node). The value liv'kl will be larger than the average path
length in the network with n nodes and k receivers per node. This value has been
chosen so the costs of an congested edge will not be too high to prevent that the edge
will be by-passed completely in the new routing of the network.

This strategy is of course far from ideal. In a later stage of the development of the
WTDM CPNetwork when the characteristics of the control traffic are know, another
strategy for the translation of the buffer content is advisable. With the use of the
wright translation strategy the perfonnance of the network can be improved.
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CONFIGURATION PHASE

9.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapters it has been described how the configuration protocol will
solve problems concerning the (almost) congestion of nodes and the loss of full
connectivity in topology of the network. In chapter 5 and 8 we have seen how the .
congested nodes will be by-passed if the configuration protocol is updated about the
cost of the edges (the delay of the edges) of the congested node.

In chapter 6 it has been described how the configuration protocol will restore full
connectivity in case it (the ring) is lost (broken). After having detected and located the
malfunction or (re)-activation of a node or device, the configuration protocol will take
action to restore full connectivity (to restore/close the ring) if necessary. After having
restored full connectivity, the configuration protocol of the node will update the other
nodes about the changes in the topology. The nodes in the network will adapt their
routing to the new situation by sending routing messages.

Despite of these measures to assure one logical path between any pair of nodes,
situations in which this requirement is not accomplished may occur. Due to overflow
in the buffers of the receivers caused by bursty traffic, crucial messages with update
information or routing information may be lost. This may lead to the closing down of
links to nodes or the arrival of link layer control messages of nodes which according
to the configuration protocol are resp. are not part of the active topology.

In these cases the configuration protocol will also have to establish the logical links,
although it does not know where the problems have to be searched for. To solve these
problems and to establish the logical routes again without being bothered by the
presence of the link layer control messages, the control network will be temporary
assigned to the configuration protocol of the nodes. During this phase, which will be
called the configuration phase, no link layer control messages will be sent and the link
layer control messages already present in the network will be discarded in the first
node it passes. The configuration protocol will have the entire control network at its
disposal. As the configuration protocol does not know what has caused the problems,
it will reconfigure the network entirely during the configuration phase.

In the next paragraph the criteria for entering and using the configuration phase will
be discussed. After having discussed the criteria it will be shown how the
configuration phase will be entered, which activities will be performed during the
configuration phase and how the network will be released again. In the fourth
paragraph a worst case estimate for the duration of the configuration phase will be
made. In the last paragraph of this chapter possible strategies for denying the link
layer control messages access to the control network during the configuration phase
will be discussed.

9.2 CRITERIA FOR USING THE CONFIGURATION PHASE

The closing down of a link or the reception of a link layer control message of a node
which is not included in the routing of the receiving node, is mostly caused by the loss
of configuration messages in an earlier stage. To be able to restore the configuration
of the network the arrival of the transmitted configuration messages have to be
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guarantied. Therefore a situation is created in which the link layer control messages
will no longer be present in the control network.

To prevent the closing down of the links or the 'not having included an active node in
the routing', the situations which are the most critical for the functioning of the
network and which are the most sensitive to faults should also be handled in the
configuration phase. Therefore it is decided that the rerouting of the nodes in case of
congestion and the actions to be taken to include or exclude a node from the ring will
be executed in the configuration phase.

In the next four sub-paragraphs the situations for the WTDM CPNetwork will be
discussed in which the configuration phase will be entered.

congestion

In chapter 5 we have seen how the cost of the edges (delay of the edges) will be used
to determine the shortest paths. By updating the nodes regularly about the cost of the
edges, the configuration protocol will be able to adapt the routing to the long tenn
fluctuations in the traffic load of the edges in the network. However in case of a short
burst of traffic the configuration protocol may not be infonned in time to adapt its
routing. A node with a rapidly increasing traffic load on one or more of its incoming
edges, will update the other nodes as quickly as possible. The configuration protocol
of the nodes will adapt their routing and start to send routing messages. In the mean
time the buffers of the congested edges (node) may already be overflowing. This
means that the routing messages passing this node may be lost. As a result some
routing tables will be adapted to the new routing of a node and others not (or not
entirely).

To assure the arrival of the routing messages when congestion occurs, the
configuration phase will be entered on detection of the overflow of a buffer. In the
configuration phase the link layer control messages will be removed from the network
and the buffers will no longer be congested. The configuration protocols of the nodes
will be able to update each other about the situation which led to the configuration
phase and will be able to transmit the routing messages without the possibility that a
message will be lost because of congestion. To adapt the routing tables to the situation
in which the congestion occurred, the update messages will have to contain the cost of
the edges as they were at the moment the network entered the configuration phase.

the malfunction or (re-)activation of a node

The malfunction of a node or the (re-)aetivation of a node which has not yet been
included in the active topology of the network, will coerce the configuration protocol
to take action to restore full connectivity. In chapter 6 is has been shown how the
configuration protocol will restore full connectivity by keeping the ring closed. The
repair of the ring can be perfonned without entering the configuration phase.
However because the configuration messages of the nodes to be send in this stage of
the network are crucial for the functioning of the network, it is decided to perfonn the
activities in an empty network in which the configuration protocol will not be delayed
or bothered by heavy link layer control traffic in the network.

closing down of a link

It will be assumed here that the configuration protocol will be infonned about the
closing down of a link in the window mechanism of the link layer control part (details
will follow in chapter 10). On the reception of a signal from the window mechanism
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infonning the configuration protocol about the closing down of a link to a certain
node, the configuration protocol will check the status of this node with help of the
infonnation it has about the nodes of the network. If according to this infonnation the
node is indeed no longer part of the active topology, the configuration protocol will
take no action. However, if the node is part of the active topology according to its
infonnation, it means something has gone wrong in the configuration of the network
without being detected.

To restore the configuration as quickly as possible without being bothered by link .
layer control traffic, the reconfiguration will take place in the configuration phase.

receiving link layer control messages from an unknown node

The reception of a message from a node for which no link exists and which is not
active according to the infonnation of the configuration protocol, will invoke a similar
situation to the one mentioned above. A 'll_source_node_fault' signal containing the
node identity of the received node will be sent to the configuration protocol. If the
received node is active according to the infonnation of the configuration protocol it
will send a signal to the link layer control part to establish a link to the node. If on the
other hand the received node is not active according to the infonnation of the
configuration protocol, the configuration phase will be entered and the entire network
will be reconfigured.

The variety of situations which will lead to the invocation of the configuration phase,
will require a variety of actions to be taken in the configuration phase to solve the
problems. In case of congestion only the updating and rerouting is sufficient.
However in the other three cases all steps to reconfigure the network entirely will
have to be taken. It is decided to make no difference between the possible causes of
entering the network and independent of the reason why the configuration phase is
entered, the network will be reconfigured entirely.

There are three limiting conditions for the reconfiguration of the network:

• During the reconfiguration of the network, the user connections tied to the
control receivers should not be disturbed by the actions taken by the
configuration protocol.

• The window mechanism of the link layer control part should be blocked for the
shortest time possible.

• The time needed to execute a reconfiguration must be kept as small as
possible.

9.3 THE PHASES OF THE RECONFIGURATION

The reconfiguration of the network during the configuration phase can be split into
three phases:

- entering the configuration phase

- perfonning the reconfiguration of the network
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- releasing the network

All three phases will be elaborated in the next three paragraphs.

9.3.1 ENTERING THE CONFIGURATION PHASE

In the previous paragraph the situations for which the configuration will be entered .
have been discussed. In all four cases the problem will be detected by the
configuration protocol of only a few nodes. In case of congestion of an edge, the
configuration protocol of the node which contains the receiver creating the edge, will
be infonned by the signals defIned in paragraph 6.5. In the situation in which full
connectivity is lost because of a malfunctioning node, the configuration protocol of
the succeeding node in the ring will be infonned by the terminal-free receiver that lost
its signal. The (re-)activation of a node in the ring will be detected by the
configuration protocol of the nodes which are scanning (may be more than one
scanning). The closing down of a link or the reception of a message destined from a
node which was assumed to be not active, will be detected in the configuration
protocol of the node in which the closing down or reception takes place.

The configuration protocol of the nodes detecting the problems want to enter the
configuration phase to reconfigure the network. The configuration protocol of these
nodes will have to infonn the configuration protocol of the other nodes so they too
will enter the configuration phase, block the link layer control messages and start the
activities to reconfigure the network. There are two strategies to infonn the other
nodes about the switch of the operational stage to the configuration stage:

I A periodical test message sent by the configuration protocol of each node
makes it possible for the neighbouring nodes to differentiate the operational
phase from the configuration phase. A configuration protocol entering the
configuration phase will no longer transmit test messages. After having not
received the test message for a number of times its neighbours will also switch
into the configuration phase.

2 A configuration protocol entering the configuration phase will start sending
special messages to the other nodes to infonn them about it. On reception of
these messages a configuration protocol will also switch into the configuration
phase and start sending special messages.

periodical test message

To protect the network from entering the configuration phase each time a test message
is lost because of minor reasons, the configuration protocol will wait for a number of
periods before the configuration phase will be entered. In networks with a small
number of edges (for example a ring network), the configuration phase will be entered
node by node. As the switch has to be completed by all nodes in less than the three
time-out periods of the window mechanism, the interval between two test messages
has to be very small. Because of the large amount of extra traffic which will be caused
by the test messages, the second strategy will be used.

special message

The advantage of the second strategy is that no extra traffic will be caused during the
operational phase of the control network and that the time needed to infonn all nodes
about the change of phase will be within one maximum round trip delay. To make
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sure that the message will not be lost, the configuration protocol will transmit it a
number of times.

In case of no full connectivity or congestion in which the messages will still be lost,
the configuration protocol of the congested node and of the succeeding node in the
ring detecting the loss of full connectivity will itself start to transmit the messages for
changing the phase of the network. The messages lost due to congestion or loss of full
connectivity will be replaced by the messages created by the configuration protocol of
the node detecting the congestion or loss of full connectivity. This way all nodes will .
eventually in a reasonable time be informed about the change in phase. To keep the
delay of the message as short as possible the configuration protocol of the WfDM
CPNetwork will transmit the special message directly after overflow of one of the
buffers has been detected.

In the next paragraph the activities to be performed by the configuration protocol
during the configuration phase will be elaborated.

9.3.2 ACTIVITIES DURING THE CONFIGURATION PHASE

The activities to be performed during the configuration phase will be given below in
sequence in which they are carried out.

sending messages to inform the other nodes

After the configuration protocol has entered the configuration phase because of an
indication of problems or because it received a message from another node informing
it about the configuration phase, the configuration protocol will first send a number of
messages to inform the other nodes. A small number of messages send shortly after
each other will be sufficient.

determining of the edge cost

After having sent a number of special messages to inform the other nodes, the first
action to be taken is to read the pointers of the buffers to determine the filling of the
buffers. It is important that reading the buffer will be done as soon as possible
because only then a reasonable estimate of the traffic load can be made for the
original situation of the network just before the configuration phase was entered. Only
with this information is it possible to adapt the routing to the situation which lead to
the configuration phase. The information about the filling of the buffers of the
receivers will be translated in the cost of the edges created by the receivers and will
be stored. The edge cost will be used when the nodes will start transmitting their
update messages.

removing and blocking the Jink layer control messages

The next step will be to stop the link layer control from transmitting link layer control
messages and to remove all link layer messages coming in at the receivers. To stop
the link layer control from transmitting messages, a signal will be sent to the window
mechanism of the links and the data-base of the network layer management.

The removal of the incoming link layer messages will have to take place before they
will be sent to the receiver window or before they are being relayed with help of the
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routing table. The configuration protocol will send a signal to the 'LLC_Transcode'
process which then will discard all link layer control messages but will let the
configuration messages through.

Details about the signals and how the processes of the link layer control part and the
network layer data-base will be adapted, will be given in chapter 10. In paragraph 9.5
it will be described how the window mechanism will be stopped from transmitting
messages.

scanning the nodes

In paragraph 6.4 we have seen that each node will be equipped with a scan-list. The
list of inactive nodes and implicit the active nodes will be used in four different
situations:

• The node identities of the inactive nodes in the scan-list will be used to scan
for missing nodes.

• To include a (re-)activated node in the ring again, the (re-)activated node will
have to know which nodes are active in the network (in paragraph 6.7.3 it has
already been mentioned that the configuration protocol of the (re-)activated
node will scan all nodes to detennine which nodes are active).

• The list of active nodes is also handy for the establishment of the ring and for
the link management. Because the configuration protocol is responsible for the
invocation of the window mechanism (see paragraph 6.7.4) it has to know
which nodes are active.

• The list will also be used for checking potential problems which may lead to
the configuration phase (see paragraph 9.2).

Therefore after having taken care of the blocking and removal of link layer control
messages, the configuration protocol will start scanning the wavelength of all nodes
with help of one of the receivers and will make a list of the active nodes and implicit a
list of the inactive nodes in the network. If possible the tenninal-free receiver should
not be used for the scanning. Other nodes may already have passed this stage of the
reconfiguration and it is possible they are transmitting important data. Only if no
other receiver is free, will the tenninal-free receiver be used to scan.

establishing the ring

The real beginning of the reconfiguration starts by building the ring. The ring will be
the first step, so the update messages and the routing messages in a later stage of the
reconfigurarion will arrive at the other nodes in the network. With help of the
knowledge of the fIXed ring (based on the information provided by the operator
during the initialisation of the network) and the scan-list, the configuration protocol
will determine which wavelength (node) the tenninal-free receiver of the node has to
select.

sending the update messages

After having established the ring, the configuration protocol of a node will start to
send the update messages to inform the other nodes about the configuration of its
node. The information to be put in the update message has already been discussed in
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chapter 7 (see figure 7.4). The cost of the edges detennined in the beginning of the
configuration phase will be part of the infonnation.

The configuration protocol will keep on transmitting the update messages for a period
of one maximum round trip delay to make certain that each node will receive the
update message of the node. This time period may be decreased ifpossible to keep the
time needed for the configuration phase to a minimum.

establishing the routes

In the mean time the configuration protocol will receive the update messages from the
other nodes in the network. As soon as the configuration protocol has received the
update messages of all nodes, it will start to detennine the shortest paths with help of
the 'single source shortest path algorithm' described in chapter 5. By using the
'stripping mechanism' the configuration protocol will start to send routing messages to
adapt the routing tables of the other nodes. The routing messages will be sent twice
quickly after each other to make certain they will be received by the nodes in the
network. The sequence numbers of both sessions must be the same to prevent the
second session from over-writing the infonnation from the first session (see paragraph
5.5.5 'securing the arrival of the routing messages').

To detennine wether or not the configuration protocol has received the update
messages of all nodes, the scan-list detennined earlier in the configuration phase will
be used. The configuration knows exactly which nodes are active and thus from
which nodes it should receive an updating. When it has received an update from all
active nodes in the scan-list, it will start to detennine its routes.

9.3.3 RELEASE THE CONFIGURATION PHASE

After having adapted the routing the reconfiguration of the network is almost
completed. The configuration protocol will have to carry out two more operations
before the network is operational again:

release the network

The configuration protocol will send a signal to the network layer management, the
link layer window mechanism and the 'LLC_transcode' process to stop blocking and
removing the link layer control messages.

link management

For each of the active nodes in the scan-list there should be a link establishing a
logical connection to it. The configuration protocol will send a 'lCcreate_link_req'
signal to the data-base of the link layer control part for each active node in the scan
list. In case there already exists a link or the link establishment succeeds the
configuration protocol will be infonned about it by the 'lCcreate_link_ind' signal.
Should it not be possible to create a link for one of the active nodes, then the
configuration protocol will receive a 'lCcreate_link_ind' with a negative answer. In
this situation the network will once again enter the configuration phase as something
is still wrong.
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DURATION OFTHE CONFIGURATION PHASE

To get an idea of how long the link layer control will be blocked by the configuration
protocol, an estimate will be made for the maximum time period of the configuration
phase in a ring network for which the maximum round trip delay is worst case. In all
other kinds of network the maximum round trip delay will be smaller because of
shoncuts skipping nodes.

In the ring network of figure 9.1 node 1 will take the initiative at time 0 to switch·
from the operational phase to the configuration phase. The configuration protocol will
begin by broadcasting special messages to inform the other nodes about the switch. At
the same time the configuration protocol will determine the edge cost, block and
remove the link layer control messages, determine the scan-list and stan to establish
the ring. The time needed to perform these actions will be represented by the variable
X which will be much smaller than the maximum round trip delay R.

2 3 4 5 6

~ .. ~
----------

Ring networi<

node 1

node 6

o x R X+R X+1.5R

Time-diagram

X+2.5R

- entering the configuration phase
- determining the cost of the edges
- sending messages to inform the other nodes
- blod<ing and removing the link layer control messages
• determining the scan-list and establishing the ring

- sending update messages
- blod<ing and removing the link layer control messages

- determining the rout8s and sending the routing meuagee
- blocking and removing the Jlnk layer control meuagee

Figure 9.1: The Time Diagram of the Configuration Phase in a Ring Network
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In the worst case situation the message to inform the other nodes about the
configuration phase will arrive with a delay R. In the time-diagram of figure 9.1 node
6 will start at time R with its activities. After having performed the activities above,
the configuration protocol of all nodes will start to send their update messages. For
node 1 this means it will start to send update messages at time X and node 6 will start
to send update messages at time R+X.

The nodes of the network will not know how soon they have been informed about the
entering of the configuration phase. Therefore they will not know how long it will .
take for the other nodes to be ready to receive the update messages they are sending.
The configuration protocol will assume the worst case situation in which it will take
the other nodes R time to be able to receive the update messages. The configuration
protocol will therefore transmit the update messages for a period of l.5R. In our
example network, node 1 will keep transmitting the update messages until point of
time X+ l.5R and node 6 will keep on transmitting update messages until point of time
X+2.5R.

During the period of transmitting the update messages, the configuration protocol of
the nodes will receive the update messages of the other nodes. When the update
messages of all nodes in the scan-list have been received, the configuration protocol
will start to determine the routes and to send the routing messages to adapt the routing
tables. This means that the determination of the routing tables and the transmitting of
the routing tables will be performed during the last period in which the update
messages are sent.

After having transmitted the routing messages and having transmitted the update
messages for a period of l.5R, the configuration protocol of the nodes will return in
the operational mode and will release the control network for the link layer control
messages again. For node 1 of the network this means that the node 1 will have
completed its reconfiguration after X+ l.5R and node 6 will have completed its
reconfiguration after X+2.5R approximately. The time period X needed to scan and
establish the ring and to inform the other nodes by sending a number of special
messages, will be negligible compared with the maximum round trip delay R of the
network. Although node 1 will start sending link layer control messages again after
l.5R, the messages may still be removed from the network by the other nodes which
are still in the configuration phase. Therefore the time needed to reconfigure the
network and to be able to transmit link layer control messages again, will be 2.5R.

The time period of 2.5R for the configuration protocol is the worst case estimate for
the control network. The time needed may be optimized by adapting the update period
of the nodes to the sequence in which the nodes enter the configuration phase. Node 6
in figure 9.1 for example does not have to send update message for a period of l.5R
because the other nodes will be able to receive the information in an early stage of the
period. This optimization will not be elaborated further here.

In the next paragraph it will be shown how the link layer control part will be blocked
during the configuration phase and how it will be prevented that the links will time
out during or immediately after the configuration phase.

9.5 BLOCKING THE LINK LAYER CONTROL PART

One of the actions to be performed by the configuration protocol when entering the
configuration phase is to stop the window mechanism form transmitting link layer
control messages. During the configuration phase the timers of the links in the
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window mechanism will keep on running. If the configuration phase takes to long and
no action is being taken by the configuration protocol, the timers will expire and
eventually the links will be closed down.

In the previous paragraph an estimate has been made for the worst case situation in
which the configuration phase may be used. In the WTDM CPNetwork the 2.5R for
the configuration phase will be larger than the three time periods of a link in the
window mechanism together (see paragraph 5.5.4 'window mechanism'). To prevent
the links from closing down in or immediately after the configuration phase, the'
following strategies can be used:

• Enlarging the timeout periods of the timers in the window mechanism so the
time needed for the configuration phase will be smaller than the three timeout
periods of the window mechanism together.

• Stop the timers in the window mechanism the moment the configuration phase
is entered. The links will not expire during the configuration phase. The timers
will be released again after leaving the configuration phase.

• Stop the timers in the window mechanism the moment the configuration phase
is entered and reset them when leaving the configuration protocol.

enlarging of the timeout periods

This strategy is the simplest to apply compared with the other two. In the software of
the system only the variables concerning the timeout period have to be adapted.
However the enlarging of the timeout period has to disadvantages:

• The perfonnance of the control system will deteriorate because the time
between retransmissions will increase.

• Keeping the timers running during the configuration phase (independent of the
length of the timeout period), may result in more links closing down during or
short after the configuration phase. As we have seen the network will only
enter the configuration phase in case of trouble. A warning of the window
mechanism to the configuration protocol about the closing down of a link may
result in the reconfiguration of the network. The link will be closed down
because somewhere in the network something is wrong. It is not likely that the
link closing down will be the only one troubled by the problem in the network.
This means that during the configuration phase or immediately after the
configuration phase other links will also be closed down. The links closing
down shortly after the configuration phase will result in a new configuration
phase. This will go on and on.

Because of these disadvantages the enlarging of the timers is not advisable. It will
therefore not be applied in the configuration protocol of the WTDM CPNetwork.

stopping the timers

Stopping the timers during the configuration protocol will remove the fIrSt
disadvantage above. Also will the status of the links not worsen during the
configuration phase. However the second disadvantage given above still remains.
Because of trouble in the network a number of links will be in bad shape. If one of the
links closes down, the configuration phase will be entered and the timers will be
stopped. However the status of the other links in trouble will still be bad and may
already be busy with its third retransmission. The messages sent during this
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retransmission will be removed from the network during the configuration phase. This
means that when the configuration phase will be left and the timers will be given free
again, these links will close down after a while starting a new configuration phase
again. Therefore the third strategy has been chosen.

resetting the timers (links)

By stopping the timers and resetting them after the configuration phase is left, the
disadvantage above will no longer be valid. The timers of all links will be reset and
the window mechanism will retransmit the frames in the window for the first time.
This means that links which were in bad shape before the configuration phase was
entered, will be in almost a new state after the configuration phase is left.

To stop and to reset the timers (links) in the window mechanism of the link layer
control part, two signals have to be defmed from the configuration protocol to the
window mechanism. The implementation of these signals will be found in the next
chapter. The configuration protocol will activate the stop signal when entering the
configuration phase. The reset signal will be activated after having detennined the
routing of the node.

9.6 CONCLUSIONS

During the configuration phase the entire network will be reconfigurated without the
link layer control part having access to the network. This way the configuration
protocol will be able to restore the configuration of the network after an indication of
problems. The maximum time needed to enter the configuration phase and perform
the reconfiguration will be approximately 2.5 maximum round trip delays. It is
advisable to not only stop the timers of the window mechanism during the
configuration phase but also reset the timers after leaving the configuration phase.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONFIGURATION
PROTOCOL IN THE WTDM CPNETWORK

In the previous chapters of this rapport a study has been made of the configuration
protocol of a passive optical star network. The procedures from the flow-diagram of .
the configuration protocol in figure 4.5 have been elaborated and for each of the
procedures a number of alternatives has been described and compared with each
other.

Besides theory, possible strategies have been chosen and elaborated for the
implementation in the WTDM CPNetwork. In this chapter the details for the
implementation of the configuration protocol of the WTDM CPNetwork will be
worked out. In the first paragraph a detailed flow-diagram of the configuration
protocol will be elaborated. After that a summary will be given of the information that
is needed and has to be stored by the configuration protocol. The third paragraph will
contain a description of the various configuration messages used by the configuration
protocol. In the fourth paragraph the adaptations in the link layer control protocol will
be described and in the last paragraph the [mal interface of the configuration protocol
with its environment will be given.

10.1 FLOW·DIAGRAM OF THE CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL

In this paragraph the flow-diagram of the configuration protocol of the WTDM
CPNetwork will be elaborated. In comparison with the flow-diagram of figure 4.5 two
main differences exist. One is that the configuration protocol contains an operational
phase in which the entire network will be reconfigured without the presence of the
link layer control messages in the network.

An second important change is that the test for full connectivity using the 'Warshall
algorithm' (paragraph 6.1) is no longer necessary. The loss of full connectivity will be
detected directly when one of the tenninal-free receivers creating the ring loses its
signal or when a missing node is detected by the scanning procedure. Even in the
configuration phase the test for full connectivity will not be necessary. The
configuration protocol will scan all nodes in the configuration phase and will know
which nodes are active. It then waits for the update messages of the other nodes. If the
update message of one of the active nodes of the scan-list will not be received, it
means something is wrong and that there is probably no full connectivity in the
network. The reconfiguration will be started again.

The flow-diagram of the configuration protocol of the WTDM CPNetwork is given in
figure 10.1. The flow-diagram of the procedures to be pelformed during the
configuration phase is given in figure 10.2. The procedures will be described below as
far as they have not already been described in the previous chapters of this rapport.
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Figure 10.1: Flow-diagram of the Configuration Protocol in the Operational Phase
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Figure 10.2: Flow-diagram of the Configuration Protocol in the Configuration Phase
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initialisation of the network

During the initialisation of the network the configuration protocol will receive the
infonnation necessary to perfonn its task. This infonnation must contain:

• The node identities of the nodes present in the network.

• The wavelength belonging to the nodes in the network.

• Infonnation about the coupling of the input ports of the control system and the
terminal ports of the user network. 11lis infonnation is necessary to extract
infonnation about the coupled terminals and the connections they establish
from the data-base of the network layer management part.

• The identity of the node itself.

After having received this infonnation, the positions of the nodes in the ring will be
determined. These fIxed positions of the nodes are needed for the fixed ring strategy
to guarantee full connectivity. The configuration protocol will also send a list of the
node identities present in the network to the LLC_Dbase and the LLC_Device_Driver
processes of the link layer control part.

In the flow-diagram of fIgure 10.1 the variable 'reset' will get the value 'true' in the
initialisation of the network to distinguish a reset from a software reconfiguration
when entering the configuration phase. After a network has been resetted the
configuration protocol does not have to take into account the existing configuration of
the network during the reconfiguration. In case of a software reconfiguration the
configuration protocol will restore full connectivity in the network by altering the
existing configuration as less as possible.

topology description

This procedure will perfonn the activities discussed in chapter 7. This procedure is
divided into three sub-procedures:

• 'compose update message': In this sub-procedure the update message to be sent
by the configuration protocol will be constructed. The message will contain a
description of the configuration of the node.

• 'process update message': This sub-procedure will handle the incoming update
messages of the other nodes. If the procedure receives new infonnation to
which the established routes have to be adapted, the variable 'new_info' will
get the value 'true'. If infonnation has been received of all active nodes in the
scan-list, the boolean 'all_info' will get the value 'true'. This boolean will play
an important role in the configuration phase in which new routes may only be
determined when updates of all nodes has been received.

• 'process configuration change': This sub-procedure will handle the infonnation
about changes in the configuration which the configuration protocol receives
from its enviromnent in the node (network layer and physical layer) or which
are a result of changes caused by the 'test equipment' procedure and the 'scan
control' procedure.

The topology description updated by the topology description procedure has to be
available for other procedures such as the 'scan control' procedure and the 'creating
routing tables' procedure.
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creating routing tables

This procedure performs the actIvItIes discussed in chapter 5. This procedure is
divided into two sub-procedures:

o 'detennine routes': This sub-procedure will detennine the routes using the
available topology description in the configuration protocol. The routes will be
determined according to the 'single source shonest path algorithm' (chapter 5)
and will be established using the 'stripping mechanism'. The routing messages'
will be sent two times quickly after each other.

• 'process routing message': This sub-procedure will handle the routing messages
received from the other nodes and adjust the routing tables according to the
information in these messages.

test equipment

If one of the receivers loses its signal, the configuration protocol will perform the test
described in paragraph 6.3. If the problem is located at the transmitting side of the
edge created by the receiver (and the ring will be broken), the variable 'internal-prob.'
will get the value 'false'. The next step will be to create a token and enter the
configuration phase.

In case of an internal problem, the configuration protocol will tty to restore the
damage if possible. To be able to restore the configuration of the node the procedure
has to have access to the infonnation about the receivers. If no tenninal-free receiver
can be created and the preceding node in the ring can no longer be received, the
variable 'solved' will get the value 'false' and the transmitter will be stopped. This way
the other nodes will detect that the node will no longer be part of the active topology
and will restore the ring by excluding the node.

If the problems have been solved, the next procedure will be the 'process
configuration change' which will adapt the topology description of the configuration
protocol. The variable 'solved' will get the value 'true'.

scanning

The configuration protocol procedure will scan the nodes which are not present in the
active topology of the network with help of the scan-list (created during the last
configuration phase). The configuration protocol will only scan when a token is
present in the configuration protocol and a receiver is available (free). The token may
be created by the configuration protocol itself or received from another node in the
network.

The scanning of wavelengths will be perfonned by a scan procedure in the physical
layer. Whenever the configuration protocol wants a receiver to scan the nodes in the
scan-list, it will send a signal to the scan procedure specifying the receiver to be used
and containing the scan-list. The scan procedure will scan all wavelengths and send a
signal to the configuration protocol when it receives a signal of a node in the scan-list.
The configuration protocol will then start the reconfiguration of the network.

The procedure 'scan control' in the configuration protocol will be responsible for the
scanning activities of the configuration protocol. Each time the configuration of the
node changes, the 'scan control' procedure will check for possibilities to appoint a
receiver to scan (if a token is present). The transmission and handling of the
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(incoming) token messages and acknowledge token messages will also be the
responsibility of the 'scan control' procedure.

If there is a possibility to scan, the variable 'poss._scan' will get the value 'true'. If the
configuration protocol possesses a token the variable 'token' will get the variable
'true'.

start reconfiguration

In this procedure the configuration protocol will start to send special configuration
messages to inform the other nodes about the configuration phase. It will also
determine the buffer content of the buffers of the receivers, block the link layer
control part and the network layer from sending or receiving messages (see also
paragraph 10.3), determine the scan-list and create the ring. In this procedure will also
the present topology description of the network be removed. This information is no
longer of use (it is possible that the topology description is not up to date) as new
information will be collected in the configuration phase. After having performed these
tasks, a timer will be started for a period of 1.5 maximum round trip delay. In this
period the configuration protocol will update the other nodes, receive itself update
messages, and determine the routes ifpossible.

In the flow-diagram of figure 10.2 the start reconfiguration procedure will determine
the boolean of two variables:

• 'empty_scanl.': If the scan-list is empty the boolean will be 'true'

• 'all_info': This boolean will get the value 'false' because all information has
been removed during this procedure.

end reconfiguration

When the timer 'stop' of the configuration phase times out and the configuration
protocol has received updates of all active nodes in the scan-list and thus has already
established its routes, the 'end configuration' procedure will be started. In this
procedure the network will be given free again for the link layer control messages.
Also will this procedure take care of the link management described in paragraph 9.4
and will start to create links to the active nodes in the scan-list.

creating topology

In the configuration phase a difference will be made between a cold start (reset of the
network) and a (software) reconfiguration as discussed in chapter 9. In case of a
reconfiguration the receivers with the exception of the terminal-free receivers will not
be changed if not necessary. However in case of a cold start no topology exists and
therefore a topology will have to be created. The configuration protocol will
determine the wavelength selection of the receivers of the node. The strategies which
can be used to create the topology will not be elaborated here but one possible
strategy is to create a topology in which the average path length is kept to a minimum.
This procedure creates the topology and will be called 'creating topology'.

process information

This procedure will process the data of the signals of group 11 specified below. The
arrival of these signals will not start one the procedures above.
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incoming signals (interrupts)

The signals coming in can be divided into two groups:

• Signals which have influence on the flow sequence of the procedures in the
flow-diagrams of figure 10.1 and 10.2,

• Signals that only contain data and which will have no influence on the flow
sequence ofthe procedures in figure 10.1 and 10.2.

input on flow seQ.uence:

1 Transmitter fault: The power level of the transmitted signal is too low. The
node will no longer be active in the network. The node must be repaired and
will only take part again after having been repaired and resetted (from
hardware).

2 Receiver fault: One of the receivers has lost its signal or malfunctions. The
configuration protocol must perfonn a test to locate the malfunction (from
hardware).

3 Arrival configuration message (see paragraph 10.2)

a routing message

b update message

c token message

d acknowledge token message

e switch configuration phase message

4 New infonnation about the user connections connected to the control receivers
or about a changing wavelength selection of one of the receivers. This
infonnation comes from the network layer management part.

5 Link closing down warning (from window mechanism of the link layer control
part)

6 A warning from the link layer control part that a link layer control message has
been received from a node for which no link exists (the node is not active
according to the infonnation of the configuration protocol).

7 Timer for the periodical updating in the operational phase and in the
configuration phase. In the operational phase it will be used for the periodical
updating in a stable situation and in the configuration phase it will be used for
updating during the 1.5 maximum round trip delay period (see chapter 9).

8 Returning node detected (from 'scanning' procedure).

9 Reset

lOA new node is introduced by the operator.
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input on data:

11 This group of signals include the remaining signals (see paragraph 10.5) which
will have no influence on the flow sequence. These signals will only carry data
which will be handled by the 'process information' procedure.

During the configuration phase only attention will be paid to the interrupts 1, 2, 3,4,
7, 9, 10, 11 and the timer of the configuration phase 'stop'. The other interrupts will
not occur during the configuration phase or will not be handled during the
configuration phase but only after the configuration protocol has returned to the
operational phase.

10.2 THE NECESSARY INFORMATION

To perform its task the configuration protocol will receive data from the configuration
protocol of the other nodes and from its envirorunent like the physical layer, the
network layer management part and the link layer control part. It will also have to
store data produced by itself like the last broadcast update message and the routes it
established. The information needed and to be stored by the configuration protocol
will be summarized in this paragraph.

receiver

The configuration protocol of a node will need all kinds of information about the
receivers of the control system. The information for one receiver includes:

• The terminal port of the user network which is coupled to the input port of the
control system (coupled to the receiver). This information is needed to
reconfigure the node if necessary.

• The priority of the user connection established by the terminal coupled to the
receiver. This information comes from the data-base of the network layer
management part. A procedure in the network layer management part will
inform the configuration protocol when the status of the user cOlUlection
changes.

• The Process Identifier (PID) of the UC Transcode process in the link layer
control part belonging to the receiver. TIlls information is needed to adapt the
routing table of the receiver which is located in this LLC_Transcode Process.
The configuration protocol also needs this information to transmit its
configuration messages via one of these processes.

• The wavelength selected by the receiver. This information will defme the
edges (physical cOlUleetions) created by the receivers and will be needed for all
kinds of tasks to be performed by the configuration protocol.

• The status ofthe receiver:

- scanning

- terminal-free
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- free (used for nothing special)

- testing

- malfunctioning

- functioning (creating an edge)

• The buffer content of the receiver or its translation to the cost of the edge .
created by the receiver.

topology description

The infonnation received by the update messages of the other nodes and the
configuration description of the node itself will have to be stored. This infonnation
will be used to detennine the routing of the node. The infonnation will include the
edges created by the receivers of the nodes and the cost of the edges. The infonnation
should be stored in such a way that it is easy accessible for the single source shortest
path algorithm.

routes

The configuration protocol will store the shortest path tree detennined by the single
source shortest path algorithm. The tree will be used to detennine the sequence of the
node identities in the routing messages according to the 'stripping mechanism'.

node identities and their wavelength

In the initialisation phase the configuration protocol will receive the node identities
and the wavelengths of the nodes present in the network.

ring

The configuration protocol will detennine with help of the node identities (collected
in the initialisation phase of the network) the positions of the nodes in the ring.

scan-list

The configuration protocol will detennine a list of the active nodes and implicit the
inactive nodes in the network during the configuration phase. This infonnation will be
used to restore full connectivity.

token

The configuration protocol will have to store the token if it receives one or creates
one. The token will be removed if the scan-list of inactive nodes does no longer
contain any nodes or when the token has been successfully passed to another node.
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PID of the processes with which it communicates

The configuration protocol has to store the PIDs of the processes of its enviromnent
with which it wants to exchange infonnation or to which it wants to send a signal to
stan a required action. An example is the PIDs of the window mechanisms in the link
layer control part which are necessary to stop and reset the timers in the
LLC_Transmitter processes.

sequence numbers

The sequence numbers of the routing messages and the update messages transmitted
in the last routing and update session of all nodes in the network (see chapter 5 and 6).

10.3 THE CONFIGURATION MESSAGE

To perfonn its task the configuration protocol will need five different configuration
messages as we have seen in the previous chapters. The configuration messages will
all have the same basic structure. The message will contain 32 octets like all link: layer
messages. In paragraph 4.4.1 it has already been described that four octets have been
reserved for the source address, the destination address and a CRC of two octets. We
have also seen that the configuration messages have their own specific destination
address O. To be able to differentiate the five configuration messages, a type identifier
of three bits will be sufficient.

The layout of the configuration protocol is given in figure 10.3. The octets of the
message are used as follows:

octet 1:

octet 2:

destination address with value 0 to differentiate the
configuration messages from the other link layer messages.

source address of the node sending the message

data
field OJ ~~~ I ~~~

30 31 32

layout of the configuration message

type sequence number
message or hop counter

1he control field

Figure 10.3: The Configuration Message
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the control field (see figure 10.3)
The first 3 bits (5 1052,53) will be used to indicate the type of
message.
The last 5 bits (XI,x2,X3,X4,x5) will be used in a different
way dependent on the type of configuration message.

the fill field gives a binary representation of the number of
octets that contain information in the data field. The value of
the fill field will vary from 0 to 27.

the data field of which the content will depend on the type of
configuration message.

octets 31 and 32: the CRC of the message.

The five configuration messages are:

update message

The update message will be used to broadcast the configuration of the node to the
other nodes of the network. The use of this message has been described in chapter 7.
The update message will contain: a source address, a sequence number for which the
five bits (XI,x2,X3,X4,x5) in the control field will be used, and a description of the
configuration of the node in the data field. An illustration of how the information in
the data field should be stored has already been given in figure 7.4.

routing message

The routing message will be used to adapt the routing tables of the nodes according to
the routes determined by the configuration protocol of the node (see chapter 5). The
routing message will contain: a source address, a sequence number using the five
remaining bits in the control field, and a sequence of nodes representing the path to be
established in the data field. The data field of the routing message will contain a
sequence of node identities representing the branch of the shonest path tree to be
established by the routing message according to the 'stripping mechanism' (paragraph
5.5.5).

token message

This message will be used to pass a token to the next node in the ring. The message
will contain no information pan. The five bits (X I ,X2,x3,x4,X5) of the control field
will have no pwpose either.

acknowledge token message

The token message will be acknowledged by an acknowledge token message. The
acknowledge token message will contain a hop-counter in the five bits
(X1,x2,x3,X4,x5) of the control field to prevent the looping of these messages forever.
The data field will not contain any data.
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switch message

This message will be used to infonn the other nodes about the switch of the
operational phase to the configuration phase. In the switch message the data field will
not contain any data. Also will the five bits of the control field not be used.

10.4 CHANGES IN THE CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL

In paragraph 3.2.1 and appendix A the original link. layer control part has been
described. Due to the implementation of the configuration protocol a number of
changes will have to be made to this design. These changes will be discussed in this
paragraph. First the changes concerning the blocking of the link. layer control
messages during the configuration phase will be discussed. In the second paragraph
the changes concerning the routing tables in the link. layer control part will be
described. In the last paragraph a number of small changes will be discussed.

10.4.1 BLOCKING OF THE LINK LAYER CONTROL MESSAGES

In chapter 9 about the configuration phase we have seen that the link. layer control
messages may have no access to the control network during the configuration phase.
In the following sub-paragraphs it will be shown how the window mechanism of the
links will be stopped and resetted and how the link. layer control messages in the
network will be removed by the LLC_Transcode processes of the link. layer control
part.

window mechanism

To stop the link. layer control part from transmitting new link layer control messages,
the window mechanisms of the links in the LLC_Transmitter processes will have to
blocked. In the SDL description of the LLC_Transmitter process a special state will
be defmed which will be entered when a signal is received from the configuration
protocol. In this state the window mechanism will stop transmitting messages and will
not respond to the timers timing out. The messages already in the window will be held
there and new messages from the network layer will be accepted and stored in the
window but will not transmitted. The pointers pointing to the head of the window
filling will of course be updated each time a new message arrives from the network
layer.

To prevent the overflow of the transmitter windows of the links during the
configuration phase, the network layer has to stop sending new messages to the link
layer. The configuration protocol will therefore send also a signal to the network layer
management part to start a procedure to stop accepting new infonnation from the
users. This means that the network will not be accessible for the users during the
configuration phase. The messages already present in the network layer will be placed
in the transmitter window of the link.s.

When the configuration protocol has finished the reconfiguration of the network and
the link. layer control messages are allowed again to the control network, a signal will
be send to the network layer and the transmitter processes of the link. layer to infonn
them about it. The transmitter processes will return to their nonnal active states and
will start to transmit all messages present in the window. The timers in the window
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mechanism of the LLC_Transmitter process will all be resetted according to
paragraph 9.5 so all links will be in optimum state when the configuration phase has
been left.

To infonn the network layer about the configuration phase two new signals have been
defmed: 'lCstop_transmicreq' and 'll_release_transmicreq'. For the LLC_Transmitter
processes of the link layer control also two messages have been defmed to stop and
start the window mechanism: 'll_stop_transmitter_req' and 1Creseclink'.

To be able to send these signals to the LLC_transmitter processes in the link layer
control part, the configuration protocol has to be infonned about the PIDs of these
transmitter processes. Therefore a new signal has been defined from the
'LLC_Supervisor' process to the configuration process which will infonn the
configuration protocol each time a transmitter process is started. The new signal
'll...,pid_transrnitter_info' will provide the configuration protocol with the PID from the
new transmitter process.

LLC_Transcode process

To remove the link layer control messages from the network not only the window
mechanism has to be blocked but also the link layer control messages already in the
network have to removed. The incoming messages of a node can best be discarded in
the LLC_Transcode processes of the link layer control part. In these processes the
incoming messages are directed to the appropriate handler.

On a signal from the configuration protocol the LLC_Transcode process will enter a
special state. In this state the process will separate the incoming configuration
messages from the incoming link layer control messages (separation with help of the
special destination address of the configuration messages). The incoming
configuration messages will be passed to the configuration protocol and the link layer
control messages will be discarded.

When the configuration phase will be left, the configuration protocol will send again a
signal to the LLC_Transcode processes of the link layer control part to re-establish
the nonnal state in which the link layer control messages will be handled nonnally
again.

Two new signals will have to be defmed from the configuration protocol to the
LLC_Transcode processes: 'll_block_req' and ll_unblock_req'. These signals will be
sent at the same time as the signals to the LLC_Transmitter processes and the signals
sent to the network layer management part defined in the previous sub-paragraph.

10.4.2 ROUTING TABLES IN THE LINK LAYER CONTROL PART

In chapter 5 the routing strategy and the implementation of the routing tables have
been described. As we have seen then, the receivers of WTDM CPNetwork control
system will each be equipped with one routing table and will be installed in the
LLC_Transcode process (in the link layer control part of the control system) related to
the receiver.

The LLC_Transcode processes in the control system will be created by the
LLC_Device_Driver of the link layer control part. After the network is started the
'LLC_Device_Driver' waits for the configuration protocol to send a list of node
identities present in the network plus the identity of the node itself. After having
received this infonnation, the 'LLC_Device_Driver will determine a default routing
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table (an empty routing table in which no entries are 'true') and create a
LLC_Transcode process for each receiver of the node. The default routing tables will
be sent to the new LLC_Transcode processes. The LLC_Device_Driver itself forms a
table in which it keeps the relation between the hardware receivers and their
LLC_Transcode processes.

The information from the configuration protocol to the LLC_Device_Driver used to
be send by two signals in the original situation: 'lCinicthis_node' and
'll_inicrelay_node'. In the new design one signal containing the information of both .
the original signals will be sufficient. This new signal will be the 'll_init_node'.

The configuration protocol will have to adapt the content of the routing tables of the
LLC_Transcode processes when it receives a routing message from one of the other
nodes in the network. It also must be able to reset the routing tables of the
'LLC_Transcode' processes. For the purposes two new signals have to be defmed
which are not defined in the original specification of the control system:
'll_adapCtable_req' and 'll_reseCtable_req'.

To be able to send these signals, the configuration protocol has to know the PIDs form
the LLC_Transcode processes together with their relation to the receivers of the
control system of the node. Therefore the LLC_Device_Driver will sent the table
containing the relation of the LLC_Transcode processes with the hardware receivers
to the configuration protocol, after it has created the LLC_Transcode processes. For
this purpose a new signal 'll_receiver_table_info' will be defined.

10.4.3 SMALL CHANGES

In this paragraph two small adaptations to the original control system will be
discussed.

link failure

In chapter 9 we have already seen that the configuration protocol is responsible for
the creation of the links. When it has completed the configuration phase, the
configuration protocol will send a 'll_create_link_req' signal to the LLC_Dbase of the
link layer control part for each active node in the scan-list. Dependent whether or not
a link exist a window mechanism will be created or a confirmation that the link
already exists will be sent to the configuration protocol ('ll_create_link_ind').

In the original design of the control system, the configuration protocol will not be
informed about the success of the creation of a link. However this information is
necessary because if the establishment of a link fails (e.g. the other side does not
respond) it means that something is wrong in the configuration of the network and the
configuration protocol will have to take action.

The same situation occurs when a link closes down. As we have seen in chapter 9, the
closing down of a link to a node which is active according to the configuration
protocol of the node, must lead to the entrance of the configuration phase. However in
the original situation the configuration protocol will not be informed about the closing
down of a link.

Therefore an adaptation will be made in the LLC_Dbase process of the link layer
control part. The LLC_Dbase process will be informed about the closing down of a
link or the failing of setting up a link by the LLC_Supervisor process
Cll_remove_link_datastr' signal in appendix A). If the LLC_Dbase receives such a
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signal it will send a signal to the configuration protocol. For this purpose a slightly
changed 'll_create_link_ind' will be used containing the node identity for which the
link failed.

'II_round_singingJault' signal

In the original link layer control part the 'll_round_singing_fault' signal has been
defmed. This signal infonns the configuration protocol when a message has been '
received with a source address equal to the node its own identity and a destination
address not equal to the node its own identity. The idea was that this situation could
only occur when loops were present in the topology of the logical control network and
thus the configuration protocol had to be infonned.

However the arrival of such a message does not have to be a consequence of a loop in
the logical network and is no reason to adapt the routing of the node. This can best be
explained with help of a simple example given in figure 10.4. In this figure a network
with four nodes is given plus the shortest path tree of node 1 which it will use to
establish its routes. A message from node 1 destined for node 4 will arrive via the
nodes 2 and 3. Arriving at node 3, the message will be broadcast and received by both
node 1 and 4. Node 1 will therefore receive a signal with source address 1 and
destination address 4. In the original situation this would lead to an unnecessary
'll_round_singing_fault' signal. Because of this reason the 'ICround_singing_fault'
signal will be removed.

2}-------{3

}-------{4

<a> : network

2

3

4

(b) : shortest path tree of node 1

Figure 10.4: The Arrival of the Node its own Message without
having a Loop in the Logical Routes
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INTERFACE WITH THE ENVIRONMENT

In this fmal paragraph an overview will be given of all signals from and to the
environment of the configuration protocol as they have been used and defmed in the
previous chapters. The signals are shown in figure 10.5.

10.5.1 INTERFACE WITH THE LINK LAYER CONTROL PART

to the link layer control part

- ICstop_transmitter: stop the window mechanism from transmitting link layer
control messages.

ICreset_Iink: release the window mechanism and reset all timers in the
window mechanism.

- ll_create_link_req: a request to set up a link to the node mentioned in the
signal.

- ll_iniclink_node; the list of present nodes in the network send to the
LLC_Dbase process after the initialisation of the network.

lNU"~ I NL_ConIIoI

NElWORK LAYER

UNKLAYER

ll.-AI....",.,., LL_-mN

.-...........-- .-................ , --t:1...-.... --.._......_... r =--:- ":...-_........1'1III ~......._-
I_"_~",...-_....._......--~_...
~-"'" ( --, . h·--....._........_... u.e__ ) "..=_..-rTIII

~-",,"II T

...--_11II\.... I
~~iLlI'II\..... 110'1

LLC_---.........._...........---.......................
'---'"'---'"..........................._...
iL-UU-_NlII

"' ....-1 Ju.c._
'---...... "-

............_.... ._..._........... '-.....- Ct,')....._---_... ...-----... u.c.--.-......._... ........._--... . .. '

......."....._... ......."...,_.... .........JIiIIe...... ......

PHYSICAL LAYER

I I

Figure 10.5: The Interface of the Configuration Protocol with its Environment
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- lCblock_req: stop handling incoming link layer control messages.

- ll_unblock_req: start to handle incoming link layer control messages again.

- ll_config_req: a message from the configuration protocol which has to be
transmitted.

- lCreset_table_req: remove the content of the routing table to create a default
routing table.

ll_adapctable_req: adapt the routing table according to the information
included in the signal.

- ll_init_Dode: the list of present nodes in the network plus the node identity of
the node itself send to the LLC_Device_Driver after the initialisation of the
network.

from the link layer control part

- ll~id_transmitter_info: informing the configuration protocol about the PID of
a new LLC_Transmitter Process.

- ll_descnode_fault: the link layer control wants to sent a message to a
destination node for which no LLC_Transcode process has been defmed in the
LLC_Dbase.

- ll_source_node_fault: the reception of a link layer message from a node for
which no link exists.

- ll_create_link_ind: informing the configuration protocol of the status of a link
when asked for or when it changes.

- ll_config_ind: passing the content of an arrived configuration message.

- ll_receiver_info_req: supplying the configuration protocol with information
about the relation of the hardware receivers and the LLC_Transcode processes.

lO.5.2 INTERFACE WITH THE PHYSICAL LAYER

to the physical layer

- ll_start_scan_req: request for the 'scan procedure' in the physical layer to start
scanning by using the specified receiver and the included scan-list.

- ll_stop_scan_req: request for the 'scan procedure' to stop scanning.

- ll_stop_laser_req: stop the laser from transmitting a signal.

- ll_info_buffer_req: request for the values of the pointers in the buffer of the
receiver identified in the signal.
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from the physical layer

- ll_node_detected_ind: the 'scan procedure' has a signal detected of one of the
nodes in the scan-list. The detected node will be included in the signal.

- ll_laser_faulCind: the laser is not functioning well.

- ll_receiverjaulCind: the receiver identified in the signal has lost its signal.

- ll_info_buffer_ind: the infonnation of the buffer of a specified receiver
requested by the configuration protocol.

10.5.3 INTERFACE WITH NETWORK LAYER MANAGEMENT

to the network layer management part

- 11_wavelength_sel: a request for a specified receiver to select the specified
wavelength (node).

- ll_stop_transmicreq: stop accepting new messages from the users (terminals).

- ll_release_transmicreq: start accepting new messages from the users
(terminals) again.

- ll_block_terminal_req: block the identified terminal so a terminal-free receiver
will be created.

- ll_release_termimal_req: release the identified terminal so it can be used again
to set up a user connection.

- ICremove_connection_req: break the specified user connection.

- ll-problem_ind: a signal to infonn the operator about specified hardware
malfunctions.

from the network layer management part

- ICwavelength_info: informing the configuration protocol about a change in
wavelength selection by one of the receivers.

- ll-priority_inf: informing the configuration protocol about a change in the
priorities of the user connections (the terminals) which wavelength allocation
are tied to the control channels.
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CONCLUSIONS

The configuration problem of a passive optical star network. has not yet been
discusseed in the literature about optical star networks and lambda-networks.
Therefore the strategies elaborated in this report are a mix of new and existing·
strategies (techniques used computer networks). Adaptations have been made to adapt
to the specific problems encountered in passive optical star networks.

The configuration protocol can be divided into four parts which have all been
elaborated separately.

routes

For the WTDM CPNetwork the 'single source shortest path algorithm' and the
'stripping mechanism' are used to detennine and establish the shortest paths in the
network.

In the network. the traffic load of the nodes (the traffic load of the edges) can be
controlled by using the costs of the edges to be used by the 'single source shortest path
algorithm'. Because the traffic characteristics of the WfDM CPNetwork have not yet
been detennined, this issue is left for futher study.

full connectivity

The full connectivity problem cannot be solved without the aid of one or more
terminal-free receivers in each node. A strategy in which the nodes do not require the
topology descriptions of the network is advised. For the WTDM CPNetwork a
strategy using a fIXed ring structure has been elaborated.

update

To update the nodes about the configuration of the network a technique will be used
which has already proven its value in computer networks. The 'periodical updating'
technique has been adapted to keep the traffic load caused by the update messages as
low as possible.

congestion and the configuration phase

In case of congestion or other problems in the network, the configuration phase will
be entered to reconfigure the network. In this phase all messages exept those sent by
the configuration protocol will be deleted to create maximum throughput for
configuration messages. To prevent the premature closing down of link, timers of the
window mechanism are stopped and reset after reconfiguration has been completed.
The time needed to reconfigure the network will be about 2.5 maximum round trip
delays.
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Chapter 11 Conclusions

WTDM CPNetwork

For the WTDM CPNetwork the configuration phase will also be used when full
connectivity has to be restored. In the last chapter of this report the details for the
implementation of the configuration protocol of the WTDM CPNetwork have been
elaborated.

future work

The next step in the future will be to test and simulate the developed configuration
protocol. For this purpose a test environment has been developed at the PIT RNL. In
this environment each node will be equipped with 4 receivers. After the configuration
protocol (and the rest of the control system) has been tested, it will be implemented in
the 16 node WTDM CPNetwork in a broadcast production centre infrastructure..
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APPENDIX A

SDL Description of the Link Layer Control Part of the Control System
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AppendixB

The Numerical Values of the Maximum Number of Additions and
the Number of Deletions for the 'In_route' Strategy

maximum number of additions:

number of deletions:

g(n,k)=n(n-l)

f(n,k)=n(n.k-l)

n is the number of nodes in the network

k is the number of receivers per node

max. #deletions
n #addition k.2 k.3 k.4 k.6 k.10 k.16

1 0 1 2 3 5 9 15
2 2 4 8 12 20 36 60
3 6 9 18 27 45 81 135
4 12 16 32 48 80 144 240
5 20 25 50 75 125 225 375
6 30 36 72 108 180 324 540
7 42 49 98 147 245 441 735
8 56 64 128 192 320 576 960
9 72 81 162 243 405 729 1215

10 90 100 200 300 500 900 1500
11 110 121 242 363 605 1089 1815
12 132 144 288 432 720 1296 2160
13 156 169 338 507 845 1521 2535
14 182 196 392 588 980 1764 2940
15 210 225 450 675 1125 2025 3375
16 240 256 512 768 1280 2304 3840
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AppendixB

The Numerical Values of the Difference between the Number of Deletions and
the Maximum Number of Additions for the 'In_route' Strategy

the difference: d(n,k)=n(n.k-2n+1)

n is the number of nodes on the network

k is the number of receivers per node

Difference between #deletions and max. #additions

n k..,2 k.3 k.4 k.6 k.10 k.16

1 1 2 3 5 9 15
2 2 6 10 18 34 58
3 3 12 21 39 75 129
4 4 20 36 68 132 228
5 5 30 55 105 205 355
6 6 42 78 150 294 510
7 7 56 105 203 399 693
8 8 72 136 264 520 904
9 9 90 171 333 657 1143

10 10 110 210 410 810 1410
11 11 132 253 495 979 1705
12 12 156 300 588 1164 2028
13 13 182 351 689 1365 2379
14 14 210 406 798 1582 2758
15 15 240 465 915 1815 3165
16 16 272 528 1040 2064 3600
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MAX. #LEAYES PER NODE IN A SYMMETRICAL NETW.
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Appendix c

The Numerical Values of the Upper Boundary and the Lower Boundary for the
Maximum Number of Leaves (Routing Messages) averaged over all nodes

upper boundary: g(n,k)=n

lower boundary: f(n,k)=n-~(n-l )/k)J

n is the number of nodes in the network

k is the number of receivers per node

upper lower
boundary boundary

n G(n,k).n k.2 k.3 k.4 k.6 k.10 k.16

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4
5 5 3 4 4 5 5 5
6 6 4 5 5 6 6 6
7 7 4 5 6 6 7 7
8 8 5 6 7 7 8 8
9 9 5 7 7 8 9 9

10 10 6 7 8 9 10 10
11 11 6 8 9 10 10 11
12 12 7 9 10 11 11 12
13 13 7 9 10 11 12 13
14 14 8 10 11 12 13 14
15 15 8 11 12 13 14 15
16 16 9 11 13 14 15 16
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